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or
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THIS

ADVERTISEMENTS

Statement—Commercial Union Assurance Co.
Exec notice— Er*t Samuel Herrick.
G A Parcher—A pothecary.
K F Redman—Mark-down removal sale.
Smith'*—Dry and fancy goods.
Osgootl A Dresser—Meat market.
Lewis Friend A Co—Clothing.
Charles A Arey—Notice of assignee of his ap-

(-(], BIJRRILL & SON,

c.irr.BiK.mil'll,.' ...n.-u.-.i,

at

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

pointment.

telephone for Insurance

East Blufhill:
Grange Store Co—Notice.

expense.

our

First-class Investment Securities.
STATE STREET, ELLSWORTH, ME.

Pit

Mrs. Robert McCartney is seriously ill
at her home on the Bucksport road.

has been well said

L

only by the prophets

by modern philosis
a time and a place for everything.
there
that
ophers,
So at this season of the year it seems to be a special time
It is recorded in the book of J
for the giving of thanks.
books that it is more blessed to give than to receive ; so 4

Not

l
j>
f
f
f

of old, but

THIS TIME \vc wish to direct the public to THE
PLACE where for the giving of a few dollars you can
receive the most value, quality considered, in a C.\Rat

■’

Sl.ETGII, Pt'NG, FUR COAT, ROHES, BLANKETS,
Harnesses, Whips, Mats, &c.

RIAGE.

Ke|',isllory sn,l Siilesroom,
Franklin M., Ellsworth.

Original Ruck-hoard
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I HAVE THEM
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U JuO X Julvo*
Fleeced

Heavy

All

from 85 UP.

sizes;

Underwear.

from 50 cents

It is reported that the “Smoked Pearls”
will again cause a laugh in Ellsworth.
The W. C. T. U., will meet at the home
Mrs. I. M. Grant to-day at 2 o’clock

of

m.

p.

1. L. Halman has gone to Boston and
New York on a business trip of two
weeks.

Mrs. George W. Bagley, whose serious

week,

last

is

much

reported
improved.
An adjourned meeting of the Nicoliu
Club will be held next Tuesday evening
illness

at the

was

club-house.

Miss Mabel Frazier entertained a party
of young friends Friday evening at her
borne

Sterling

on

Harry

\Y.

street.

Osgood

came

week

home last

the funeral of Hr. Haines.
Boston Saturday.

to attend

He

and

Mittens

<; loves.

Mr. ami Mrs. O. F. Fellows, of Bucksport, are the guests of Clerk of Courts J.
F. Knowlloii and wife this week.

£30 cents irer pair.

The Senator Hal
the

HATS and LAI’S

as

returned to

up.-

“COMFORT”

S0MKT^V^th.

Georgia Tripp is employed
book-keeper for Dr. A. C. Hagerthy.
Miss

George P. Woodward hassecureda position as travelling salesman fora medical
concern of Lowell, Mass.

will also make you feel the need of

T‘

Edmund McFarland is seriously ill at
his home on Central street.
Dr. T. N. Drake*, of Pittsfield, has been
in town a few days this week.
0. W. Tapley has been named for
notary public by Gov. Powers.

pract ice of basket-ball, with the

pectation

in all tin- latest styles.

begun

hose team has

<>f

organizing

a

team

ex-

soon.

Hr. A. L. Douglass, who is soon to move
Ellsworth from Bar Harbor, will ocM.
cupy the oillce of the late Dr. W.
Haines.
to

C > W Iv X
5

STREET.

WATER

15 Y F X

,

ELLSWORTH.

-----

Laurie,” by F. W. Rollins. The next
lecture, which will be given Thursday,
Feb. 4, will be on “The Dukeries— Sherwood Forest”, prelude, “White Moun-

GREAT MARK-DOWN,

w
a

ife will leave soon for
visit to Mr. Chase’s

parents. Ttiey may decide to remain in
the West.

I

The many friends in this ci'y of Mrs.
Frank L. Thurber, of St. Joun, N. B.,
regret to hear of her serious illness from
a paralytic shock.

Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest

Ellsworth

An

a

recently

read

woman

who drank

man

I

occupy has been
sold and must be vacated. I therefore offer my entire stock of
store

now

Responsibility

The

of
AT

Opticians
light one. I realize that the
wrong glasses will endanger, it not ruin*
the sight. I also realize that the right
glasses will
Strengthen the Sight.
1*

not

a

Appreciating these tilings, I cannot afford to lie careless or Inaccurate, indeed, 1 | ride iny.-elf on my care ami
accuracy. A mistake would hurt me
tjuitc

as

it would hurt you.
any time to examine the

much

Did you

hear

ever

Well, it

like cheese, but it

ruts

isn’t cheese; it’s

that you can’t get
have other grades.

I

and

i
along without.
I have a mixture for

pound,

have

twice

one

as

good

a

pound.

per lb.
Salted Peanuts. 20 e. per lb.
c.

FRUIT and NUTS.
Assortment lino.

Prices low.

K.

F.

KEDM W,

of

a

for buttermilk,
earlier than usual the next morning. She
suggests that wives whose husbands are
prone to indulge in a- M-flre snoozes in
the morning, might try the effect of that
three-yeast-cake bread of Mrs. Lincoln.

ABSOLUTELY PURE
FUNERAL SERVICES.

I). F. Tribou says his offer to establish a
shoe factory, if business men of the city
will provide building and machinery, at
a cost of about $7,500, is still open.
He
believes the business of the factory could
be worked up to 100 cases of shoes daily
within a year’s time. No special effort
seems being made by the business men,
however, to secure the factory. Are there
too many factories in Ellsworth?

Tributes of Respect to Dr. Walter M.
Haines.
The Unitarian church was filled last

Friday morning by

Manager

by eight.

done

Evans has struck a blow at “soft snaps”.
Conductors Eupea, Abbott and Pollister
will have runs on the Mt. Desert branch.
Conductor Whitehouse, who has been
running on this branch, has been transferred to baggage master on the run from
Vanceboro to Rangor and return same

aisle

A handsome thing it was on the part of
the party of Rar Harbor gentlemen who
were entertained at Nicolin last Friday
to do what they did. Recognizing one of
tbe*f w weak spots in the club’s “outfit”,

following morning, present-

the

on

ed the club

carving

was

Ellsworth.

with a handsome set of steel
The gentlemen responsi-

tools.

for this highly-appreciated and courteous act are: W. H. Davis, F. C. Lynam,
E. R. Meats, William Fennelly, S. 11. Rodick, F. M. Conners, 11. E. Wakefield and
II. A. Law ford.
ble
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who

New Hearse in connection with the business.

who

Si

in

due

wanted

the

week

a

nn

was

the team be-

of

owners

the

memory of

A. W. CUSHMAN & SON,
No. 1 Fkanklin Stkeet,
VAINK.

ELLSWORTH.

SALE

AT

Rubbers

and

F. A. COOMBS’,
Felts.

Main Street,

Oveidhoen of all kind*.
Agent lor the W. L. Douglas Shoes.

number

of

the

employees

are

afflicted, as the sickness of a few men
one department necessarily puts a stop
operations.

in
to

story of the Ellsworth woman who
wanted a set of teeth from a deceased relative fitted to her own mouth, brings to
light another story of a Houlton woman
who had a falling out with a neighbor beThe

Rev. D.

L.

not

ELLSWORTH,

loan

lecture

may take

trip

river
more

lumber
distant

MAINE.

her

teeth

of the lumber camps
Mr. Yale was armed

with his camera, and

stereopticon
a

her

Yale and C. R. Foster took

in

visitors
the

through

camp

secured

counsel

no

in

these

two

Hamlin, counsel for the
cases,
city in actions brought by Mayor Gerry’s
police officers, Donovan, Finn and
Hale and

Hurley, being
of

1'IUIK

city.

ll.i'ine<4

It

plan

counsel for
Mini

looked

as

S

1

tiffs in t lie

HKDlimt

V V

t llP

though the plan tiffs

to

near
some

some

future
Union

scenes.

attendance
at

the

Twelve views of
shown. The
lecture proper was on the “Lowlands of
Scotland”, and was read by 11. B. Whitcomb.
The musical part of the programme consisted of a duet, “Bonnie
Doon,” by Mrs. J. A. Cunningham and
Miss Maude Phillips, and a solo, “Annie
were

obtain

to

over

cases

will have to go

bereaved

relatives

KLLSWOKTII

ARRESTED.

WKBSTKR

Hooper

Brought Him Back
Providence, R. I.
Alvin Webster, the Green’s Landing
wife-beater, who, after Judge Chase had
from

found

sufficient

cause

to hold

him for the

April grand jury, escaped from the constable before he could be brought to the
county jail, was arrested at Providence,
R. I., last Sunday.
Webster’s

through

whereabouts

captain

a

learned

were

is in win-

whose vessel

quarters at Providence. Webster

ter
on

came

for work. The captain
Webster’s escape from the

board and asked

learned

of

officers,

which
was reported
in The
American, and notified Sheriff Hooper.
Sheriff Hooper at once telegraphed the
police of Providence a description of the

man, and on Monday received word that
he had been arrested. The slier iff left

Monday afternoon
was

in

back

for

J’.

Ellsworth

and

;ce,

v

with

his

man

Wednesday morning.
The charge on which Webster is
is the technical

who

that

to the

of

one

held

assauh. but it is

death of his girl wife,

the

only' fifteen years of age,

was

assault, and

was

serious

more

due

charges

preferred against him.

may he

aWjcrttscmnits.

these

Cold

Nights

You will sleep the sleep of the

just

and

not

that

wrear

weary

in the morning if you take
to bed with you one of our all
look

rubber

FALLS.

Miss Kittie Jordan is working at C.
Whitcomb’s.

Saturday evening
passed pleasantly
with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cottle.
Cards
enjoyed by the company.
J. Treworgy sent a crew of twenty-

were

C.

between two teams from the
team- the “Blacks”
and t he “Whites”.
The players on the Blacks were: II. C.
Stratton and Fred Flynn, forwards; Zelinnn

hose-racing

Dyer

and

Harry Brown,

guards;

Ernest Brown, centre.
The Whites were John A. Stuart and

George
McAvoy, forwards;
Brooks and S. E. Chapman, guards; James
Sullivan, centre. Stratton was captain of
William

t tie

Blacks and

Stuart

the

of

Whites.

Harry Perkins was referee and C. J.
Brown, timer.
Two twenty-minute halves were played.
The Blacks were victorious by the score
of 19

to

11.

After ttie
and

dance, Monaghan
music.

game

there

was a

Kelley furnishing

shown.

were

this

city.

aeo.

Examination

showed

tnat

Gault’s right collar bone was broken, and
there was a severe scalp wound extending
from hack of the ear to the forehead.
There was apparently no fracture of the
skull, but concussion of the brain is
feared, and Gaud’s condition is considered critical.

new’

side, lie
we

or

pain
the

on

will give

one.

Albert Withain, who has been emj ployed in Boston for the past ttiree years,
j came home Monday night. He will not

j

I

return.

Miss
All
were

Wit ham entertained her

Mamie

friends

at

her

a

tine

had

home

time,

Saturday evening.
ice-cream

and cake

served.

Sylvanus Jordan met with a very
serious accident Thursday while in the
I woods at C. M. Wit ham’s camp.
He
slipped on the ice and fell backwards
across a

log.

i recitation. Miss
Ina
on

Grace

Grindell;

song,

Lynch, accompanied by James
the cornet.
CHURCH

Game-* followed.

The general topic for the Epwortb
league prayer meeting for January is
“The Gospel in Isaiah". Tin* subject for
next Tuesday evening is “The Temporal
Blessings which Follow Christianity”.
Annie Stevens, leader.
CONGREGATION AI..

Young people’s meeting, vestry parlor
at 7 o’clock this (Wednesday evening.
Subject for mid-week meeting at 7.30
this (Wednesday) evening:
“Our Own
Church

Covenant.”
UNITARIAN.

Sunday, Jan. 31—Morning service with
sermon by
pastor at 10:30.
Subject:
“God’s Ways and Man’s Wrys.” r'undav
in

school

vestry

at

the

cose

of

Vesper service in the

afternoon at 4 o’clock. Tnc erviee will
be largely musical. There w .1 beast >rt
To these ser\ -es
address.
all
are
cordially invited.
COMING KYI MS.

Thursday, Feb. 4, 7.30 p i.. at t he Congregational church Peop 's travel course
of lectures.
Subject: “The Dukeries—
Sherwood Forest.’’ Stere- ;. m i.u prelude,
“The White Mountains.'
T.vkets, 10

present.
The next in the series on the “Home”
will be “Religion- Family Worship.” The

cert and

special talk
presented at the

is to
last

carry

Monday, Feb. 22. at Hancock hall—Conball of Eagle bowk and ladder

company.

ttorrttsnncnls.

out

conference

at Somesvillc.

Beginning Feb. 7, Mr. Hunt will commence a series of Sunday morning sermons. Subjects as follows: Feb. 7, “What
meanest
thou, () sleeper?” Feb. 14,
“Broken cisterns.” Feb. 28, “Saul ami the
March 7, “A search
Witch of Endor.”
March 14, “The wanand its result.”
derer's ret urn home.” March 21,“Peace.”
Special music will be arranged for the

Sunday Rev. David Hatch, State secretary of the Maine missionary society,
will occupy the pulpit in the morning.
At the request of the pastor Mr. Hatch
will give a brief talk (introductory to
the sermon) illustrated by a map which
he will bring, relating to the work of his
society in the State. He will preach at
Miss
North Ellsworth in the afternoon.
Washburn, who is one of the most ardent
missionary workers, will have charge of
the evening service.

WALSH'S
SCHOOL

the

morning service.

cents.

of this

NO I KS.

METHODIST.

Miss Washburn and Miss Burdette. All
urgently and cordially invited to be

the ideas

pa i?r ii k it.

NOTES.

are

object

a.

CHURCH

five

SHOES.

;i

LAST WEEK

20 per lent.
Discou.it

course.

Lamoine Point.
Injured
George Gault, of Lamoine Point, was
severely injured in the woods nt Lamoine
Point, Tuesday. Gault was employed in
getting out wood for Judge John A.
Peters, jr., of Ellsworth. A tree lodged,
and while clearing it, it fell, striking
Gault on the head.
Dr. A. C. Hagtrthy was summoned from

a

you

men and ten horses to No. 14 MonI day, where he will operate this winter,

;

Lynch

was

or

bottle—if it bursts

Regular meeting at Hillside Friday.
Subject: “Pharaoh’s Heart.”
hall last Thursday evening, at the first
A growing interest is
manifested by
public game of basket-ball in Ellsworth.
increased attendance at Sunday services.
What the audience lacked in numbers
it made up in enthusiasm, which inSaturday evening, a special meeting will
creased as the game progressed. The be conducted by the women missionaries.
Dingo

stiff neck,

a

in

was

Gasket Hall.
In apite of the unfavorable weather,
there was a fair attendance at Hancock

game

If you have
the back

M.

Charles M. Wit ham spent Sunday in
Bar Harbor, the guest of Sylvanus Jordan.

Mrs.

April.

at

at the stereopticon
Congregational church
last Thursday
evening was not large,
owing to the weather, but the lecture was very interesting.
There was a
stereopticon prelude in which several
views of Ellsworth high school foot ball
lecture

would

before starting for

Gettysburg battle-field

R. BURNHAM,

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

large

team

FOB

FOR SALE BY 0
Boots, Shoes.

FOR 1897

tlie

When

anxious.

tax-payer, and the

The

DIARIES

the

Sheriff

alleged
opened by Mr. Hunt,
twenty-third Psalm, folthe Lord’s
Prayer. The

were

The lower shoe factory has been shut
down a few days because of the measles.
It must not be understood, however, that

trip through some
up-river Monday.

-AND-

A

judgment by default, but
The Y. P. S. C. K. held its social Monday
Lawyers
Mayor Gerry has retained
Deasy and Hurley to appear for the city, I evening. A short but excellent concert
Duet, Misses
and when the cases are called the last of | included the following:
this week, counsel for the city will refuse M illie Treworgy and Ethel Jettison ; song,
Misses Sadie Joy and Emma Ifarriinan;
to waive Judge WiswelPs interest as a

a

ALMANACS

W

E. L. Haskell, of Deer
Deputy
Isle, brought to the county jail on Monday Frank Foster, of North Deer Isle,
whom Lizzie Young charges with being
the father of her child.
Foster is held
under $500 bail for the April,term.

-ELLSWORTH.

Delivered In any part
of Hancock County.

mem-

a

The Redman building on Water street,
occupied by E. F. Redman as a furniture
store, has been sold to Thomas E. Lie,
ami will be vacated by Mr. Redman as soon
as he finds a suitable building location.
The building occupied by Mr. Lee, known
as the Joy building, has been bought by
F. M. Gay nor.

EMBALMING

\

to

11

and the

E. J. WALSII,

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

cu.v,

ora

time she wished to go calling.

-and-

/"'I

ny ten women m
has in this short time grown
bership of 400,000.

every

-0---—-

UNDERTAKING

International Order of
King’s
Daughters is celebrating ils eleventh anniversary in New York. Organized in
The

different from other shoes
prices

haritm.o-

they learned he and friends. The services were closed by
the familiar hymn “Sweet By and By”
was in Ellsworth, the police were notified
to arrest him. Chief of Police Gilman, of
beautifully rendered by the quartette.
The Odd
Fellows and
Bangor, came after him Monday, and
Knights of
Ryan will have to tell the Bangor munic- Pythias escorted th^ remains to Woodipal court why he kept the team so long. bine cemetery where they were placed in
remain
until
The Abenaquis club is a club for men, the receiving vault, to
but h st week it occurred to tiie ladies that spring, when they will be transferred to
the family plot at Dexter.
it wa
ibout time for them to have some-

had

she would

KUswortl..

...

supper

cause

irity-dotni

II

Palmer, basso.

the inhabitants of Ellsworth, in
delightful sociables at Manning hall on against
which notice was given for trial at this J
Tuesday evening. The lodge-rooms were
term, will doubtless go over to the April
crowded with Masons and their friends.
term.
When court convened the city
A turkey
was served.

a

wear out

t lint

reserved for members of the Odd

arrested (M.
lowing with
by the Bangor anthem, “Still, Still with Thee,” was renRyan was a peddler of rugs, dered by the quartette, followed by scripHe hired a team at a Banture reading by Mr. Yale. The selection
curtains, etc.
gor livery stable, saying lie would return “Fronded Palms” by the quartette, was
He extended his trip followed by remarks by Mr. Hunt, who
it Ll.e next day.
through WInterport and Bucksport to drew a vivid anil impressive word-picture
Ellsworth, and when he had been gone of Dr. Haines, which will remain long in

Oil1

Ryan,
police.

encampment were thing to way. Soon Monday afternoon
Monday evening by District they unceremoniously swooped down on
Deputy Grand Patriarch Thoms, of Ban- the club-house, and without consulting
gor. A banquet followed.
any one but their ownjsweet selves, they
8. G. 8tevens left Monday on a business transformed the rooms into a miniature
trip to New York and Washington. He Delmonico’s, and then sent word around
be
will probably go to Chicago before his to the members that they would
return. He expects to be away about ten
pleased to receive them at tea at 6.30.
How much the recent advent of Mrs.
days.
Lincoln had to do with it “this deponent
On retiring from the office of eminent
saith not’', but the menu was of the
commander of Blanquefort Comnfandery,
choicest.
Whist, music and billiards
Judge J. B. B atman was presented with a
were indulged in after supper, and a most
hand-ome
pair of past-commander’s
delightful evening was passed.
epaulets.
The cases of Officers Holmes and Silvy
of
another
those
Esoteric lodge gave

Sheriff

FOR

late

Fellows and Knights of Pythias lodges,
of both of which Dr. Haines was a charter
member.
The relatives were seated in
the middle aisle at the rear of the church.
The services were conducted by Rev.
W. R. Hunt, assisted by Rev. D. L. Vale.
The singing by the Apollo male quartette,
of Bangor, was an impressive and beautiful feature of the services. The members
of the quartette were Asa C. Morton,
first tenor; Walter A. Gordon, second

day.

they,

acquaint-

friends and

Dr. W. M. Haines.
Their presence betokened appreciation of
and regard for the excellent qualities of
the deceased.
The casket rested on a catafalque in the
alcove at the rear of the church, and
many as they entered viewed the remains. The floral offerings were beautiful, and included many large pieces.
J. O. Whitney and C. I. Welch acted as
ushers. The pall-bearers were Arthur W.
Greely, John F. Whitcomb, George A.
Parcher and J. O. Whitney.
The front of the church in the middle

There has been a general shake-up on
Maine Central among the conductors
and trainmen, and six crews now do the

formerly

of the

ances

the

work

ALVIN

Otticers of Wivurna

rva»

—80c., SI.00,

SMITH,

E. G.
St.,

down, but tho~e who
come tlrst will get tla* bencllt of the best solections.

I lie

Bangor Taffy, 20

Main

Kverything marked

for

twice the money-

20 cents

another location.

a

CHOICK CANDY

lO cents a

to

SHOES

of

ALAKUMA?
NO!

moving

No. 2 Water Street,

ROBINSON.

r.

before

as

lam ready at
eyes—free of charge.

E.

Greatly Reduced Prices

Report

cup of yeast in mistake
and rose
three hours

installed

The

TJ. S. Gov’t

tains.”

came

F. E. Chase and
Elkhart, Ind.. for

Number 4.

j ENTAKTR^AS™Ni

Which
the

we

Hoods

have
in

our

been

large

making

on

A li-

s’ore.

Clothing1. Hats. Caps,
Furnishing- Goods.
LEWIS

FRIEND

THE
Manning

&

00.,

CLOTHIERS,

Block,

El i> worth.

Ithe

CHRISTIAN ENDKAYOK.

I

egotistic sex. CHILDREN’S COLUMN.

Topic for the Week Kcgiuiiing .km.
( o<enieut by Kcv.S. II. !><*} <••.
LET US HOPE ALL MEN DO NOT
ol
Topic.—Eiid* .vr r.s loyal to Christ. Whnt
DESERV'D THIS LECTURE.
Will t: yd
xni, 31-36; viii, 31. (Chris*
tiau Endeavor day.)
Another year has rolled round.
An- ; ONE OF THE SISTERS BRINGS VERY SEother aim tv- i-ary is upon us. The hosts
VERE COl'NTS AGAINST THE SELF
are still increasing.
The stakes are beSUFFICIENT MASCULINE MAN.
nivl n»>il the
ir"
adraneiug. It is. however, no time to pause
In considering man in his relation to
or to falter.
The higher the position
woman the woman of advanced thought
reached the greater the responsibility
is accustomed to speak of his selfishness,
and the greater the need of increased
his tyranny, his injustice, his brutality.
loyalty to Christ. Loyalty to Christ is All these are but difltreut manifestations
to be emphasized this Endeavor day,
of one equality—egotism.
not loyalty to Christian Endeavor. HapThe Autocrat of the Breakfast Table defines egotism as a salt for tlie preservation
py thought! After all, loyulty to Christ
of society.
A human being without egois the main tiling, and the Endeavoror
tism would inevitably degenerate in the sowho is loyal to Christ will not bo disloyal to Christian Endeavor. What will cial scale. We recognize the necessity foi
the Endeavorers who are loyal to Christ egotism, but we deplore and shun the
egotist, for the egotist is one whose sense
do? The references suggest that:
of his own greatness has grown to such
1. Loyal Endeavorers will love one
enormous proportions that he sees nothing
another as Christ loved them.
“A new
else in the universe.
And this is the case
commandment I give unto you. that ye
with man in his dealings with woman.
I
His
has
love cue another; as
have loved you
been to her a napkin in
egotism
which were wrapped her God given talent!
that you also love cue another.”
How
and
a
and
wide in which they
grave
deep
did Christ love His disciples? 1. He
were buried—a burial that for centuries
loved all of them. So we should love all
has known no resurrection morn.
This
Christians, not simply those of our own
egotism, impalpable as a shadow and im
church or denomination, but all who
as
a Chinese wall, erected itsel!
passable
love Christ—interdeuomiuatioual love.
before her footsteps and prisoned her with2. Christ loved His disciples when they
in the narrow limits of four walls called
were aliens and strangers to Him and
borne.
It settled down upon her life, desinners against Him.
In doing this vouring every green and pleasant thing,
till the record of her existence might be
Christ loved His enemies. He loved all
up in these pathetic words, “The
men.
Following Christ’s example, we summed
years that the locusts have eaten.” Like
should love all men.
8. Christ manithe fabled Minotaur, this egotism has
fested His love for His disciples by dyplaced itself on the heights of life, calling,
ing to save them. We should manifest not yearly,but daily, hourly, momently,
our love for all men by doing what we
for its tribute of womanhood. And led by
oan to save them.
We cannot die for
the high priests of ignorance and superstition an innumerable throng of sail eyed
men, but we can direct them to Him
victims
have walked dumbly through the
who did or send Him to them if they
Practical love ages yielding themselves up to the mondwell in heathen lands.
ster
seeks to save. Christ loved men practiHistory i« full cf instances cf this egocal iy.
So should we.
tism.
In China it is the egotism cf man
o
__l
11
i;_
x.
that hinds the feet of women.
In India it
Christ. Christ told liis disciples that is the egotism of man that builds the zeHe was going where they could not go,
nana.
In 1 urkey it is the egotism of man
11. y could folluw
that mnkt -M
harem.
but where m tin:
In Persia it is tin3
r
Him. i-\
thought ho could go, no egotism of man t:..it bridles the mouths of
women.
In Russia it is the egotism ol
matter whore it was, (re n if g Ing cost
nmn that says,
(>nee n woman always a
Ih.t 1' ti r m:o:e a poor
him his life.
beast.
In the Jewish n<-tion it was the
stagger at living lur eh.list. He failed eg' tism of man t at said in t i.e
liturgy, 1
to lire- for llim i >r f4 lienrs.
We hear t
1 iiast not
e, O God, that t
.1
a
riof
eiiin
nious
great
gush made n o a woman.*’ In Mohammedan
about dying :er Christ. Christ is not
it is fi.e egotism of man that decountri.
asking us to uie fi rilim, Lnt to live for clares \- man to boa creature without a
soul.
In
Amor: ,i it is tiie egotism ol
'that? Do we sbi
Him, Ai \
by our lives that we stand for Chri.-r, man ti at says, “Tho homo is woman’s
“The higher education unfits
sphere.
and are v.o willing to testify that wi
woman for wifehood and motherho i>1.
are His even iu tiie presence of those
Wo nun a vp nothing to do with politics.”
who are not His? Christ wants our lives
“Wife:.
i and m<-t».orlu od are a woman's
just now. Has He got them? We cannot highest calling and election,” and a dozen
bo loyal to linn unless He has.
similar idiocies that until recently wen3. Loyal Endeavorers will continue in
held as sacred, unquestionable truth.
When Mine. l)e Stael, in her day the
Christ's word. They will Le steadfast
in believiug what He has told them to most brilliant woman in Europe, asked
Napoleon what woman rendered the greatbelieve aud iu doiug what He has told
est service to France, lie answered her from
them to do.
Steadfastness in thought,
the depths of his fathomless egotism a&
word aud deed is certain proof of loyalty,
follows:
Bible Readings.—Math, v, 13-16,
“Madame, she who brings forth the
43-46; xxriii, 19, 20; Rom. xii, greatest number of iffale children.”
1-21; xv, 1-8; I Cor. x, 31; xv, 58; Gal.
Here spoke the true Napoleonic brutalvi. 1-9; Eph. v. 1, 2; Phil, ii, 1-11; iv, ity. No acknowledgment of womanly in1; Col. ii, 1-17; IX Thess. iii, 12, 13; II tellect, no recognition of womanly geniu*
and diplomacy, no homage even to motherTim. iv, 7, 8; Hob. xii, 1, 2; I Pet. iv,
The greatest general in Europe
hood.
7-11; Rev. ii, 10.
wanted soldiers to make “food for powder,” and in his eyes a stupid, prolific
The Church the Workiug Power.
peasant woman was more useful than the
While the personality of Christ aim
intellectual feminine diplomat whom lie
the life He lived contain the real work- feared, hatecs und exiled at last from
ing power of Christian truth, yet the France.
The spirit that lay behind Napoleon’s
'church is the instrument through which
words is the “indwellingspirit” of 999out
this truth is to be held up for the guidof l.UUO men.
Every where men are measance of men. The church may be wrong
uring, weighing, judging, condemning oi
in its iuterpretatiou of theological dogwomen
approving
by the mean, narrow,
mas, but there is no earthly organizapetty, miserable standards of their indition so likely to be right iu teaching the vidual likes, dislikes und needs. The Geressentia) truths of life. The church is
man Emperor William expresses his particular egotism by the dictum that womthe working harness of true religion,
an's sphere is bounded by the three k’fe
and while it asks loyalty to the organikueche, kinderstube (church,
zation for the purpose of advancing the —kirche,
kitchen and nursery).
fundamentals of religion it should perWhen Laura Clay was lecturing in Kenmit a wide margin for individual growth
tucky, a Kentucky colonel, who, by the
and interpretation.
Be strong iu the
way, was not present at her lecture, readvocacy of the fundamentals, but lib- marked loftily that he “had no use for
eral in the matter of individual opinions
such women.”
He was evidently of the
on matters of dogma.
Cniversalist.
opinion that the Almighty Ruler of the
universe had made a great mistake in not
A Silhouette Social.
consulting him when Miss Clay was made.
It was a singular fact that, when the AlMuch amusement may be excited at a
mighty sees that, the world stands in need
social by silhouettes, suggests The Goldor a certain kind or wninnnlinod, lie doe*
en Rule.
a
divide
the
Hang up sheet,
not pause to consider the wishes and taste*
company into two parts, let light be on
of any Kentucky colonel.
When he sees,
one side of the sic •:
only, and let the for instance, that the women of a great
tiie
cf
part
company who are in tbe commonwealth are classed with “idiots,
lunatics and minors;'' when he sees that
dark guess l'rom tr.e “shadow picture”
by the marriage ceremony women are bewho is casting it.
L t ouch sole take
reft of their property rights; when lie see*
turns iu gu* -eng, winning the person
that in this “land of chivalry" a married
as the result cf each successful guess.
mother has no ownership in her little children; when he sees that the law makes it
Better ami Happier.
safe for any scoundrel to rob a girl child
Each one cf us is bound to make the of her purity, and seeing these things and
little circle iu which lie lives better and many more he probably concludes that,
happier. Each one of us is bound to see while “such women" may be offensive to
the delicate tastes of a few’ Kentucky col
that out of that small circle the widest
onels, created by Kentucky governors,
good may flow*. Each one cf us may these same women
are sadly needed
by
have fixed iu his mind tbe thought that
thousands of other women whom he ha*
out of a single household may flow the
created. And so lie allows “such women”
influences that shall stimulate the whole
to come into being and gives them a name
commonwealth and the whole civilized
and a place in his universe in sublime forworld.—Dean Stanley.
getfulness of all Kentucky colonels, past,
present and to come.
Not Open to Other Byes.
That redoubtable little dress reformei
Mrs. Frank Stuart Parker relates that she
Faith sees worlds that are not open
was trying to have a certain kind of wrap
to any other eye. It has been well said,
made, embodying an artistic idea of hei
“Tbe Holy Spirit can pat au eye of faith
own.
The tailor failed to carry out hei
into the soul and thus make the things
conception, and when she took it hack to
of God manifest to it, as He did to the
him for alteration he exclaimed in egotisOld Testament saints, who saw things
tical disgust, “I wouldn't marry a woman
who would wear such a cloak.”
»far off.”—English Churchman.
(This,
you will observe, was the very highest
What Kilucatiou Means.
censure he could pass on either the cloak
Education does not mean teaching the or the woman.)
“a woman
“fcjir,” said the little
people to know what they do not know. who would wear such a lady,
cloak wouldu't
It means teaching them to behave as
marry you.
they do not behave.—Christian Leader.
Remember this little story,
conserva..
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Mexico.
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Timely Suggestion.
The saddest hour in the life of a youth
is when he thinks he cun get a dollar iu
some other way than by squarely earn-

ing it.—Greeley.
Our

Christ.

Holding His hand, uiy steadied feet
May walk the air, the s«-as.
On life and death His smile falls sweet—
Eights up all mysteries.
Stranger nor exile can I be
In

new

worlds where He leadeth

Not my Christ only—He is ours,
Humanity's close bond,
Key to its vast, unopened powers,
Dream of our dreams beyond.
What jet we shall be none can tell.
Now are we His, and all is well.
—Lucy Larcouii
"A *:«.

—inumuapous

journal.

The

nie.

stones

of

Doorsteps.
a yard and doorsteps fre-

quency have a greenish look which is very
In order to remove this wash
un*ig. ly
the st res with the following preparation:
Half a |if and of soda and a quarter of a
pound (if chloride of lime in a quart of
boiiii g water. The greenness will steadily
j disappear.
ciu

ic

unit,

----

proportion

1

Down In
live ti e smallest dog 1
In I*.i* world.
A t first .sight one would
take them to bo toys carved hy some cunning workman, hut the moment they move
that impression vanishes, for they are tho
liveliest cl all lively little dogs. Their
native home is in Chihuahua (pronounced
Che-wa-wa). Mexico, and one of them that
weighs more than a pound is considered
a very giant of tho Face.
N< t long ago a resilient of Houston
bought one of these toy dogs and brought
it homo with him.
He called it Cerrito,
which is tho Spanish for “little dog.”

pounds

charged,

is

or over

price

a

The texture
will not be
injured by its use. Stains upon tablecloths ami
may be readily washed
gallons of water.

ful to tell

napkins

OUlHA
pul 111 lilt- IVttltr.
little borax water boiled in tlie coffee
minutes
pot twice a week for fifteen
sweetens and purifies it. To cleanse win-

out i

Porrito wag 4 years old and weighed about
I 5.- pounds.
He could curl tip in Ids master's hat or find a comfortable nest in his
little mistress’ muff or stand up, bright
and lively, on a man's hand, as you see
him in his picture. He was always playful
and mischievous, his pranks showing him
to he nearest like tho terriers of any dogs.
lint IYrrito grew lonesome away from
his Mexican friends and he fell siek.
The
best doctors in Houston were called in t«attend him, and lie took his cough dwips
regularly, and even allowed tho doctor to
give him a dose of castor oil. Hut it warail to no purpose, and IYrrito died.
The i
tare <
IYrrito is copied from
the Houston P< st.

glass simply

dow

borax,

fjrthat!
ried a new woman, and the old woman J
already had put me in here for bigamy.
Fc/.eina of the

no

warm

use

OF

Talking Clocks.
“Grandpa,” said Harry, the clock is

talking.
“Ticking, you mean” said grandpa.
“T-i-c-k-i-n-g.”
“No, grandpa,” said ITarrv, “tho clock
says lots of things. It says: ‘Harry, Harry!
IIo, h a Harry! Christmas coining! 11".
ho, Ilarry!' and it says, ‘Play, play Saturday! Go to church on £ahbuth day!’ and
it says lots of things.
I've been sitting
here listening to it. and 1 wish I could rehas said to me.”
“If you listen long to tho ticking of a
clock, or the beating of a drum, or to any
sort of machinery, any regular sound indeed,” said grandpa, “you will soon fancy
that it says something.
If you are thinking of anything in particular, it will talk
about that.
I remember once, when I was
small, I had been a naughty boy and had
to sit in tho corner of the hall for a long
hour as punishment.
There was a tall
clock in tho corner, and as 1 watched and
listened to it it began to say: ‘The boy
stole jam! The boy stole pie! Naughty
member all it

boy!

Naughty boy!'

until

l

thought

I

should jump out of my skin.”—New York

Ledger.
What Is It?

Hero is

that will help out
evening’s entertainment when conversation begins to lag.
A boy gets up and
a

little trick

an

6ays to the company:
“I have in my pocket something that
has traveled thousands of miles by sea and
land. It has been handled by hundreds
and thousands of people, and yet no one
has ever seen it. It lives in a house of its
own, but it was never outside of its house.
I can exhibit it to you here so that you all

will see it, and then it will disappear su
that you will never see it again. Whut is
It?”
Then the company begins to guess and
guess and guess, and by and by they give
lip, completely discouraged, and ask to be
shown the wonderful object.
The boy promptly takes from his pocket
a Brazil nut or any other foreign nut,
calmly cracks it in the presence of the
company and holds up the meat.
“You see this meat,” ho says. ‘‘It has
never been seen
before, and it never will
be again.” And ho calmly puts it in his
mouth, chews it and swallows it.—Chicago* Roeord.
Happy anil Contented Deaf Children.
It is generally supposed that the deaf
have a tendency to moroseness and melancholy. This is least true of the orally educated adult, and among the children in
the oral schools is not true at all. I know
of no happier or more contented lot of
children than are to bo found in these
schools.
The visitor who expects to enter
of silent halls, quiet playrooms
and noiseless yards is much surprised to
hear peals of childish laughter and cries
and shouts us the childr#n romp and frolic
out of school hours.—.John Ihitton Wright
a

place

In Century.

Both Freckled.

while on his way to Cuba, has written a
story in a new vein for the February CrnI' is called
“A Man and Some
turif.
Others”, ami is a tale of the western
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A

with a mixture made of equal
of strained tomatoes und rice

Time

to he what is needed
In many halls, but every housekeeper cannot afford an old oak or mahogany settee,
or even have one built of pine and stained
to match the woodwork in the room.
A
plain wooden bench, such as is to he found
in every house furnishing store, stained to
imitate cherry or oak, makes a nice look
hig settee. Make a box cushion for the
top, covering it with sumptuously colored
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V. L.WDKKS,
Kumluskeag Block,
Bangor. Me.
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Public Library.

Kvrry state has It- own Keeley In-tltute
Maine’s Keeley Institute 1> at Deeriiig raPr ad
station, Westbrook Junction). Maine’- «avi. 1*
the best, nearest and
cheapest. Its physli Au,!»
a
Keeley graduate.
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Thousands at this critical time consult
Mrs. Pinkham, and conduct their habits
and with
ble Comp

specialty.

done in

be

promptly

according

Blank

Hat opening Blank

He Rule Paper to any Pattern.
We do any kind of work that

women

Professional Cartis.
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Sh

all else

H.

J)R.

AVI_

GRKELY,

dentist.

failed, Lydia
E. Pinkliain’s

Vegetable Compound saved my life.
It carried me through the
change of
life all right, and 1 am now in
good
health. It also cured my husband of
kidney trouble.”

Graduate of the Philadelphia Dental CuiU’KC,

claae of '75

•Suffice
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Boston Sunday Herald}
For $2.00 per
year.
Replete with news from every section

Jtlie earth.
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attorney
AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Al"° pro-eeutliijr
for all classes'of
Pit -Ions “U-aln-t the attorney
United states.
Business solicited.
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JOHN E BUNKER, JR.,
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^Illustrated Fashions from Abroad! J
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PROPOSITION.

likes to have uncommon

MANY “would-be”
lough cures in the market, that people
ire often cautious about trying anything
Before buying any more, hunt up
i- \.
to me tine who has used Adamson’s Bonn ic Cough Balsam, and see what he says
ibout it. 10c. and 35c.

to

invest-

little, if

UW

^)tions.

perfect

a

but

1 -iyrent, and in time

g h

of this

f)Uf LJ

11 <>

who are
by intelligent
approaching the period in life where
woman's great change may be expected.

advertisement catches
dollars it is worth

TI'KKIj

(!lal1

irregularities, constipation,
appetite, weakness and in-

quietude, dizziness, etc.,

>

eyes

will be

more

Such warning symptoms as sense of
suffocation, headache, dread of impending evil, timidity, sounds in the ears,
palpitation of the heart, sparks before

batteries make admirable flower holders.
She gets them at an electrical supply
house, and at one visit found an old jar 2
t
feet high and
mure than
5 inches
across, into watch a trio of American
r<
-o
effect.
Beauty
more

ment

Hook—patent

things in her home has discovered that the f
clear glass jar- such as are used for electric

The

The cost

<- n o n

prices to suit you.
We make any kind of a

silver.

woman

money
build ?

bor I o\v

c a n

and at

Admirable Flower Holders.

A

VfyED
f || U II

We bind any kind of

dressing room. They have attached to
their polished tops all paraphernalia needed to crimp the hair, including safety
matchbox, alcohol lamp, with tongs standard, hairpin tr.:y and bandoline jar. The
tallies are in oak or mahogany finish and
the attachments in various metals, brass,
or

° 11

y

magazine, in

The most unresponsive metal for a
housekeeper to attack is steel. Hub and
polish as one will, unless a certain secret
be known there is still the dull look, and
the hardware dealer will only advise the
expensive expedient of sending the article
to be ground at the factory. The old fashioued knife brick, however, will work
wanders hero by simply buying it powdered, mixing with sweet oil and rubbing
on freely.
Allow this to dry on; then pol
ish briskly and finish off with emery pow-

purpose in

taking

BOOKBINDING.

Clean Neckties.

valuable

rent

StbOrrtiermcnts.

To l’olish Steel Goods.

a

pay

KUsworth Loan
and llniIdiitir Association

New York fc?un.

Take 13 grains of powdered whitecastile
soap, 5 fluid drains of strong aqua ammonia, 21 grains of granulated saltpeter.
First dissolve the soap in a pint of warm,
soft water; then add the saltpeter, and
after it has dissolved add the ammonia.
Set asideovernight, or the equivalents ten
hours, and then it is ready to use. Take a
cloth or small sponge and after w ringing it
out of this mixture gently rub the tie until all dirt disappears. I'se this on white
or dark ties and line silk and wool goods.
It can be made for about 10 cents per pint.

serve

ME

shares in the

nervous

The Decorative Ironing Table.
The combination ironing table that cun
be turned into a seat has been put to other
than kitchen use by some clever women.
One had been stained a deep olive green
and had the seat upholstered with olive
corduroy fastened with white nails. Another seat, stained an oak color, had a pattern on tlie hack picked out with fancy
headed wrought iron nails.
The one was
covered with ligured burlap in oak color,
fastened in place with tho same kind of
nails used on the back. A seat of the kind
in a bedroom is painted with white enamel
and has the seat covered with scarlet.

to

to

become active
and with
a host of

covered buttons.
Put u lg inch flounce
upon tho cushion, box plaiting it on, and
will
a
have
you
very comfortable and

IIow

ELLSWORTH,

fflUfM ib/'Wl'y
U VV Pi "hen by

or con-

£est‘on
any orgau, it is at this

corduroy or 6oiue inexpensive
material, tufting it by tucking down with

—

STREET,

MAIX

Susceptible

apoplexy,

cretonne,

nickel

PREPARE
ORDEAL.

anxiety felt by women as the
“change of life” draws near, is not
without reason.
When her system is in a deranged
condition, or she is predisposed to

A Ilall Seat.

seat.

I.V,

■
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Boy and Wagon.
Nothin" angers the sn all hoy more than
to run with all his might for a quarter of
a mile after a delivery wagon, and then,
just as he catches on behind, to have the
wagon turn i.hruptly duwn a side street,
where the small boy doesn't want to go.

1SHG. Iihs

1.

1.

treat-

at:

Pressing Room Tables.
Small, round tables, that look at first
glance like t :<ise intended for smokers’

As .she strolled with her hoy through the zoo.
Just then they saw a giraffe o’er th»* way.
“Ma, he’s freckled all ov« r too.”
—Youth’s Companion.

infirmary

■

tr- .un.t m:

i
.! «
.1 a*,

a ti

N<>v.

report of t lie

annua!

The re.-or.:* -hew

says a fauni i\ e-

der.

day

thventh

The

to 1 p.

0 a. nt.

Kvery facility offered Customers.

Magazine and ISook Notes.

Stephen Crane, author of “The Bed
Badge of Courage”, who was recently
shipwrecked on a filibustering vessel

912,500.

Hanking hours from

inches

in procuring cleanliness at the kitchen
sink.
And if it were more frequently
used, a great amount of waste might be
prevented in t be larder.

950,000.

SURPLUS,

of

borax and

square, filled w ith oatmeal, some
powdered borax, pulverized castile soap
root, used
and a little powdered orris
in
the lath, are delightfully refreshing.
A box of powdered borax is indispentable and ns a dissable at the toilet
infectant, and will prove a valuable aid

FFFSWOItTII.

CAPITAL STOCK,

one ounce each of powdered
pulverized castile soap ami two
ounces of precipitated chalk.
l»Hgs made of cheese cloth, about eight

powder

a

Log of Mutton.
1

t»y

must
NATIONAL

the scalp, keeping it in a healthy conAs a dentriflee and mouth wash
It cleanses the
unexcelled.
borax is
mouth, hardens the gums and relieves
cankers. In using it for the teeth make

Mu.- r’.eamiia
A

in

even

Kstahi.i«iiki» 18S7.

dition.

—

d u.-y

Head,

Banking.

polish

and

Wipe dry

soap.

_

ri

Scald

<»r

most severe

water and

on

which

**

<

scalp,

form, i» never fatlingly rured
in.tn's ointment, th«» -urw-t
specific f. r
Itchiness of the skin.—Adrt.
it'

crumpled newspaper.
For the shampoo use one teaspoonful
It acts directly
to two quarts of water.

The eye of the mi-tress inn-t
bo everywhere, even though sue invariably
has a housi kce; er under her. Servants get
much smaller wages, w< rk harder and live
less comfortably, but they are very independent, and ti,. ii' is ab.-ulutely no standIf.
til m .rality aim ng tie m.
ard of iii
Ellen browning in U.mdu mgs in Hun-

An

are

man?

Mrs
couldn’t be put in j;ljj
Priaoi er But I was!
I niar-

with

Beam stress.

gary.”

what

A

The Hungarian Housekeeper.
The mistress of a largo household in
Hungary has need to ho a very capable
housewife, for she is cumbered with many
YoU must boil your owu soap,
cares.
mold your own caudles, dry your own
prunes, prepare your own candied fruits,
smoko your own sausages, euro your own
hams, bottle your own compotes, make
your own vinegar, store your own fruits
and vegetables, butter and cheese f r winter use, grind your own maize for culinary
purposes, grow yur own wine, act as you!

-'

for

You

jStrongmtnd

—

i

And

Mrs. Strongmind

poor
you incarcerated here, my
I married a new woman.
Prisoner

|

and cotton

of the tinest linen

includes the ironing of certain Hat pieces
The starched
like towels and bed linen.
pieces are returned starched and dried and
ready to dampen and iron, and the other
pieces rough dried. If such a system will
pay in isolated establishments with necessarily limited patronage, it deserves a trial
New York Post.
on a wholesale plan.

my

tive brother, and the next time you are
tempted to say, “I wouldn’t marry such a
woman,” or “I have no use for such women,” it may dawn on your mind that,
strange and unaccountable as it seems,
“such women” wouldn’t marry you and
that they actually have as little use for
you as y< u have for them. Such thoughts
wifi i rove a cooling aplication t" the fervor of jour egotism.—Lida Calvert Obenchaiu in Womankind.

A

IIoiim-IioIiI Isc for Hurax.
Borax Iihs Income almost h> indispenhousehold "a
sable an article in every
Nothing will so sucsalt and pepper.
hnriix.
cessfully soften hard water as
of a large handI'se it ill the

The Family Washing.
One of '.ho things il. it surprise for
women
t
ly Fi
eign hnuMkci pew,
unil rou«
when they < I*:, c i■ v< r }
•:
are
!’
they
domestic innehin*
a-nl.irly
such an almost
amazed that it should
universal custom to have t
family wa-h
It is had enough ir
ing done at home.
the dwellings that shelter onfv one family
beneath their roofs, but laundry work go
ing on in the little sits of rooms in tlu
apartment houses fairly turtle- the Pari
That this custom must
sian chatelaine.
bo changed sooner or later seems inevitaSo much of co-operative housekeepble.
ing could be adopted with profit to him ot
them who would undertake it and with
enormous addition to thocomfort and conThe nearest approach
venience of living.
to this millennium at thu moment is the
scheme of some of the laundries to take
Five
the family washing by the pound.
cents per pound on all bundles of live

Requires
writing to enter data
anfl

refer quickly to
name and save time any
U8tfd and recorded
All kmd« of
records on hand or made to order.

^.

month; $6 per year. ? labor?««t?5,?K
n*r
nALTLH U GEoiiGK, Publisher,
twwww wwwwi
150 Nassau
New York.

0

Daily,

50

c. a

St.,

3fabcrtisnnmt3.

COUNTY NEWS,
For additional

CAMPBELL & TRUE,

M
Having bougiit the stock, fixtures and
accounts formerly owned by Campbell
& True, and leased their store, we are
prepared to furnish all who wish with
goods usually found at a first-class
meat-market.
We own our own slaughter-house; our
stock is mostly native, and inspected
before slaughtering, consequently we
can guarantee it healthy and sound.

Orders for Slaughtering maylbe
left at the Store.

By giving prompt attention
ness, and making our

Prices

Low

as

busi-

to

Possible,

as

We hope to continue the business relations with all who have patronized
the old stand in the past, w ith as many
more new ones as see fit to give us a
trial.
ALL.

OLD

AT

UK

MUST

ACCOUNTS
TLKI>

SKT-

ONCE.

THE CAMPBELL & TRUE MARKET.
East

End Union Kiver Bridge.

You Need

Xetes

Count})

see

other

j

pages.

Sound.

The O!instead cottage is at last ready
for occupancy.

Wki>nk8I>ay, January 27, 1897.
"AIM-

What, didn't T Ivor toil Vo how I come
to zee the girt hmiM ?
Vow doan’t zay zo?
Mrs. Rebecca Grant is much improved. :
'Tvviis when 1 was a-ronrlin Hannah Yeo,
visitAlvah Haslam, who hns been to Boston
is
!
Mrs. Enoch Small, of Camden,
win* was ono of tho maidens up to the old
on business, has returned.
ing Mrs. Fanny Cole.
zqulro’s.
Zays Hannah to mo ono Zunday afterMrs.
Haslam & Googins will
Mamie Annis is staying with
saw
spoolnoon as wo was a-walkin down Coombe
wood in their mill this winter.
Olmstead at her new home.
lane, wi’ my right arm round about her
Thomas Hanscom has moved in the
Lottie Annis, who has been living in ! Waist, and her left arm round about mine,
house recently vacated by Wilson Googins. Boston the past year, is home.
leastways var as ’twould go—not gallyin
ono another wi’ tow much talk, but quiet
Scarlet fever is again in town. The
Mrs. Pearl Stinson has been visiting
like, as is tho custom of them as goes
board of health is trying to stamp out the her niece,
at
Mrs. Edith Harriman,
a-courtin In our parts—zays Hannah to
disease.
Pressey ville.
me all of n zudden like, zo zudden that I
was minded, bein a rotirin zort o’ man, to
Walter Small’s children are suffering
Mrs. Cassie Grindle has gone in the
woods to cook for her father, Cyrus with a disease of the eyes rendering them vail down the ditch I was that zliook.
“Jan,” zays zho, “I’ll nivor go to church
almost blind.
Dickey.
along o’ yew, however much yew may
J. H. Haslam, during the year 1896, proElden Dawn, who has been living at plague me wi’ your pressin zentenccs”
(I
duced 1,643 pounds of butter from seven Mr. Powers’since early last summer, left hadn’t zo much as givo vorth a word vor
a good half hour) “till yew can put int
cows.
He also killed a hog weighing 594 for Rockland Saturday.
Into a house llko a lady.”
pounds.
The school taught by G. H. Miller, of
“Like a lady !” zays I.
Gilman Jordan and wife have moved Camden, in district No. 13, which has
“Iss fay,” zays zho.
into the woods for the winter.
Their been suspended for two weeks, will open
“Yew doan't niuno a
house like
daughter Maud is to stay at home again to-day.
zqulro's?” zays I.
Sadie.
Jan. 18.
in their absence.
“Not zo girt,” zays zho, “but I must he
surrounded by tho ’menities of an advanced
L. D. Haslam, who died at his home in Hancock.
civilization.
Mr. Page is spending a few days with
Ellsworth, Jan. 16, was a former resident
“Lor’ ’a’ musay!” zays I.
“What over
of this place.
He was a man much re- his sister, Mrs. A. I. Foss.
do yew mane?”
“I
heard
Miss
spected by all who knew him.
Chartie
“Well,” zays zho,
Col. C. C. Burrill and A. W. King, of
zay zo when they was a4alkin about her
Mrs. Lorinda Colby was buried
here Ellsworth, were in town last week.
bijpu, and how they was to live when they
Jan. 6.
She had been an invalid for
Mrs. C. L. Haven has returned from
was wed, and I wonder yew zhould ho zo
eleven years. She had been tenderly cared
West Gouldsboro, where she has spent vulish as to ask what 1 mane. Yew must
for by her son Asa and his wife, and al- the summer
and autumn, and now occubo downright mazed.”
though they will miss her kindly pres- pies her house. She is accompanied by
“Dang me,” cays I, but ’twas down In
ence, they know she is through her long her
innards, “if zho knowed what her
my
brother, A. II. Wood.
maned herself.” Outwardly In manner of
suffering and at rest.
as
Wheelden
Mrs.
Sunday morning,
zpakin I zays to Hannah, “Now, if yew
The card club met with Miss Nettie went from
the house to go to church, she
was to let mo come up to tho girt house
Jordan Jan. 9, and was treated to iceon
the
ice
and
her
and just zeo how ’eo looks midst them
slipped
fell, breaking
cream
and
cake.
It also met with
’menities of zivilization I might draaw in
leg. Dr. Haskell set the broken limb.
some notion of what yew oxpec’s mo to
Hervey Kingman Saturday evening, and
Primary
school,
taught by Miss Cora
pervido.
enjoyed a pleasant time. The first prizes
Gordon, closed Jan. 8 after a term of nine
f,.
were won by Lettie Crimmin and Stephen
weeks. A very entertaining programme
zavs zhe.
“Well, if your zoul can du wi’Jordan, the booby prizes by Abbie Haswas well carried out by the pupils.
The
out vood on Zunday mornin, and yew
lam and E. W. DeBeck.
following were not absent one-half day: doan’t mind chancin a gallyin vrom pa’son,
II.
Jan. 18.
Evans Crabtree, Daniel Foss, Chester yew can come up when tho volks ho at
(Jn*Hl Pond.
Foss, Irving Foss, Gleason Foss, Carrie church, and I'll show ’eo what I mane.
HnlH III
>
I\
Ul
It
11H 111, WHS III IU\>II
Not that I wants
what yew’ll zee,
Foss, Edith Foss, Gertrude Foss, Clarence but zumethin liko zactly
it, and that I tell ’oo.
Wednesday.
Young, Ernest Young, Hazel Young.
Zo. when Zunday mornin comes round,
Ferd Ward well, of Ellsworth, was the The prize for excellence in spelling was
and I’d put on my best brooches, and the
guest of J. F. Emery recently.
awarded to Walter Abbott.
bleu coat with brase buttons that was
Jan. 25.
A.
j feyther’s, and a birdseye ncckerchcr that
The sewing society will be entertained
went twice round tho course, .as the zayin
M.inset.
next Wednesday by Mrs. Asa Williams.
I
the church and pa’son tho
High school began Jan. 11, taught by is, just gives
Miss Bertha Clark has returned from a
go by and slips up the girt house. Hannah
W. W. A. Heath, of Seal Cove.
few days’ visit to her home in Franklin.
was a-waitin vor me round by the ztables,
Schooner “Margaret Leonard”, Capt
and her zmuggled me in at the back door,
Messrs. Austin nnd Cook, surveyors,
arrived
Jan.
from
12,
Portland, tbr nigh a long draawn passage liko tl o
Hadlock,
have made their tirst round of the lumber
Alberta Small is very ill with rheumatism of tiie heart.

W altliam.

..

Groceries, Provisions,
Canned <iood-. Arc

...

...

......

«...

...

»

We Need

—

The

-»-ll

things

these

WHY

allj

that

money

for.

SWAP?

NOT

Freeman's

“Snperlat ive"
Pillshury's

photographs

of

Katahdin.

Mr.

region, and around Jan. 15 with 6,000 frozen fresh herring,
Haynes attended the and sold to John L. Stanley & Son.

putln

next

an

HAYING
pared to do

Machine Work
IN

ORDER.

CLASS

FIRST

Bicycle Repairing
,1.

Done.

HOPKINS,

II.

Hall'* Mill,

Bonsey Building,

Ellsworth, Maine.

Water Street,

O. P.

YOUR HORSE-—
like yourself, must eat and sleep. We
in grain, hut when It
do not deal

“An

HAY and STRAW,
Tin* following
TO-DAY’S I'KKES:
“in it.”

of

daughter, Mrs.

short week.

His

dealh

three
Will

months

Tapley, of Mark

C.

on

resolutions.

prevention is better than a
Dr Wood’s Norway l’lne
cure.”

ounce

Capt. Jerry Jones and daughter Laura
to-day for Brooklin. Capt. Jones
will spend a few' days in visiting friends.
leave

Miss

high

Jones remains to teach

a

of

Smith llrooksville.

Herbert Bates is home from Brewer.

Blake, of Brooklin,
his brother, S. B. Blake.
Admiral

The steamer

Straw, baled,

schooner

“Henry

on

her way to

Chase”, Capt.

Black, is loaded with lumber and chalk
for Boston.
Jan. 18.
O.
Aurora.
Mrs.

C. P. Silsby is visiting relatives in

Bangor.
George R. Crosby was in Ellsworth on
business one day last week.
Fred Davis, while cutting stave wood,
cut his foot quite badly.
Among visitors in town last week were
J. T. Giles, of Ellsworth, Frank Schoppe
and Erast
Jan. IS.

us

Mitchell,

of

Beddington.

B.

T.

&

GRAY

81U

SON,
Ellsworth.

New Blacksmith

Shop.

SMITH
IX.
(formerly with II. K. Davis),
Ellsworth.
Water Street,
NEW CIO Alt STORE.
The bicycle season is over; we have not
closed up our store, however, hut have
put iu a stock of
CIGARS and TOBACCO.
We offer as tine a line as can tie found
in the city.
_

BICYCLE CO..
Ellsworth.

BLiliSWOTlTH

LAUNDRY

AND BATH KOOMS.

West

no

CO.,

Ellsworth,

Me.

Teas

package
Orloff.
:

J

1

Lo U

for t'tc

0

n

ami Imlii
T

Bo* on enter a
Counter.

***■—'

Koh-i-noor.

Orange Pekoe.

—

All kinds of laundry worn lone at short
tice. Coods c^iHed for and deliveredA

|

Ooloons.

W A S II E E."

H. B. ESTKY
End Bridge,

“Mussync!” zays I
squelch in into zummat

as
as

my voet wer.t
zoft as dottt
a carpet in <>

■

“yew never expcc's
cottage, Hannah, that voids as though y
waswalkin < a rotted turmuts, do ’ee? And
chairs and sofies,” I zays, “wi’ legs liko
Yew doan’t want zumtho golden caalt'
mat like this:” I zays, as I zat down on a
zquabbed, puify lookin thing where dree
volks could zit all to once, liko tho chcrribims under our vont, and nary a one o*
’em bo comb "tablo likewi’ either o’t'othIt was that jumpy, tew, that when I
ers.
zat down heavylike I was well nigh zhot
right off again.
And then the pictur’s n-hangin on a
golden rod, all in vrames of solid gold—
pictur’s as made a modest man go rod
from his hobnails to his hair, they was that
naked! The wust of ’em all, which had
the name of
Zuzannah,” draa’cd out in
print underneath un, they had had tho
decency to hang up in a dark cornder.
“Zuznnnah’s” ’menities of zivilization
was just nothin and 'minded me o’ what
zquire hisself zaid as er drove through
Kerswell pike and asked where old Zally
had gone. “Please, zur, they’ve give her
“And a
a shift,” zays the new keeper.
danged useful thing tew sometimes,” zays
wi’
a
and
girt laafe,
useful, thinks
zquire,
I, ’twould ha’ been for “Zuzannah.
And then the stachery, as Hannah called
tho gashly white vigures a-etandin about,
mindin
nothin, on marble columns!
*Twas a mussival providence,'Hannah,”
“that
made the vig tree to flourish
I zays.
down in Devon.”
crame,

..i.........

^..1,1

i,4!n„.i

n

kitchen dressers \vi’ animals as
score o’
Noah could never V dreamed on. Why,
’em in a back yard up tew Plyone o5
mouth town would have vairly vrighted
ns ever got loose up to Hartyconvict
every
And the glasses with tho zun on
moor.
eni—u-zhinin and a-dartin blue, red and
yellow for all the world like the Bevela-

Mo-.: I

j

Seal Brand.

English
I'r. aUfast.

Japan.

|

anunuc-tl, because Purest and Best.

Qne Bound makes

over zoo

Cups.

I.AW

across one

cornier of the

room

there

Best factory (new) per tb.12g.L5
Best dairy (new)...15
Dutch (imported).1.10
Eggs.
Fresh

laid, per doz.18

Loose.7ft8

Baled.IO3I2
Vegetables.

Beets, per bu
Cabbage,

.(’>0

Onions,

.02
.03

Squashes, per fb
Cranberries, <11

.03
.08

bu 1.50

3

like

table a-twist with the rheumatiz, and all
along ’ees broadest end hundreds and thousands of girt black and white teeth, and
yew gi'ed un a laish and ’eo yowled like a

daily pilgrimages since his

she had made

frozen to death.

She had been

death.

.50

.50
.03
.15

She was bound from Demerara to New
York. The vessel was built in Portland in 1883, and is owned by J. S. Winslow & Co.
At the meeting of the State board of
agriculture in Augusta last Wednesday,

..

ari-im

ami Building Material*.
market, so that there is a better feeling
among the farmers of the county.
Lumber—per M—
Clapboards—per M
Kxtra spruce,
lOall
24 §26
Hemlock,
The “Farmer’s Almanac” has just been
Hemlock boards, 10 a 11
17al8
spruce, No. 1,
12 a 16
Clear pine,
Spruce,
35y00 issued by the “L.F.” At wood’s Bitters peoSpruce lloor,
Kxtra pine,
lay20
35y60
12 a 15 Laths—per M—
pie in a special Maine edition. All the
I’ine,
Matched pine,
15al8
2.00
Spruce,
calculations are figured out exclusively
.04 a.no
Nails, per tb
Shingles—per M
2 75 Cement, per cask
1 60 for Maine, with correction tables for alCedar, extra
2 25 Lime, per cask
clear,
Most of the medimost every locality.
175
2d clear,
1G5£110
extra one,
1 5o Brick, per M
7yll cine stores have them, but if not, a postal
No. 1,
125 White lead, pr lb .05y.08 card to the agents, II. II. Hay & Son,
.75
scoots,
Portland, Me., will secure one free.
1 25
Spruce,
1 25
Hemlock,
Frank H.
a clerk in the PortLumber

—

—

Provision*.

.08
Steak, beef, lb .12*iy.25 Tripe, per It*
Fresh pork,
.lhy.15 Honeycomb tripe,lt> .10
.h‘ia.14
.osy.15 Ham, per lb
■Spring lamb,
Veal, peril*
.OSy.16 M ultun, per It* .OOy.lO
.08 n .li
Koa-ts,
Poultry—per tb—
Fowl,
Beef, corned, It* .ooy.ns
.12y.l4
.15
tongue,
spr. chickens, 1.5 y.is
.os
Salt pork, per It*
.i5y.2o
Turkeys,
.OS
.10
Lard, per II*
Bologna,
.10 Sausage,
.12
Pigs lcet, per !1*
.16
Cooked ham, II*

Fish.
Fresh—

Salt-

Smelts,
Mackerel,
Bluelish,

.07 a.10
Drvcod,
.05a.(Mi
Pollock,
.12 a.15
Mackerel,
Halibut lins, .I0a.l2
.05
Halibut heads,
Boneless coo, .08y.lt)
Tongues and
.08y.l0
soumls,

.10d.l2

.12 a.15
.12 a. 15
ml,
.04*2
White halibut, .14 a .16
.05
Haddock,

t

Flounders,doz
Lobsters,
Pickerel,
Salmon,

.20

.15
in

Smoked—

.12
Halibut,
A lewives, string
.15
Salmon, stripped

.20 a.25

Scallops, qt
1 lams, qt
Oysters, qt

.20

.40

Bloaters, doz

.18a.20
.25

Venison, steak

.25

Came.

roast,

Wood—per cord
Coal—per
3 00« 600
Broken,
Dry hard,
2 00 J3 50
Stove,
Dry soft,
Egg,
Roundings per load
1 00 u 125
Nut,
Drain

Flour,

.12

y.15

ton—

2

50

is
.18
u

.35

.25y 30

.08

u

.15

captain’s son, Walter,
killed.
Leighton was
so overcome that he attempted suicide,
j
He was put in irons until arriving in
port, when he was released.
to

the deck.

of the extent of Maine’s consections of the country
in the way of men and women may be
gained from the fact that in the town of
Some idea

tribution to other

formed

Reports from
on

the

people everywhere,
doing good work.
the

Hudson

and

last week
great ice haris now greatly imHudson

prospect of

housed for less

.01*
.03s

a

.12
.13
u

40

.15u.25

.10
.08«.12
.os

than

it

ever

was

The Maine firemen's association was
organized in Portland last Wednesday.
The object of the association is the establishment of a relief fund for firemen

study

of

discharge

the

of their

duties, and
subduing

btst methods for

fires and for the
tions

.35

money

before.

between

promoting
the

of social rela-

of various

firemen

cities of the State.

Delegates

were

from
nearly
cities of Maine.

all

important

ent

the

pres-

Fuddy—1 wonder that the Speltons do
get along together better t ban they do.
Everybody used to say they were made
So?
for one another.
Duddy—H’m!
Well, that’s partly true. I know she made

not

People who advertise only occasionally
overlook: the fact that most persons have
short memories.

for

io:

Maine club of one hundred
All over the country it is

a

the most of them

.12

.lOu.14

Massachusetts, a comparaplace, there has recently been

small

members.

vest

Fruit.

Tamarinds,

was

proved. The recent thaw and rain are replaced by a sudden cold snap. There being little or no snow on the ice, it gained
rapidly in thickness. Wages will be low,
and unless a heavy fall of snow intervenes, i he ice crop will be gathered and

Fruit.

Currants,
A pples, string
Apples, sliced

The

aged eighteen,

stated that the

.10

Dried

The lashings
with two men, was aloft.
holding the topmast broke, letting it fall

the same—Maine

—

Oranges, doz.
Crapes,

grand

Schooner “Norman”, Captain B. Gray,
Castine, reports that when off San
Domingo, Jan. 11, Mate J. J. Leighton,

disabled in

Clover—per lb
Red,
Alsike,

Pars li-

of

Watertown in

GOO
GOO

Portland.

at

lt y is held under f1,000 bail for the
jury of the U. S. district court.

tively

Seeds.

Ilerdsgrass, bu
Redtop, per tb
Lawn seed, per tb

from the mail

stolen

GOO

.57
Shorts—bag—
Flour—per 1>I)
5 50 <36 00 Mixed feed, bag
.SO
Straights,
St. Louis oiler.
Middlings,bag .80u.H0

5 50 a 6 00
Patents—
6 50
Winter wheat,
G 25
Spring wheat,
Corn meal, per bag .85
Corn, full weight per
New corn, lull weight,
.80
per bag
.HO
bag
Oats, Western, per
.33
bu
Oats,native,pr bu 25 a 30
Hides and Tallow.
1 lilies—per it*—
Tallow—per lb—
.04 *
Ox,
Rough,
.04 *
Cow,
Tried,
Bull,
.03*
Caif skins, green
.25 a .50
.30 a .35
Pelts,
Lambskins, .20 a .30

Parahley,
post-ollice, was arrested last Thursday, charged with stealing from the
mails. He was caught hy means of a
decoy letter. For several months past
there had been complaints of letters

GOO
G 00

Blacksmith’s
and Feed.

him the

first time she

times out of

saw

him.

101
B

The New York Journal roeently offered ten bicycles
to the ten winners in a guessing contest, leaving
the choice of machine to each. All of them chose

M

Ft
u

—

1

STANDARD OF THE WORLD.

S

Nine immediately, and one after he had looked at others.
And The Journal bought Ten Columbias. Paid $100 each
for them, too. On even terms a Columbia will be chosen

101

Beautiful Art

times out of

B

|

10

Catalogue of Columbia and Hartford Bicycles is free if you call upon any Bl
Mm
Columbia agent; by mail from us for two 2-cent stamps.

POPE

MFG.

CO., Hartford, Conn.

Agencies in almost every city and town. If Columbias
properly represented in your vicinity, let us know.

Branch Stores and

f

land

of Millais.

Origin of Sub Rosa.
Tlio origin of the phrase “sub rosa”
(“under the r< so”) goes back to B. C. 477,
when Pausanias intrigued with Xerxes
for tho subjugation of Greece to Persian
Their negotiations were carried on
rule.
in a building the roof of which was u garden forming a bower of roses.
Pittsburg

Dispatch.

husband three years ago, was found dead
the grave of her husband, to which

on

officers were elected as follows:
PresiJ. W. Dudley, Castle Hill; vice.06 3.08 dent,
Rice, per lb
Coffee—per
Rio,
.253.30 Pickles, per gal .40g.60 president, W. H. Moody, Liberty; mem.40 Olives, per qt
Mocha,
.35g.75 ber executive committee, W. G. Hunter,
.37 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
member experiment station
Pure cider,
.25 Readfield;
Tea—per tb—
.40 3.60 Cracked wheat,
.05
Japan,
council, B. Walker McKeen.
.05 1
Oolong,
.253.60 Oatmeal, per lb
Sugar—per lb—
Quaker rolled oats, .05 1
Aroostook county has already netted
.C5
.05 Buckwheat,
Granulated,
twice as much from its 1896 potato crop
Coffee—A & 15, .04Graham,
.04
.04 Rye meal,
.04 as it did from the entire crop of 1895,
Yellow, C
Molasses—per gal—
Oil—per gal—
and
has the remainder of the winter
.40
Havana,
Linseed,
.603.65
.50 Kerosene, per gal
Porto Rico,
.14
and spring left for sales.
The prospects
.60
Astral
.16
oil,
Syrup,
j are good also for a steadily advancing
\1
..I.,
O', ft

bulldog.

legs,

Potatoes,
Turnips,
Parsnips,
Celery, bunch

2.00

.12u.20
.10

vour

of the oldest busi-

Groceries.

Figs,
Dates,
Raisins,
Prunes,

on

one

in

lb

a

misshaped thing

David Lancaster,
ness men

Cablegrams from Barbadoes report the
Be«t loose, per ton.13 315 barkentine
“Payson Tucker”, of Portland,
Baled. .16 gls
Capt. Oakes, lost at that place Jan. 6.
Straw.

.30

a

resigned.

Hay.

Lemons, doz
Bananas,
Apples, pk

was

Winnowing* of News,
Novelty and Nonsense.
Rev. J. W. Baldwin, D. !>., who was
elected to the new professorship of history Rnd economies at Bates college, has

Belfast, dropped dead last
Friday evening in his grocery store. His
age was eighty-three years.
A Gardiner minister, whose parish raised
Country Produce.
Bean*.
his salary f50, contributed the raise for
Improved Yellow Eye, per bush.2.50 the new shoe
factory, and rather than
Pea, hand picked, per bu.2.00
lose the factory said he would double the
Peas:
Improved, per bu (seed).2.50 amount. Here is a man who practices
Butter.
what he preaches.
25
Creamery per tb.
Mrs. Nancy Huntley, of Machias, whose
Dairy .18 3.20
mind was affected by the death of her
Cheese.

Frenli

And

CAItlKOlJ.

TO

Week’s

One

WKIGIIT8 AND MRA8CKR8.

KkGAKUISG

l*u*lie! of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island Halt shall
weigh 7o pounds.
Tin* standard weight of a bushel of potatoes,
in good or-ier and lit for shipping, is 00 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
good order and lit for shipping, is 62 pounds.
Of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats, 32 pounds, or even
measure as by agreement.
A

tion.

Story
Millais had a favorite story of a pretty
rather
but
gushing young woman who sat
next to him at dinner, but had not caught
bis name, and to make conversation said:
“I supposo you’ve been to the Academy?
Hid you notice tiio Millais? And didn't
you think they were awful daubs?” Tlio
amused smiles of those around the fair
critic showed her that she had made a
break of some kind, and she vainly besought her companion to tell her what it
was.
Finally, when the dessert came, “I
filled lip her glass with champagne,” said
the artist, “auu told her to gulp it down
She
very quickly when I counted three.
obeyed without protest, and I took the opportunity when she couldn’t speak to say:
‘Well, I am Millais. But let’s be friends.

W.

NO

girt

pavin vor all tho world tho
tho Lunnon mcasurin man put
down in our chancel; then through a door
wi’ a curtain draa’cd all across un into tho
big dra in room.
a

as

zame

A

Anderson, well known as a eompet nt
I make a specialty of
Flue Caii-ingo Woi-lt.

FAY,

into the

it is that Hannah and I
Zo
has a carpet likoZolomon in his glory, and
hangin around the walls on little hrase
hooks and little brusu nails is pictur’s o’
Jan the Baptist, and tlio Marys to the
zepulcher, and the twelve ’postles, all
draa’ed out as nacliral as ever you zee.—
Sketch.

of J. E.
teacher.

"NO

railway,

the end o’

HO USE SHOE IN («

STEAM

new

zays.”

I have taken the shop formerly occupied bv
A. K. Woodward, and am ready to do all kinds
of blacksmithing. 1 learned the best methods of

ELLSWORTH
Franki.in St.,

S.

hall, wi’

tho

‘•Well, Hannah,” zays I when us got
into the stable yard again and I bad
washed down zum o'the wonderment with
a draft o’ zquiro’s zider and mouthed a
piece o’curraiidy keake, *‘do ’eo mane,”
zays I, “to wait a maid till ’eo gets all
tbicky then!?”
“No, yew girt guckoo!” zays zho. “I
told *co zo avoro. But I’ll come to no cottage wi’ only a brick vloor and naught
humanizin about 'un, as Miss Chartie

to

We are agents for the FertilTo Farmers
izer-* of the Cumberland done Phosphate Co- It
is none too early to begin to think about next
spring’s work. Call ami get descriptive cata
logue and prices.

Franklin Street,

visiting

“Juliette”, Capt. Crockett,

this place Mondays
Rockland.

calls at
The

is

StitjcrtisnnmlB.
to

of

Tomson.

»!■*
Sll!
SIO

haled,

term

school.

Jan. 18.

are

llay, loose,

her

with

was

pound
Svrup prevents consumption by curing colds,
and all similar lung troubles. —Advt.

cornea to

we are

one

Committee
Carter, secretary.

of

absence

Island.

surprise to all, forcibly reminding us
of the truth of the proverb, “We know’
not what a day may bring forth”, therefore it is
Resolved, That in the death of Brother
Parker our lodge has lost a worthy member, one whom we have met in good
fellowship for years, one who had the
good of the order and its members close
at heart.
That we earnestly extend
Resolved,
our deepest sympathy to the surviving
life partner of the deceased brother, also
to the children who survive him.
Resolved, That in token of our feelings
a copy of these resolutions be spread on
the records of the lodge, a copy sent to
the family of the deceased brother, and a
copy to The Ellsworth American for
Herbert S. Dority,
publication.
Henry W. Sargent,
George W. Grindle,

OF

KINDS

PROSS.

Jan. 18.

Flossie.

a

ALL

also

West Itrooksvillt*.

At a stated meeting of Eggemoggin
lodge, No. 12$, F. and A. M., Jan. 11, the
following resolutions were adopted:
Whereas, Death has again invaded our
circle, and removed from us our worthy brother, Groves A. Parker, after an
illness of

officers of James M. Parker
of the Woman’s
relief

the

and

post,

summer.

Jan. 17.

machinery, I (am pre-

new

and

Miss Ethel Varnum visited friends in
Castine last week.
The many friends of Mrs. Abby H.
Blodgett are glad to see her home after

installed

Lowell,

Sedgwick.

Shop.

evening

country, but nothing else would save
His very rapid recovery gives
him.
evidence of the curative powers of the
pure air among Hancock county’s hills.
Mrs. Dickey expects to return here early

Ellsworth.

New Machine

Wednesday

Harbor

corps.

and

in

home

the

D. H. EPPES & SON,
Main St.,

Past Commander W. C. Moore went to
Bar

wife left Monday for
Mass.
Mrs.
Dickey came here in September with* her
ill tiiat her
infant son, who was so
physician said he might live if taken into
their

the best.

herring.

“George S. Boutwell” arrived

Schooner

o’

tunnlo

that

of the game association at Augusta before returning home.

Our Teas and Coffees

cargo of frozen

a

Schooner “Iolanthe”, Capt. Rice,arrived
Jan. 13 with 8,000 pounds fresh fish, and
sailed for Portland to sell.

meeting

Leroy Dickey

are

having

camps for the season.
A. B.
Haynes lias returned from his
hunting camp at the Joe Mary lakes, nnd
reports a very successful season there. He
has a tine addition to his collection of

sold

KITTKIIY

MARKETS.

KU*S WORTH

JAN PEATHT/S VISIT.

are

not

R

Bj
Kf ?J

STATE SO LONS.

£!)c vJu5U)orth American.
ins**

J>
A

Law-Makers—Gossip

the

r*f

ArOl’STA
Thumt>-\ail

House.
a*
Grindle. of Bluehill. who has
been detained at home because of the
many demands upon him in h:s profesna; capacity, waspreeent for
the first
He took the oath
time last Wednesday.
of office, and was conducted to his seat by
About the >tate

pcbl:*hei>

AT

Ei.L^WoKTH, MAINE,
BT THE

K
>UNTT PUBLISHING CO.
Fi«■! MS8, Editor and Manager.

HAN
F W

Simpson,

Senator
cent* for
for three month*, If
advance. A., arrearages are
rate of #2 per year.
Adrertiwinr Kate*—Are reasonable, and will

#nb*cri
Ctx rr.
pa.
re t

ptian Price—#1-50a jear; 75
r-

Ellsworth's petition for municipal suffrage for women had 1S3 signatures: Bar
Hartor’s had ninety-two.
Representatives Hutchins, of Penobscot,
and Chatto. of Brooksville. are members
of the joint special committee appointed
under an order creating such a committee to which should be referred all petitions, bills, orders and other papers espec-

ceat*

*-

Ofc
T; -r.
okatioo* “hoa.d e ad ire*«ed
B
-v
rders made payable to The
•o and
*La>c«^ k toon' Pl'blishi>o Co, L..swon:.. >!_•••

THURSDAY. J.AM'ARY 38, 1897.

ially relating

h.-ap »wspapers.
77i€ nexipaper vhich has no uniform
rate for adeertising space, and is satisfied to take ichat tl ran get for it, is a
cheap adeertising medium, and the advertiser netd expect nothing hut cheap
resui:-.- ha.', mneeburg ifnd. Press.

tuted

commissioners

members

republican

Petitions

this time

simply si.iy.

Dingley

are

performed

him*

Senator Peffer will be missed from

out:.-

pliments

legislative register

senator was

ambit.-.:
him down.

,.i

:

polit.-.-

my

rtar

Kden,

na*

aoout

of
as

poor

rigDt
rear.
Patten,

of

the

is

Amherst,
hall,

but

seats

**imp>son
and 2.

at

the

heard

this

before

counties.

seems

sessions,
to

tbe

when

be

-.

a

Hancock

and

than

tbe

at

hours than

is

it would not de-

.-t

20.

all.

enough

be

to

a

a

nature

great
He

is

perpetual

bis

at

desk

member

is

Saunders

good

towns

of the

right

to

employ-

the

the State school fund.
In Ellsworth
this would amount to about 81,000.
Prominent Bucksport Men Dead.
N. H. Powers, a prominent citizen of
Backs port, died Jan. 19, aged seventyeight yeas, lie was born in Deer Isle,
but w hen he was quite young, his parents
removed to Bluehill, where he received a
common school education.
He learned
the shoemaker's trade,and began business
in Brook.in.
At the age of twenty he
married M.-s Amanda Smith, of Brook-

positions
the

valid for five years, the second for three
The
years and the third for one year.
arid
second grades authorize the
first

holders to teach in any public school in
the State; the third in common schools
only. No teacher can receive more than

j

His business increased, and in 1850 he
engaged quite extensively in ship-building, fc
operations in this and succeeding
yeatb giving employment to hundreds of j
section

proving
in

which

of

vast

they

benefit

were

to

1851.

conducted.

Mr.

William D.

Swazey, a prominent citiBucksport, died Monday after a
long illness of consumption. Mr. Swazey
was a native of Bucksport, and was in his
zen

of

seventieth year. He had been active in
the business and political affairs of the
town.

0

Koekland Schooner and Crew Lost.
The three-masted schooner “Nahum
Chapin*’, Gapt. Arey, of Koekland. Baltimore for Boston with coal, went ashore
at Quogae, Long Island, N. Y., last Thurs-

day morning.
The crew of nine perished within sight
hundreds of persons on shore who
could do nothing to help them.
of

upon towns by the bill, but provides that
towns

employing

teachers

who

do

hold such certificates shall forfeit
cent

of

their share

of the

State

not

25

per
school

fund.

to
■

been here

ow

to

be

has been

is

granted

a two

Maine in

the Seriate.

“No other state in the union has two
senators who hold such
the Senate

Maine.”

as

do

high positions

the two

So writes

a

senators from

Washington

Lewiston Journal.
selection of Senator Sherman for

pondent

of the

tary of state will

heap

in

corres-

“The
secre-

honors upon
besides being the premore

Senator Frye, who,
siding officer of the Senate in the absence
of the vice president, is chairman of the
commerce, one of the most
important in the Senate, and a member of
numerous other desirable committees.
“Senator Sherman is the chairman of the
committee on foreign relations, probably
the most desirable committee in the
Senate, excepting that on appropriations.
Senator Frye is the ranking member, as it
is called, of the committee on foreign relations, and according to the precedent
always followed in the Senate, he would
be promoted to the chairmanship of the
committee on foreign affairs when Senator
Sherman retires the 4th of next
March.
He will then relinquish the
chairmanship of the committee on commerce but retain his membership.
Besides these, Senator Frye is a member of
these other committees: fisheries, Pacific
railroads, Potomac river front, and university of the United States.
“Senator Hale will also be moved up
after March 4, next. At present he has a
desirable chairmanship of the committee
on printing but be is the ranking member of both the committee on appropriations and of t he committee on naval affairs. of which Don Cameron, of Pennsylvania, is chairman. When Senator
Cameron ret ires for Senator-elect Penrose,
Mr. Hale will receive that chairmanship.
The other committees of which he is a
com

mi tee

member
ada, and

on

are:

Census, relations with Canland claims.”

private
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records
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until
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pension
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weigh- heavily

the old

upon

man.
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profession?”

the

man

wide range of taste. “He's an
artist.” “Yes, but what kind? Does he
dance, paint pictures, or walk the tight
with

a

rope?”
picture
in

is?

tender

a

w hat

The

sweet!

picture?

meaning

the

of that

youth and the maiden
She—Oh. don’t

just a-ked
accepting

her

to marry
How

him.

What does the artist call the
He (looking about)—Oh! I see.

It’s written
‘•Sold!”

on

card

a

at

the

bottom.

Gadwell—Do you see much difference in
Deville since his conversion? Fitton—Ob,
When he kicks
yes. a great difference.
out a tenant now he tells him how
sorry
he is to be obliged to disturb him; he
used to be quite rough in his manner.
Gadwell—But he kicks them out just the
same, I suppose? Fitton—Of course; you
can’t

expect

far

so

as

to carry his religion
it interfere with his busi-

a man

to let

1

F.

of
on the Hairadu*
river
hearing before the committee on
1
and shore fisheries
a*.
*-«*day. Ken
E A Wyman, cnairman
p. m.
Sr
E.
n». se retary.
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will have a
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Winterport Eerr;.
legislature t >auieu

rrilK
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»i/ petition the
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Erkd Atwood. Pres.
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NOTH F.

I I*

hereby given that Mr. Charles
H I)ri»ma»ev.
NrOTICK
HIHworth. Maine,
has

become a member of the firm M Hale
lin. attorneys at law.
Ellsworth. Me
January 1. a. rf. tS97.

A

Ham-

NOTH »
AI^HIlKKAs my wife, Lulu E Hardison.
y»
ban left my home
and deserted me
without cause, i hereby forbid all persons
trusting her on niy account, as I shall pay no
dents or bill* contracted by he*- after this
date.
I». M. Hardison.
ElNworth. Me., Jan. 19. ]sy7.
Nuli*e to M »t«*r Taker*.
office of the Ellsworth Water Co.
in
W
of \
ushmaji A Son. No. 1
Franklin *tree* >. will be open Saturday evenings until *.30 until further notice.
L. H. 1 I'HM AN, S u pt.
Ellsworth. Sept. 10. 1*96.
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Insurance

limited),

THAT NEW BRIDGE
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i.uimm-mi'i bu-ine-~ in

Tiling of liniiity,
ugliness

will

be lost

tion when you get
view my stock of

in

across

admirait and

Fine Groceries,

Dr. W. M. HAINES.
3 Open for business
Haines' ottice.

February X,

at

FRUIT, NUTS, RAISINS and

Dr.

Telephone Connection.

The wife of the late Harvey p
Hinckley,
ele>-te»! t-> the legi-laiure in Septeml>er, ut die*i
before iLcou vened. Mr. Merrill wa- rho-em to
fill the vacancy
Mrs. Hinck ev died Jan. Jl

Main

Street,

I

Ellsworth, Me.

have them all in abundance and at

to return to
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required t-» -aMy re
-ure all outstanding ri-k-,

Total
cept

of liabilities,
stock and net

amount

or

M. J.

GILMA1NE.

1 .-'.'l.lfch 42

the

including

140,269 99

ex-ur-

amount of liabilities
net surplu-.

$2 254 -72 51
l’ltW M7 si

<3.417,710 34

0. A\. TAPLEY.
Agent,
ELLSWORTH ME.
block.
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'hat he has been duly
? dHConfetIHd,
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WHAT NEXT ?

as

are

s

We have

a

large lot

of second hand t

cheap.

20 Lessons. 35c., for.96.50
44
44
12
4.50
Two to three lessons each week as convenient.
out
each
to
l>e
month, proceed*
Plays brought
divided let ween pupils and in*tructur equally,
enabling the pupils to get back their money paid
for instruction.
I>eave names at one** at \ m ericas office.
Private le-son* in eiiher Elocution, Voice Cub
ture or Dramatic Work

C. GARVIN

J3.13B10

t
in-

lUgal Xotirrs.

DRUMMEY,

Dramatic Work

Hour Lessons. .7.5c.
Half-hour Lessons.50c.

00

of

Doth Elocution and Dramatic Work, Voice
Culture, Pieee* and Play*

j

Great Bargains in

Odd Fellows’ Block,

20 Lessons. 25c. each.95.00
12
for. 3.50

;

some

,V2

as

capital
!’lu*Capital actually paid up lu cash,
Surplus beyond capital,

Manning

I wuuld say I am desirous of doing so if a
large enough class can be secured.
I will put my prices down to just one half:
Elocution

give

BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS.

Ellsworth for

Elocution and Dramatic Work,

man

can

4v.«

2*V2Sl

-et- of the
company at their a*
tual value,
*1,417,710 34
1.1 A HI1.1 TIES DECEMBER
31, ]»•»:.
N,*t an -jum of unpaid lo--e- and

Aggregate

Having been a*ked

39
*2,795 81

company,viz.: commission-, ck\,

lowest prices.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Drowned at Outer Long Island.
The drowning is reported at Outer Long
Island of G. W. Rice, of that place,whose
sloop was capsized in a squall.

1,>3,777 5o
..

1

Aggregate ..f aM the admitted

—

__‘_

918,308 “3

*

lier asset?,

All oilier demand- against

CONFECTIONERY.

H.

Real e-tate owned bv the com
i*eny. unincumbered,
l.<>«!
on
l*oud and mortgage
tir-t liens
Stock- and bond- t-wrc i bv the
company, market value,
ur«-d by collateral-,
Ca-h in the company's prim ipal
office and in bank,
Interv-i due and accrued,
I’n niiums in due cour-e of col

lection,

TO THE LATE

1871.

Manager.
Manager, A II. Wkav.
Capital pal-i up in <a-h.
A^sktS HEcEMBFK, .11, lgyg.
A--t

< >t

DOUGLASS,

SUCCESSOR

1 sk 1
U. S.

Cm.vklk* Sew all,

is not

A

LnNlMiN, ENGLAND.

Incorporated In Ivd.

iso't in place yet, but the board of
aldermen tell me that it will tie
soon.
But while the old bridge

t.

A. L.

JjR.

ciaumrnt.

Commercial Union Assurance Co..

SSucrUiaTunts.

daughter.*
A petition was presented by Hutchins
to-day Thursday) from Walter J. Creamer
and others, of Penobscot, asking
for
fl.000 for Hanctfk county for the protection of fish and game. Many petitions
art coming in.
Tonight there will be a public lecture
in the House on road-building,
by a

*-<*> a year ; 1.S0
paid in advance.

NOTH
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3trotttisnnmts.

.Votary Public.

druggists.—Ad
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*MirH
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altitude.

you see? He has
him. and she is

Hood’s Pills cure liver ills, biliousness. Indigestion, headaches. A pleasant laxative. All

very ill, and
weeks’ leave of ab-

Thk
AvflfRrr.A C1 nrj
Aa&lUOAA

--

of

He—1 wonder

Hall’s Catarrh Cure 1* taken internally, and
directly upon th^ blood and mucous -urface- uf the sy-t* in.
vn 1 for te-timonia!F. .1. CHENEY A Co, Toledo, o
free.
•Sold by i*ruagi*l*, TV-.
Hall’s Family Pill- are the l»est.

as

who look* out at the world with
healthy eyes cannot help feeling great
gratification at the thought that hU children
have inherited from him no weakness nor tendency to disease. The healthv old man is the
man who ha*, throughout his
life, kept his dig*-*,
tion go*>d and hi* blood pure
Not one in a
thousand does do it.
Germs go through the
healthv body without effect.
Let hem' once
find lodgnieut or let them find a weak -pot,
they
will develop by the million ami the blood will
lie full of them. In-lead of giving strength to
the tissue*, it will fore- upon them lnnutritious
matter, and the man will lose fle-h and the more
*u sceptlble
he i* to disease.
Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medical Di*coverv 1- the only medicine
that absolutely and infallibly cures all blood
diseases, and almo*t all diseases are blood dieases
It 1-n't a medicine for some one particular so called dl-ea*e. It i* a medicine for the
whole body. It force- out ad the germs of diea-e, and replaces impurities with rich, red
blood.

frigi d* and reJaf -r th-:r t ind
and death
ther
llt.Kiu Kf *Mirn.
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I.KffHI.ATI
said

acts

Merrill leaves for his home to-day on
of the sudden illness of his

The old
clear and

IlIVNKv

»ur iw
h
riband
."own u* during
*■! oilr falte r, iiu-hand an*:

of
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sence.
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thank
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*■>

of the

deserter

“W hat’s his

Simp-

the

and

man

the

Postal Service.

announced

< \ ICO

wi-h

We

If
I:

and which ishurrying his steps

Justice—John P. Haney, Penob-

re-

mnrcoj.

rT*HIS i* to give notice that on the date*
1 herein below slat* 1 the undersigned
he numbers «.f th.
Ea*t Hluehii.
i«*'d t
<i range store Company
in every wav. and
fr**tn th -e respective date* were not entitled
••f the company,
i.a re !n any of the p
f the company.
f--r any of the debt*
or 1
.> in. i. I** *. l
»ndage.
.! an I. I*-**,
H
jrti*.
East E.uehill, Jan. 27. KC.

p
c

now-

Tapley. Llls-

service

T*w>m if mny

a

'Iks
Mk*

*

di-grace of being branded aby the country of his adoption,
for which he fought so valiantly, that

Bucksport,

postal

NOTHF.

T->

hospital in Washington, and his
pension ceased.
Thus it happens that John Mooney, or

are

in

NOTICE.
To nil xrhom it mag concern
is to give notice that on the dates
r|‘,HlS
herein below stated the undersigned
A
ceased to be members of the Sedgwick <ir.inge
Store Company in every way. and from those
respective dates were not entitled to share
in any of the profits of the company, or liable
for anv of the debts of the company:
April 1, 1*93—E. A Bvard.
April 1. 1*93—John Thurston.
April 1. 1*04—Jonathan Bridges.
April 1. 1890— Miss H. E. Ober.
April 3. 1"^—James W. Page.
April 1. 1*87-1 M. Allen.
April 1, 1888—Joseph Durgain.
Apri: 1. 1893—S. A < in utt
iosson.
Aprii 1. 1888—Bailey K
April l. 1*92—Wni N Means.
April 1. 1*94 H. H Hale.
April 1. 1885—<». P. Clapp's estate.
Sedgwick. .Jan. 6. 1*97.

.1

Harbor.

H.

Sp trial XotircB.
*•

•<

much

county:
W.

If i/dii don't knon; u'/idt irp
sill ask 1/1)111' mii/ldstr—slip
ti'oi/is irif/i ns. Parcher's.

Ml!*

a

the

Bar

are:

3ifarrt i smarts.

reached fiH.

:t

oravery at the Wilderness

a-

Me.

<

received

he

rorniri

a

Portl and.

street.

deserter from the How-

But

Ohio, city of Toledo,
**•
Lucas County,
Frank .7. Cheney make* oath that he is th^
senior partner of the Arm <»t F .1 Cheney 4
( o doing bu-ine** in the City -,f Toledo. County and Mate aforesaid, and mat -.iid firm wi't
pay the sum of <>NE Hl'SDKED DOLLARS
fur each and every eu-e uf ( aTakkh that can
notice cured bv the u-e of Hall’s Catarrh
Cl’RE.
FRANK .1 CllENEY.
sworn to before ne- a>>d subscribed In ray
presence, tbi* Mb dav of December, a d. l->*
A. W. GLEASON,

the

gentleman from New York.

intervals
•!

Exchange

1-2

ness.

State

of

reported

}•*•

: r.e

."1

straightened circumstances.

county:
Route 1551. Oceanviile to Green’s Landing. Leave Oceanviile daily, except Sunday. 5 p. rn. Arrive at Green’s Landing
by 6 p. m. Leave Green’s Landing daily,
except Sunday, on arrival of mail from
Rockland, but not later than 8 p. m.
Arrive at Oceanviile in one hour.

report has
sensation on the
surface.
The committee on legislation
will visit the institution in two weeks.
Nahum Hinckley was here to-day in the
interest of the board of agriculture.
Thurlow

But

old

Hancock

Maine Slate col-

and

“presidential postcounty—liar Harbor,
Buck-port. Bar Harbor

«

cently

Tne committee of the governor's council appointed under act of last legis.a-

investigate
lege. has reported,
produced a ripple

Buck-port.
seventy

month,

a

McCabe, bolding two honorable
discharges from the service, is now deprived of his pension as a deserter. The

in

1—

the

HUTSON B. SAUNDERS,
Investment Securities,

ard

a

tnree

Changes In
Among changes

uralized.

the

at

the

spear;
n

creased

and

frttze».

P. Cunningham, Bucksport; \\

legis-

patients,

hardly long enough

ture to

a

1-i

son, Sullivan.

discreet, dignified* and
and
compact intellect-

his

with

of

age

of

Peter M H.
ed himself !■

a.e-

again enlisted

a.-charge.

,e

that

a

ice

the

pension

Justices of the Peace and Quorum—O.

fellow.

illness among

severe

•At

may be parsed procaugut in any other

r.ver

and

account

the

Powers built the Baptist
church in Brooklin.
In 1856 he removed to Orland to continue hm business, becoming a partner of
A. P. Emerson, with whom he was long
associated. They started the brick business which
has since been conducted
Mr. Powers retired from active
there.
business in 1885, and removed to Bucksport, where be assumed the direction of
the Powers & Emerson fleet of vessels.
Three children were born to Mr. and
Mrs. Powers, the late George and two
daughters, one of whom, Dellie, died
while residing in Orland.
The other
Mrs. W. S. Emerson, survives to mourn
the loss of loving parents, her mother
having passed away last June.
In

third-grade certificates.
The employment of teachers holding
State certificates is not made compulsory
three

lin.

men. and

State. It will

twice each year. Three grades of cert.flea tea will be issued—the first shall
be

g

gill-netting

fur-

again received honorable discharge.

Then he settled in

scot.

upper branch, and have excellent
lative qualities. Grindle, however,

public schools of
provide for examinations

la

Notary public—Omar

t

teachers in

eels t>

are

Hancock

iners,

as

a

Bllsworth,

Trial

all-round

that

three

worth.

good-looking,

:

At

Britton is self-contained, direct, busi-

an

and

Nominated by the Governor.
Among nominations announced by Gov.
Powers Saturday were tbe following in

more

of

tu kII noxjorar

mHancoek

$2,000;
fl. 400.

reader, and smoke*

other

any

in

6.so

before the

these

the

poli-

a

We be-

ray- for the rej*ea

to

thirty-days*

a

lough to gather his strength.
While on the street one day he fell in
with some sailors from the naval service.
He had a few drinks with them, and then
there was a blank.
When Peter returned
to consciousness, he found himself in a
naval uniform, a marine on the "New
Ironsides.” During his delirium he had
given bis own name John Mooney, and
thus Private Peter McCabe became Sv-aman John Mooney.
Deserved until giv-

reeeiptwere
$5.979 80: expanses, $2,415.56; net
561.26.
revenue, $3
Bucksport, receipts,
$3,739 29; expense?, $1,911.72; net revenue,
$1,524.57. The -a aries of postmasters at

mem-

of

man

the law ;n

:

in a tent. Then he was taken into
Howard hospital at Washington. He

recovered and received

lodges of the
begin the erection

tax-pnyers.

recently.
regard

e,

went

ment

the

rece.pt s. whicn for the
:iyear ending Jui^ 1, 1596, were $10,010.4'. The expenses of the office were
ft.14o -■ having a net revenue of $5,861.-

representation

a

it

Volunteer Peter McCabe he

as

Spottsylvan ia Peter was wounded
Fredericksburg, w here for
days he lay receiving medical treat-

ten

sister

the

on

application.

heavy artillery,

At

week.

soon

»

1

he

out

broke

war

and taken to

Hancock

K..-worth

appoint
|
taken later on.
consisting of one member from photo
teachers not bolding State certificates
Dr. Patten is one of the shortest in
each congressional district; the State
if
they
desire, but those towns superintendent of schools to be chairman stature but well up mentally, and a genial
•ball pay for that privilege by forex-officio. This board shall have charge
Grindle and Simpson belong to the
feiting one-fourth of their share of of the examination of all cand dates for

prive

of

county, and will

leads tne list

appearance,
and is in excellent favor with the law vers.

as

during

Augusta las;

footstep*

the

When the

to the frout.

Bir Harbor Odd Fellows will follow in

offive-

nportant general laws
ual y.
>e pa-t
week is the
Cbatto is one of the young members,
a*.e examination of !
bill providing f.,.r
with enough good sense to get along with
sehr#ol teacher*.
It provide- mat t he g jvernor and coun- humanity anywhere.
Hutchins is there, and will have his
cil shall
a State board of examthe

and

board iu

nes--:.ke. and will look after the interests

He is

introduced

Ellsworth.

enlisted in the 1st Maine

County Commissioner Nahum Hinckley, of Blaehill, Hancock county’s recently-chosen member of the Mate board of
agriculture, attended tbe meeting of the

There

u

constituency.
Boynton has a scholarly

SCHOOL LEGISLATION.

school from the district, but we cannot see how the law. if enacted, can
but tend to the betterment of the

an arm

Peter

of his

not

large as two years ago,
capitol was crowded with

:n

broke

man

*2

raft

House.

some

hearing

good

is

occasionally.

committee,

w omen.

One of

the

He is

bloom.

less of interest in the

capitol

the

at

former

expected

rural school districts, jealous of their
local institutions, who will look upon
it as Slate interference, as they did
the law which took control of the

be

matter

males

writer,

Merrill

is to be

women

judiciary

tbe

to

rt

world, and shrewd

left of the

Wednesday afternoon. A score or
petitions nave been received, but

there

gained in j*pulation.
lost *17.
There are about

tician.

for

Harbor
time.

A Bar

week.

way than tbr uga t .e
catch smelts

have

Rodick has the air of

petitioners for

the

unusually large number of broken Peter McCabe.
placed to tbe credit, or
Young Peter McCabe was fourteen or
discredit, of i^y walks during the p«a*t fifteen years of age when he landed in
for the fourth

The l*«ue is limited to f.V),O0ft.
Mortgage
«.)| projwrtjr «*cv*i ->r I'-ju'r-' by the
company.
ompany has a twenty years* contract with
tl»e interest on all
the t«rWfi which nearly pa\
bonds l-sxiedThi- is a particularly choice bond. Price on

to

An

hiroting

fine-looking body.

two of

many good points, and we believe
should become a law. We are aware
that
there are many residents of

has

seven

and

limbs have been

wive-:

nine countie* have

decade

last

will rank among the good-looking
bers of the House, which is. all in

and Grindle occupy seats Nos. 3
are at end of the second

examination

summary of which appears in the report of doings of the State solons, has

the

the senate,

the

popu3*.129.

Hancock's repre*ental;ves are all presexcept ThurSow. who is ill, and are
looking after the interests of their constituents.
Hancock county i-asking for
tut little so far. but later on may develop its wants. With the exception of

which

at

a

has

ent

from

only foar

assigned by

are

semi-circle of seats, and

a

In

rear.

president's desk.
Tue hearing of
municipal suffrage

Moreover,

at

one seat

with

Hancock

females.

any of
the ex-

from the front.

The bill introduced in the State legislature last week providing for State

schools.

Hancock
1.000

seat

Rodick, of
as

distinguish young
John from the others, everybody began
to call him by his stepfather’s name,
Kilkenney,

ri»:*T MOKT6Md' f;oi n komn.
nomination *500 each, due May 1, 1916.

>e

e..v.-r-

land, in 1*30. His father died shortly before the birth of young Mooney, and bis
mother married Peter McCabe.
There were other John Mooneys, in

Mis® Addle M. Kingman, of Otis, sends
us this week a* **a reminder that spring
i* coming, if not here ’, two sprays of
Mayflower blossom*.

of

population.

average :n
For the

but

one

Pi-cataquis

14.*72.

as

West Sullivan reports drop of 50 cents
That’s what
in price of cord wood.
the beautiful snow does for us!

Bro.

Hancock and Washington i.e nearest the

lost and

a seat

of tbe ball, and

where

have deceived us. and
go back to the Senate of
the United states."

teachers,

hall.

of

the first ai»;e

the hall.

four seat‘d from the

to

school

ation

Britton, of Bucksport. did not fare very well, being on the
third aisle to the left of the speaker, and

who

of

tne

dregation, being

g's

s-ats

politics at this very moment,
and stay in until I die—maybe to get
even w:th certain perfidious scoun-

maybe

the

extreme left of

re-enter

drels

from

the

with any political office.
u.l time w.tn the game
Mr. Piatt said:
"I will

the smallest is

ni ;
seat back
L>eer I*le, and immediately
:* Hutchins, of Penobscot.

Brooksv.iie, is on
right of the speaker,

Iter

.r

rth

-.

treme

in

name

cf

f

the

county in tne State is Cumberland, having a population of 90.94.-c

tbe middle aisle,

on

centre

service.

The petition relating to fishing in the
Bagaduce river, introduced in the State
legL-.ature by Representative Chaito, of

Tne :arge-t

seats

The veteran in question is now known
Peter McCabe. He is nearly seventyseven years old. and now liTes in Bucksport. He was born and cbr.stened John
Mooney, in the town of Kilkenny, Ire-

for game
She needs all of that.

agrees with Judge PbilWaterviile, who says: “Make
every Maine ‘ail a workshop,and the Mate
w:.; not be overrun with tramp-s.”

_

a

of

v.

■..fid her.

I -hall never

the use of

w

....
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ricerned.

.-

again ail
oonnee'.i
I am d

is

back of the

warden

£1,000

wants

brook. of

are

I
1

ported.
Hancock county

lieve

and special committee
We have just
coming in.
giauced over the report on marriages,
births and divorces, and snatch a few
general facts that may he of interest.
Tbe ix
at.on of Maine in >>0 wa* 6iS
936. in 1*5*3 :: was 661.060, a gain of 12.150.
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aisle, but three
Sc
it -.
f I
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nat:
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of tne

be

Departmental

the

back, and

seats

right

same
s

Tbur

self and s-t.ator Conkling. when they
t iresigned from the Senate. Mr
ling sain: •'This ends me so far as

polit;

On the

well back in

pension taken from him on the ground
that
he deserted from the army, ia re-

watching for that

new-!ine «teamer.

small burden

reports

well,

particu.arly

being

dv-K.

Across

Platt to

y the New York legislale remarks made by him-

ture..--

fare

not
them

are

A

men.

affairs.

seat-.

Stance to the

M-rrr.

a

Hou**e shows tbat in the
Hancock county’s dele-

the

fart

Kansas turned

The return of Thomas C.

of

snort a

-tie -eat

the

copy of the
Maine.
The dia-

best, being but three

candidate

but alas for human

..grateful

of

gram

drawing for
gation did
f
nearly a

....

for re--!- t..n.

carrier of the .Senate,

mai.

whisper gently through
-Meet melody will be lost
ileseprairie. The mu ha

Arabic Order

received, w :b comHolden, of Bass Harbor,

of S. A.

The shore towns

are
necessarily slow and of a new hall. A* a whole, the Odd
Fellows are about as well quartered as
irregular.
A large number of petition* for fema’e any society in the county.
suffrage ha* been presented and been
I: is probable tnat tbe tramp question
referred to the judiciary committee—that
wi!l again be considered by the Mate legcommittee is already burdened with bus
has its full
islature. Hancock county
ness, end has begun to unload itself upon
its twin brother, the committee on legal quota of tramps, which nave become no

Kora Temple, in

a:

prominent

most

under

movements

The American has

So longer wiil
of the Senate
chamber
toy gent y with his hirsute adornment, on the rude breezes
of
avenue
Penns; ivania
pluck

bew-...,ker-d

member of the

a

of her

large part of the bills relate to enlargement of franchises.
The labor bill—or fifty-four hour bill—
which is soon to be presented by the rep*
resentatives from Biddeford. arrd which
is stirring up a little previous newspape:

$10,000 5 PER CENT, 20 YEARS

army under one name and in the navy
another, and who has just had Li-

the

saw-mill.

somewhat

strange rites, necessary

of the Mystic Snrine
Lew iston, last week.

the hails of o ongress.
the gent.e zephyrs

it, but th

in

other

tv become

self would not try to do it.

Kansas

from

Hancock county asking
an appropriation of fl.000 for warden service in the county.
One of Hancock county's representative*. I-aae Britton, of Bucksport. rode
the camel over tne burning sands, and

probable that it can be
completed before April 1, even with
the mos* diligent work.
Attempts,
which have been made, to give any
Chairman

time

presented

been

have

many towns

but it is not

f the bill at

in

term

wise.'

House ways and means committee are
making progress on the new tariff bill.

schedni-

conform

of the supreme judicial court, and to report by bill or other-

the

of

to

60 as

general

with the

some

suggests the necessity of some general
law touching the matter.
The speaker is an excellent presiding
officer, full of business energy and executive tact.
He said to me recently that
he thought the legislature could adjourn
by tbe last of February. But legislatures
are cumbrous bodies, with various local
interests, and view matters from various
standpoints, and with their home business and interests clinging to them, their

of the court of county

term

propagation of fish and game, ana loca
schemes.
Kennebec county cornea in foi
a large share, and
petition* are headed bj

it bursts upon the legislature.
There is a constantly increasing demand for State aid for bridges, which

expediency of changing

the

Tbe peti
pour in in copious streams.
tions largely relate to tbe protection anc

pond

WATER BONDS.
TOWN OF MACHIAS, ME.,

Former

Now listen for the buzz of that Blunt's
t<

JFinanriat.

PENSION.

III"

Kllswirlh Man a Victim «'f
I’ntowar«l ( Imimslanm.
A strange story of a war veteran, who
■enlisted from Ellsworth and fought in

Good doin’*!
Bet tbin along tbe coast.

likely to be warmly
contested. Tbe large appropriation for
the protection of game which is floatine
in the air. is likely to create a ripple when

instructed to in-

and

committee

a

quire into
the general

Hancock’-

of

ArGCSTA. Jan. 30. 1&S7.
}
To th* Editor of Th< American:
Petition*, bills and resolve* continue

discussion, will

to salaries.

In the House Thursday, on motion of
Representative Hutchins, it was ordered.
•That the members of the legislature
from Hancock county be hereby consti-

<

Tne

of Sullivan.
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COl'NTV GOSSIP.

Representatives.
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L\£hY THURSDAY MORNING
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own one. We have them
single or double.
will make special rates on
Sleighs for the
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Have a Square Piano to let to
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-mal! children. Price $5
per quarter.
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Unitarian Vesper Service.
There will be « vesper service at the
Unitarian church next Sunday afternoon
at 4 o’clock. The order of service follows:

<0-01*1.H.VUON.
How it lias

Worked

Huilding
The

voluntary.
Anthem,"Holy, Holy, Lord, God Almighty,"
Haydn
Double Quartette.
Scripture reading.
Hymn.
SopcMuo solo," Hear my Priiyor"..M«sndclssohu
Miss Georgia It. Hasting*.
Prayer.
Response,"Before Thee, Lord".Gcrrlsh
Has* Solo and Male Quartette.
Remarks by Rev. W. R. Hunt.
Anthem,"Saviour Again to Thy Dear Name"
Gaylord
Quartette.
Hymn.
Benediction,
organ Poettade.
Organ

A

correspondent calls attention to a
discrepancy in The American of two
weeks ago. The paragraph at the head
of the prices current in Ellsworth markets
stated that the standard weight of a
bushel of beans in Maine in sixty-two
pounds, and in another column a paragraph stated that the standard weight in
sixty-four pounds.

balance sheet and

presented
meeting:

profit

last

and loss account

week

BALANCE

Jan. 18,
Dr.

at

the annual

SHEET.
1897.

Heal estate loans.f19,400
Share loans.
450
108
Permanent expense.
82
C. H. Drummey, treas.

Literature.

Style
“Style [in literature]
In

Cr.

has been written
about very learnedly by learned men,”
says a writer in Ladies' Home Journal.
“In its highest development it is a very
complicated thing. It is the very essence
of culture, knowledge and artistic temperament that gives a flavor of its own to
every sentence that an author writes.
But without entering into the subtilties
of style, it is surely evident to every

intelligence

and

|20,041

Capital dues.|15,887
acct.
Advance payments.
Profit and loss.

Suspense

$_U,UU

5d

It will be seen that nearly $20,000 has
been loaned on real estate; this means
that from ttie payment of £1 per share
per month to the association by each of

sensi-

a

Expense acct.$165

26
10 00
Permanent expense.
I 50
fund.
Dividend, 6 per cent. 855 57
Balance. 368 28

His language is elevated, poetic, fascinatIt makes the appeal to what is fine
in your nature, rather than to what is

ing.

gross.”

<iuurunty

IN

HANCOCK

FIN-

BUSINESS OF THE TERM WILL BE
THIS

WEEK—FEW

CASES

TRIED—DIVORCES DECREED.
THE COURT.

Presiding Justice—Andrew I*. Wiswell.
Clerk—John F. Knowlton.
County Attorney—J. E. Bunker, Jr.
Sheriff— Lew is F. Hooper,
Crier—William B. Higgins, Bar Harbor.
Deputies—John M. Vogell, Castiue; AlStaples, Orlaml.
Stenographer—C. O. Barrows.
Messenger—Walter S. Foster.

lard

The January term of the supreme judicial court for Hancock county is nearing
its close. But three cases have been tried,
and one of these was withdrawn from the
jury and reported to the law court. The
last case on the assigned list is now on
trial.
SPECIAL ASSIGNED LIST.

by

at

Buckaport;

Emery

Barbour,

Order of
Asa

more

8. W. Herrick vs. Catherine Richardson.
Fuller; C. R. Tupper. Defendant defaulted.
2127. 8. K. Whiting vs. Inhabitants of
r-aeii.
naie cv Hamlin; ueasy.
ver2020.

plaintiff, $781.
2107. Edw. K. Bragdon vs. G. W. Pickering.
King; C. H. Bartlett, Hale &
Hamlin. Defendant defaulted, $50.
2148. Inhabitants of Bucksport vs. Joseph B. Buck, Cunningham; Buck. Defendant defaulted, $561.30, with interest
from date of writ.

2100.
Ellen C. Kingsley vs. H. A. SieB. E. Clark, Deasy; E. S. Clark,
brechi.
\V itndrawn from jury and reKing.
ported to law court.

_

Hljfccttisrmcnts.
..

the best

YOU WILL FIND

I

Dtu.

in

treasury.

to her nature than
If she

does

poetry she is missing

most

refining

that

can

and

enter

one

consoling

her

life

to the

not
of

read
the

influences
the

through

of books.
A w’oman who has not read Keats’ “Eve
of St. Agnes”, Coleridge’s “Christabel”,
Mrs. Brewing’s “Aurora Leigh”, Shelley’s
“Adonais”, Wordsworth’s “Ode to Im-

mortality”, Tennyson’s “Idylls of the
King” and Longfellow’s “Evangeline”
has unconsciously missed the greater part
of her

emotional inheritance.

“It is certainly wonderful how much
science can do for us.” “Yes; Mrs. Frontrow

has learned

to

hypnotize her baby,
a club-meeting the

she didn’t miss
whole week.”

and

“They always

call

a

girl by her first

in the West.
Westerners are so
free and frank.” “Yes, and then, too, a
girl’s first name is the only one you can
always be dead sure of out there.”
name

notice returned in estates of

A large portion of the following births,
marriages and deaths are printed for the
first time in The American. They will
appear next week, or the week after, in
our

the

contemporaries. The American is
oyily paper printed in the county

which

systematically collects the. vital
of county; the others systematically steal them.
statistics

ItOlt.N.
BR\Y—At

Orland, .Jan *21,
seph Bray, a son.

to

Mr and Mrs .Jo-

DAVIS —At l.ong Island, Jan 17, to Mr and Mrs
Samuel Davis, a (laughter.
La KUK LEY— At Stockton Springs, Dec 25, to
Mr and Mrs Maitland It LaFurley, a son.
LEIGHTON —At '' cst < ipu Idshoro, Jan 21, to
Mr and Mrs B Frank Leighton, a (laughter.
SM A LLI D(.E At Winter Harbor, Jan 21, to
Mr and Mr- II G Smallidge, a son.
TRENDY— \t "urry, J m lit, to Mr and Mrs
Frank N Trundy, a son.

Ditcher
boro.
M

CASES TRIED.

was

II

A

< i».

that of

K

r»».

as

1.1

of

to

John F Jones,

both

of

Goulds-

series

are

in

BROWN —At Deer Isle, Jan 20, Mrs Roxanna G
Brown, aged <>:> years.
BRACY—At Brooklln, Jan 21, Mrs Eliza Jane
Bracy, aged T9 years.
CARTER—At Pretty Marsh, Jan 18, Capt. Joseph D Carter, aged 07 years.
CLARK—At Sout hwc.-t Harbor, Jan 21, Henry
II Clark, aged 85 years, 11 months, 19 days.
DEFFY—At Surry, Jan 21, Mrs Ann Duffy,
aged T9 years.
II1NCKLEY —At Bluehill, .Tan 21, Lizzie II,
widow of Harvey D Hinckley, aged >2 years.
KINGSLEY—At Winter Harbor, Jan IT, Charles
F Kingsley, aged 24 >ears, 2 months. 25 days.
MEltDHY—At West Tremont, Jan 20, Myrtie
Murphy, aged 1 year, 0 months.
DARKER -At Bar Harbor, Jan IS, Mrs Carrie
L Darker, aged 25 years, 0 months, 14 days.
POWERS—At Bueksport, Jan 19, Nathan II
Powers, aged T.s years.
K*YAN At Bar Harbor, Jan 21, Nellie Mae.
daughter of Mr ami Mrs John Ryan, aged 9
years, 5 months, 0 days.
—

TOWER —At Ellsworth, Jan 21, Dana L, infant
son
of George Tower, of Bar Harbor, aged
months, 6 days.

individuals and as members of the firm
Woodward Brothers, insolvent debt-

15 lbs. Salt Pork for.$1.00
15 to 20 lbs. Corned Beef. LOO
A barrel of good Apples from.$1.00 to $1.25

now

Greely,

Mason,

Foster; attorney, J. A. Peters, jr.

tin’ unums

—

of }ierformance to every
pound of promise in the advertisements
of THE AMERICAN.
Sixteen

OF THE

ounces

ZtobcrtiBromus.

LATEST STYLE

j

NOTICE.

SMITH’S,

The following divorces have been de-

j

Dr.A.L. Douglass tT
prai-ticin!!

medicine in connection with

l)r. C. C. Morrison at liar Harbor
for the past

four years

will open

office i n

main street,

Next door to

DECREED.

creed:

_

Ellsworth,

bor, vs. Edward B. Mears, of Bar Harbor,
began yesterday. There are many witnesses to be examined, and the case will
probably occupy the greater part of today. It is an action to recover damages
for injuries received by the fall of scaffolding at the Bliss cottage, Grindstone
Neck, on which the plaintiff was working
in the employ of the defendant. Plaintiff
alleges faulty construction of the scaffolding.
DIVORCES

AT

HALF PRICE,

m.unk.

Manning Work.

CASH PRICES.

|

mittee,

WILL BE CLOSED TO PURCHASERS

treatment for his eyes which

ELLSWORTH,
About

February

1,

1S!>7.

an

Ella Al. Amick, of Bluehill, libellant,
vs. John Amick, for utter desertion.
Stuart for libellant.
Sarah E.

Heath,

of

Bucksport, libellant,
Heath, for desertion.

Herman A.
Fellows for libellant.
Lillian R. Rogers, of Verona, libellant,
vs. Charles E. Rogers, for utter desertion.
Henrietta Kent, of Swan’s Island, libelIrtnt, vs. John W. Kent, for adultery.
Fuller for libellant.
Cora Wasgatt, of Mt. Desert, libellant,
vs. Warren Wasgatt, for abusive-treatment and extreme cruelty.
E. S. Clark
for libellant.
vs.

>rices.

Dr. Watson began his labors by giving
line free lectures at Yale on theological
ubjects, and all to overflowing audiences,
^fter Major Pond got him started on his
ravels Riid discovered the energy of the
mblic desire to hear him, he worked him
iard, thrusting odd lectures at short noice into spare chinks of time, and trying
iard to spread the doctor out enough to
nake him go round.
He seems not to
lave fully
succeeded, for though Dr.
Vatson responded gamely to the demands
, ipon him, Major Pond
parted with him
vith sore reluctance, and not without
1 naking him a heavily-gilded offer for an
dditional six-months’ engagement.
One thing that helps to account for Dr.
1
Vatson’s success is that he is a speaker
* >y profession, and doubtless knows his
msiness; but it seems obvious that his
eputation in America is due to his books,
vhich possess the qualities that interest
| ►eople in their author, and make them

J

1

vant

to know’ him and to

' le has to

hear

what else

say.—Harper's Weekly.

WALSHS
SCHOOL

SHOES.

cur-

in

are

a

se-

inflammation.

rious state of

The lyceum programme last Friday was
of double length, as no exercises
were held the week before.
Music consisted of piano selections by Misses Parsons, Pratt, Wiggin and Walker, and
clarinet solo by Herbert Monaghan. The
declamations were unusually good.
The
declaimers were Misses Knowlton, Whit-

nearly

ing, Tate, Salisbury, Pettiugill, ThompStevens, Reed, Moore, Rollins, and

son,

Martin Shute and Charles H. Leach.
Miss Roberts read a selection.
The subof the debate was: “Resolved, That
arbitration should entirely supersede war
as a means of settling all disputes between nations.”
Two of the disputants

ject

appointed

were victims of the measles,
which refused to be settled by arbitration,
and Miss Hattie Mason on the affirmative
and Harry E.
Rowe on the negative
were the only speakers.
A committee appointed to consider the relative merits of
the arguments decided in favor of the negative, but a vote of the lyceum favored
the affirmative.

SUmtcUstmtnts.

la need
w orked and burdened with care, debilitated and run down because of poor, thin
and impoverished blood. Help is needed
by the nervous sufferer, the men and
women tortured with rheumatism, neuralgia, dyspepsia, scrofula, catarrh. Help

Comes

Quickly

When Hood’3 Sarsaparilla begins to enrich, purify and vitalize the blood, and
sends it in a healing, nourishing, invigoratingstream to the nerves, muscles and
organs of the body. Hood's Sarsaparilla
builds up the weak and broken down system, and cures all blood diseases, because

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla

the One True Blood Purifier. All druggists. $L
Prepared only by C. I. Hood & Co.. Lowell, Mass.
is

flood

the onlv pills to take
withiiood sSarsaparilla.

are

--

g-

HlllS

S

liailroabs

anb

Steamboats.

Maine Ceuinri Railr Oill),
Local

Time Table—Oct. 4, 1896.

BAR

HARBOR

TO BANGOR.
A.

M.

OSGOOD &DRESSER.
28

WATER

STREET.

REMOVAL!
I have removed to the B.
F. Joy store on Main street
(next block above the
Giles block, oil sailH*

side of Hie street).

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
OK EVERY KIND.

Books,
Stationery,
&c.
Articles,
Fancy

Blank

During the winter months

GAMES
are

just tlie thing to while
long evening hours.

away the

JOZHUST

AT HALE. I

m. P.

BAR HARBOR.
10 30.
Sorrento.
Sullivan.
Mt. Desert Ferrv.
11 20
no
Waukeag, Sul. Fy. +11 25 f 1 10
Hancock.
11 2S
I 15
Franklin Road. +11 3(5
1 30
F.LI.s WORTH.
11 50
1 55
Kllsworth Falls. +11 54
2 05
Nicolin.
+12 (Hi +2 25
Green Lake. +12 14 +2 45
Lake House. *12 22 +3 On
Kgerv’s Mill. +12 25 t3 05j
Holden
112 2S 3 15
Penobscot Junction. 12 47
3 50
Bangor, Kx.St. 12 55 4 05
1 00i 4 lui
BANGOR, M.C.
p.

Portland.
Boston.
BANGOR TO

M
5 35
9 20

BANG* »R.
Bangor, Kx. St
Penobscot Junction.
Holden.
Kgery’s Mill.
Lake Hou e.
Greer Lake.
Nicolin
Kllsworth Falls.
KLLSWoRTh.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, Sul. Fy.
Mt. Desert Ferry.

7

on

signal

or

M.

1 40
5 58

M.
A. M
(H).
9 00

00
M.
(> 45
(5 50
(» 57

7
tT
t"
+7
17
7

1

17
20
23
33
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55

12 50
a.

8
8
8
9

m. p.

15
25
3+
10

t9

15

m.
4 45
4 50
4 57

5 17
f5 20

|9 20 f5 23
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+ 9 50
f5 39
10 10
5 52
8 0*i 10 35
5 57
s 14
11 00 (i 12
8 22 11 28
6 22
+s 25 +ll 35 ti; 25
8 3o 11 45
6 30
s 50.
9 20
9 55 12 45
7 15
A.

fStop

A.
.:

11

Sullivan.’.'
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR.

M.

3 30
4 05
4 40
5 15
+5 2L
5 24
5 33
5 47
5 52
f(5 05
+(5 14
to 22
+(> 25
(i 28
fi 47
(5 55
7 00

HARBOR.

BAR

Boston.

Constantly

Gents’ Furnishings.

the

for

expected within a few
E. P. S*yio,I, one of
the business managers, is greatly missed
this month. He is in Bangor undergoing

A.

1

AND

Recorder

Portland.

REMEMBER,

Small Wares

issue of t he

The

already

are

rent month may be
days. The^r|r of

P.

sttibcrtisnumts.

..

Fancy
Goods,

due. Some of the seniors
hard at work on their essays.

are

I>IKI>.

which breach of contract was alleged. I
The plaintiff, Mrs. Kingsley, held a tenAssignee’s accounts settled in case of j Pure Lard, in tubs.U 1.2c. per 11)
valued as follows:
year lease of a lot on Main street, Bar Kdvvard K. and
George P. Woodward,
1 share in the first series.£78 62
Harbor, with option to purchase. Ad- | Kllsworth, as individuals and as members 1
second
67 97
!
this
leased
lot
was
a
one-foot
joining
jf the firm of Woodward Brothers, insolthird
59 95
THESE ARE
which she owned.
Through her vent debtors.
52 78 strip
fourth
Thomas
F. Moran, plaintiff
fifth
45 39 son-in-law,
Oath of debtor at second meeting of
.38 10 bargained to sell the lease to the defendsixth
creditors filed in case of Eri L. Bunker,
31 54
seventh
|
ant, Siebrecht, for $600.
>f
Mount
24 88
Desert, insolvent debtor, j
eighth
There was a misunderstanding regardon hand
Turkeys
1840
ninth
Petition for a discharge from all debts
tenth
.12 11
ing the one-foot strip. Plaintiff claims j
during the winter season.
provable against his estate under the
We also have a good supply of
There are now 562 shares outstanding, that it was not included in the lot barinsolvency laws of Maine, filed by same.
!
series promises to he I gained for, while defendant alleges that
and the present
Appointment of second meeting of O-PLOOERIES
in all conversation and correspondence
Teditors filed and approved in c»ses of j
larger than any of its predecessors. Divalways on hand.
idends are declared twice a yea and have on the subject, he considered the “Main
Howard G. Spofford, Deer isle, Juliett
They are first-class in quality and reasonable
street
as including both the leased!
lot”
thus far been uniformly at the rate of 6 per
Nickerson, Eden, and George A. Green, ; In price. Look at our bargains in
lot and the one-foot strip.
When he
Deer Isle, insolvent debtors.
cent, per year. The surplus t his year, after
CANNED GOODS:
found that it did not, he refused to pay ;
divithe
all
including
expenses,
paying
Objection to claim of Bragg, Cummings i
1 cans l*eas ft>r.25c
over the $600 for the lease, and plaintiff
is
than
in
t
Co.
vs.
Daniel
year.
G.
;
larger
any previous
dend,
Benson, Tremont,
cans Corn for.25c
suit to compel him to accept the
The office of the association Is at the' brought
nsolvent debtor,
filed, and personal * cans Peaches for.25c
After all the evidence was in the
First national bank, where circulars and ! lease.
lot ice ordered.
i cans Beans for.25c
case was withdrawn from the jury and
other information relating to the workWe carry Canned Salmon, Corned Beef,
to the law court.
reported
be
obtained.
Dr. Watson’s Success.
ings of the institution may
Tongue, Pineapple, Damson-. Apricots, Egg
The
third
case tried was that of Andrew
Plum-,
<)y-ters, .Soups, Blueberries, Squash,
The officers of the association are:
The success of Dr. John Watson (lan
Pumpkins, etc., etc.
Stafford, of Bar Harbor, vs. James G.
'resident, Arno W. King; secretary,
in his recent American lecture
tfaclaren)
the
new cereal, POSTITM, a substitute
Try
Plaintiff sued to recover bill
coffee, ,«l-<> our Holden .lava and Mocha ( otour was very notable.
llenry W. Cushman; treasurer, C. H. j Blaine, jr.
Major Pond says ! for
t
ib
and
in
l
and 2-lb.cans, the best in the market.
for
hack
hire
to
carriage
••,
amounting
le never had a
Drummey; auditor, F. A. Coombs; direc- |
lecturer, except Stanley,
The jury returned a verdict for
vho did
better.
;
tors, A. W. King, C. H. Drummey, Lewis $112.
made
more
Stanley
Flour, Lime, Cement and Hair will go cheap
for $82.98.
Friend, J. A. Peters, jr., J. F. Knowlton, plaintiff
noney, not because he drew more people, for cash.
The trial of the last case on the assigned
Fresh Providence Itiver Oysters alwavs on
A. VV.Greely, F. W. Rollins; finance comjut because seats were sold at higher 1
hand.
C. R. list, Jesse E. Smallidge, of Winter HarC. W.
A. VV.
in the various

Shares

NOTES.

’97 graduation essays

week.

Joyce, Ellsworth; Joshua A. Whit-

j

lv imraU'V

Subjects

SCHOOL

for the

Burglar—Hold up your hands and don’t
speak. Now trot out the most valuable
thing yer got in the house. Head of the
household—O Lord, he wants the servant
girl, and she hasn’t been here a

W.

—

\Irn. F.ll»>n('

£9,987

HIGH
any
the

Andrew Stafford vs. James G.
Blaine, jr. Bunker; Deasy. Verdict for Frank I in.
plaint iff, $82.98.
Accounts settled in estates of Andrew!
2061. S. E. Treat & Son vs. J. H. Gran- J.
Cole, Hancock; James W. Patterson,
don.
K. S. Clark; Deasy.
Defendant I
Josie M. Carter, minor, Sedgdefaulted, $53, with interest from date Bucksport;
of writ.
wick; Ethel F. Keyes, minor, Orland;
2001. Bartlett W. Brown vs. Mrs. C. B. Clarissa Hill, minor, Sullivan; Lavinia
(
MAliUlEI).
Saunders,
Tracy; Warren, Fellows. Saunders, a person of unsound mind, Deer
Plaintiff non-suit.
Isle.
H A Molt—E( t|*l’—At Lamoine. Jan IT. by Rev
2097.
Andrew Norton vs. Albert Murphy.
L M Bo-wor'h, Mrs Charlotte llantorto RodAccounts presented for settlement in
French; Fuller. Defendant defaulted.
ney Copp, both of Trenton.
2018.
Jesse E. Smallidge vs. Edward B. estates of Ezekiel Pierce, Mount Desert; 1MTEHER-JONES At West Gouldsboro. Jan
Lenin on S. Orcutt, Franklin; Maria R,
Hears.
2.5, by \rthur'B Kingsley, esq, Mi-« harlotte
Wood, Peters; Deasy.
2138.

at vo

08

for

medium

|

SMITH’S

adapted

masculine mind.

more, Verona.
Affidavit of notice of appointment re- j
turned in estate of Andrew II. Haynes, 1
Tremont.
License granted to sell real estate of
Roswell Silsby, Auroraj^George G. Reed,
minor, Abington, Mass.; Frank A. Austin et als, minors, St. Clair, Nevada.
Renewal of license granted to sell real
estate of Millie I. Jones, minor, Gouldsboro.
Allowance out of personal estate granted j
to widow in estates of Edward S. Fernald,
Cranberry Isles; Andrew J. Cole, Hancock; William A. Milliken, Eden; Cory-,
don Staples, Brooklin.
Petition tiled by widow for allowance i
out of personal estate of James R. Gould, ;

consent.

mistake

great

poetry finds a home in every woman’s
item t.
Its loudcrnesa, its music, its
vagrant fancies, its vivid emotions are

minor,

inventory of estate of Daniel
Brewer, Eden, filed and granted.

a

to say that she “can’t read poetry”, says
a writer in Ladies' Home Journal.
Real

Swan’s Island.
Petition for extension of time in which
to return

is

young woman to judge poetry by
melodious tinkling of current verse, and

Stubbs, George A. Lake, an insane person,
Of the above cases which have been disBucksport; Andrew H. Haynes, Tremont;
Arthur and William Dr;
water, minors,
$1,403 61 posed of, only three have been tried. The |
Elnathan Tinker, Dwig
first of these was Whiting vs. InhabiS. Rowe, Susan
Cr.
j
C. Austin, Ellswort h.
Balance forward.$ 49 60
tants of Eden.
Interest. 947 09
Petition tiled for upp>> itment of some
The plaintiff, S. K. Whiting, of EllsPremiums. 298 49
asked damages from the town for suitable person as trustee in place of
Fines. 35 02 worth,
Withdrawal profits.
70 95 laying out a public way through the George P. Dutton, now deceased, formerly
25
Transfer fees.
Hotel Des Isle property on Main street, I trustee under the will and codicil thereto
2 21
Error in dividend prior to '94
of Caroline A. Parcher, Ellsworth.
Bar Harbor.
There had for some time existed a
Resignation of Jesse II. Pease as co$1,403 61
RJCCEIPT8.
private way twenty feet wide extending executor of will of Cummings M. Holden,
Bal. cash on hand Jan. 1, ’96.$ 92 68 the full length of the hotel property, Tremont, filed and accepted.
Kec’d for dues on shares.5,648 56 325
Petition of Mark W. Ginn, administrafeet, and abutting upon property of
interest on loans.1,132 96
W. H. Davis, which fronted on School j tor of estate of Frank H. White, Orland,
premiums. 298 49
The selectmen of the town, on deceased, for discharge from said office of
fines.
29 14 street.
j
advance payments.1,710 00 petition of a number of
citizens, laid out j administrator, filed and granted.
25
transfer fees.
a public way
thirty feet wide, following j Petition of executors under will of
loans paid.1,075 00
the line of the private
way and con- | George B. Nichols, Boston, for exemption
$9,987 08 tinuing through the Davis property to j from accounting in probate court, HanDISBURSEMENTS.
School street.
The selectmen refused to cock county, Maine, filed and granted.
[
Paid on loans granted.$5,250 00
allow
Mr. Whiting damages, claiming j
COURT OF INSOLVENCY.
shares withdrawn. 2,89829
that
the
value
of
the
takeri
was
strip
advance payments. 1,58-1 26
Charles H. Wood, of Eden, appointed
more than offset by the enhanced value !
6 29
charged suspense acct....
assignee in case of Pearl L. Leland, of
State tax.
4 51
of his property because of the public way.
10 75
Trenton; Truman C. Lord, of Ellsworth,
printing
The trial of the case occupied all of Frij appointed assignee in case of Loring F.
sec’y’s salary for 6 mos.
and
The
returned
a
day
Saturday.
jury
including rent, heat and
Brewer, of Eden, insolvent debtors.
150 00
verdict for plaintiff, fixing damages at
light.
j Discharge granted to Edward K. and
$781. Defendants appealed.
George P. Woodward, both of Ellsworth,
$9,904 10
The second case to be tried

“The pun,” said some one to Henry Erskine, an incurable at the practice, “is tlie
lowest of ull forms of w it.” “And therefore the foundation of it all,” said
Erskine.

AT

TERM

dict for

great difference in the members, many of the number have
the manner of telling a story, for in- hr. n enabled to borrow money and become the owners of property on which
stance. It does not require a subtile mind
they had hitherto been paying rent; the
to feel the difference in the telling of
Hawthorne’s ‘Scarlet Letter’ and Hugh rent in most cases being about the equivalent of the monthly dues plus the inConway’s ‘Called Back'.
“By common consent, Hawthorne is ac- terest on t he loan.
'Fhe advantage of this plan is obvious;
knowledged the best master of style that
America has produced.
When you have every monthly payment reduces the prinread one of ins stories no matter how j cipal of the loan, while the borrower
shares not only in the profits on his own
dark the crime that he has studied in it
in those on all other loans.
you never feel that lie has dragged down loan, but also
It is not only because he i Following is the account of
your thoughts.
PROFIT AND LOSS.
is a great moralist in his stories, but beDr.
cause he is a great
master of style also.
is

Ellsworth InsolMatters.
Wills
probate: Samuel Herrick, Sedgwick; Lois M. Freethy, Surry;
Lottie B. Roach, Ellsworth.
Wi1!*1 presented f,'7 prr*b°.ter
Elisha
Boper, Buckaport; John S. Emery, Boston; Flora Gould. Ellsworth, also another
will of Flora Gould, Ellsworth.
Administration granted on estates of
Sullivan Green, Deer Isle; Timothy Finn,
Surry; Nicholas Hass, Sullivan.
Petition filed for administration on
estate of William Clement, Penobscot.
Flora Pineo and Edward L. Brewer appointed administrators on estate of Zena
W. Brewer, Eden.
Guardians appointed unto Renton W.
and Ellison J. Dodge, minors, Tremont;
Grace I. Lord, minor, Ellsworth; Harry
C. Torrey, minor, Surry.
Inventories returned in estates of L.
Jane Pineo, Sullivan; John Gilley, Cranberry Isles; Elizabeth Noyes, I^amoine;
James R. Gould, Franklin; William T.
Eastman, Orland; Joshua A. Whitmore,
Verona; Rich Phillips, Surry; Frank A.,
Herbert W., Jessie A., Hester S. and Lizzie H. Austin, minors, all of St. Clair,
Nevada; Marcia H. Blanchard, minor,

COUNTY.

ISHED

Refining Influences of Poetry.

vency
admitted to

Of the sixty-two cases on the general
trial list, only twelve were assigned for
trial. Following is the list, with record
of disposal of cases up to the present
00
00' time:
85
2111.
R. B. Pomroy vs. Hanover Fire Ins.
98
Co. King; Peters. Defendant delaulted, f350.
S3
201S. W. II. Walls vs. Edgar Leland. E.
8. Clark; Wood. Defendant defaulted

05
58 77
759 68
2,968 05
368 28

Guaranty fund.

January Term

_COURT.
JANUARY

COURT.
It

JUDICIAL

Ellsworth loan and building associ-

as

The statement at the head of the market
The
list, sixty-two pounds, in correct.
paragraph in which the misstatement appeared was what in known an "plate matIn many
ter” and escaped attention.
states the standard weight of a bushel of
beans in sixty pounds.

reader of average
bility, that there

tin* Loan and

Association.

ation is an organization founded and
maintained on purely co-operative principles. Th? shareholders centre! as we1!
as own all the
property of the association,
and all the profits accrue to them, and
whatever other advantages the institution
possesses are available only to its members.
This association has proved itself to be
of no small benefit to this community.
Besides being an inducement to saving,
it has become a source from which its
members could draw funds—borrow—and
become at once property-owners in place
of being rent-payers, and this in such a
way as to be of advantage both to themselves and to the association.
It is not athe purpose of this article to
explain in detail the workings of a cooperative bank—for this is really what a
loan and
building association is—but
rather to state briefly the results of its
work during the past five or six years.
This may best be shown by printing the

Standard Weight of Keans.

PROBATE

SUPREME

M. p.

M. P.

M

notice to Conductor.

These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.
Pa.-sengers are requested to procure tickets
before entering the train, and especially Ellsworth to Falls and Fulls to Ellsworth.
Tickets for All Points South and West
on sale at the M
C. R. R. ticket office,
Ellsworth, C. F. GREENE, Agent.

F

E.

GEORGE F. EVANS,
Gen’l Manager.
BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag’t.

BLUEHILL LINE.

1 896.

Fall
Two

1896.

Arrangement.
Trips Per Week.

On and after Dec.
this line will leave
and Thursday at (>

one of the steamers of
Ellsworth every Monday
m., for Bluehill. South
Bluehill, Brooklin, **edgwlck, Deer Isle. Sargeruvllle, Little Deer Isle, Dark Harbor
(Islesboro), arriving in Rockland to connect
with steamers ami rail for Boston direct.
RETURNING.
Will leave Rockland every Wednesday and
Saturday at <> a m. or on arrival of steamers
from Boston, touching at above points, arriving
in Ellsworth early same afternoon. Through
tickets sold or hoard Baggage checked through.
Fare from Ellsworth to Boston, $3.75 until close
of navigation.

O. A.

10,

a.

CKtiCKKTT, Manager, Rockland.
O

Hot

\%

H

HililNs, Agent, Eli«*w«nh.

Water Bottles

At REDUCED PRICES.

1, 2, 3 ami 4 Quarts.

CHEST

or

A

LUNG PROTECTORS,

GOOD ASSORTMENT.

Prevent Colds and Pneumonia.
Lower prices than ever.

S. D.

WIGGIN, DRUGGIST,
MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,

Opposite Post-office.

COUNTY NEWS.
for addition.'! Count n
OB

\

trs

other pages.

see

ECONOMY IN

w*'*\ Sullivan.

Mark

wife

Crann and

in

were

The

town

The American has subscribers at 106 Sunday.
Morton Watts, of Jonesboro, was in
of the 116 post-offices in Hancock county;
all the other papers in the county com- town last week.
bined do not reach so many. The AmerR. Springer has recovered from a week's
ican is not the only paper printed in illness of tonsilitis.
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
Frank and Carrie Haslam, of Ellsworth
be, huf't is the only paper that can propFalls, were in town Sunday.
all
the
erly be called a County paper;
Crabtree & Havey have several sub-conrest are merely local papers. The circulatractors engaged to quarry curb-stone.
tion of The American, barring the Bar
Mrs. M. H. Havey is quite ill again.
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
than, that of all the other papers printed Her mother, Mrs. Sargent, is with her.
in Hancock county.
Granite hotel is the busiest place in
town. Mr. Smith had eighteen teams out
Blaehili*
SILVER WEDDING.

Jan. 9 was
the celebration of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the marriage of Mr. and Mrs.
A general invitation had
A. J. Long.
been extended to their friends to call
A

pleasant social

event

on

In
between the hours of 2 and 10 p. m.
evening the exterior of the house was
handsomely decorated with Chinese lanterns, while in the interior the rooms
were aglow with lights and flowers and
the

evergreens.

There were instrumental music by Mrs.
Belle Hinckley, reading by Miss Lillian
May Kane, and the following poem by
Mrs. M. E. Mayo:
The new-made stars shed tender light
On a world In virgin beauty dressed;
The sun, with railianee elear and bright,
Brought added glory at his behest.

Charles

door-step,

chopping wood,

of

but

undertaker.

G.
his

on

house.

Mamie Spurling has gone to Manset to
attend the high school.
School in district No. 2 closed last Fri-

day after a
Capt. S.

ten weeks’ term.
N.

Bulger

York

join

his

to go to

sea

to

Willey”,

|

New
“Jennie F.
for the winter.
has gone to

vessel

£4, go for the benefit of the

church.

Mrs. McDonald, mother of Capt.

itiiiuu

nun

an

i'

uh

iii

f^inm

in

Mc-

1'iurking

mer

ever since man’s heart has yearned,
Until it found an answering mate;
Or, missing that, has sadly .urned
And walked earth’s garden disconsolate.

VERMONT’S

with friends.

ly accomplished

No.

1 will

close to-

uur

a

Mrs.

Carrie

M.

Richardson

has

re-

ceived a letter from Mrs. Horace G. Bunker, of Brooklyn. N. Y., formerly of this

These friends of ours we greet to night
By this silver milestone on their way,
Looking so young and l'resn ami bright
Make more emphatic the words 1 say.

place, containing

?5as

a

contribution to

High-

Good roads came in for considerable
discussion at the session of the Vermont
legislature recently ended. Dr. W. Seward Webb proposed a plan for developing the state by means of state high-

Spurling.

Mrs. Florence

song”.

ten weeks'

j

ways.

a

In a general way his project provides
“memorial chandelier”, to be
placed in the Cnion meeting-house to for tlie construction by the state of au
Doubtless many to night recall
the memory of Mrs. Abigail C. Preble. elaborate system of highways. Persons
A golden wedding not long ago,
familiar with the top graphy of Verwho was tin directdneans of. getting the
j
Their parents gathered their children all
mont will recall the fact that extendchurch built.
Once more at home, in the noontide glow.
Jan. 22.
R.
ing lengthwise nearly north aud south
We noted changes far and near,
through the state are two ranges of
It rook U ii.
were
Which hail come to pass since they
wed,
hills, or mountains, and practically
A. W. King was .in town Saturday on
Of the wonders science had made clear
three valleys. Dr. Webb proposes to run
business.
Since t rankliu measured the silken thread.
a broad state
highway through each of
Ross Ware left to-day for Gardiner to
the three valleys and connect these highAnd since that day, more changes still
work on ice.
Has modern science revealed to view ;
ways with as many lateral roads as may
R. A. Friend and E. P. Herrick left for
This son, to try his practised skill,
be found necessary.
Ellsworth to-day.
May make discoveries, rare and new.
This work will, of course, cost a largo
Installation of officers of the I. O. O. F. j amount of money. The scheme involves
And what a chance to save mistakes
These new inventions will soon Impart,
will occur to-nighr.
Monaghan’s orches- the bonding of the state to pay the exTo find out who her love partakes,
tra will furnish music.
penses of improvement. The plan has
•l
He can turn the X-rays on her heart.
not yet been matured, but those who
The many friends of Augustus Peters,
have studied it feel confident that it
For all the generations find,
|of Bhiehill, express -sympathy for his
will appeal to the business sense of the
Whatever the progress made by art,
in ti.eir
fund for

For rhlldrpn

For your

health

we are

at

Brooklinj

Corner

Fred

Or.-ut

I^eonard

of

Burn's

Brouksville,
colt

to

gllert

Currier has returned v. R.'JAlden’s colt
which he has had in training, gp*

had;

—

glad.

arrival of the “Helen-G. Moseley”
Lisbon was a joy to many here who
had friends on board. The gale of Dec.
16, coming so soon after her clearance
The

May coming days be filled with peace,
Contentment, happiness, trust alway ;
And may advancing years increase
Till they bring a golden-wedding day.
Mr. and
Refreshments were served.
Mrs. Long were assisted in entertaining,
by their niece and nephew, Miss Ethelyu
Their
Long and Prof. E. H. Stover.
older son was also home from Bowdoin
college.
They were the recipients of
many beautiful and valuable articles of
silverware.
They wish to express to
their friends their grateful appreciation
of these gifts,though they had no thought
of being so generously remembered.

at

1

Jail. 18.

"•

Accompanying two of the presents were
original poems—one from Mr. and Mrs.
J. F. Allen, of Northeast Harbor; the
other from Mrs. G. M. Capen and Georgia
A. Capen, of Dorchester, Mass.
About 100 friends

were

present to

tend

SICK HEADACHE
Positively

cured by tliese
Little Pills.

the guests:
Messrs. Joseph W. Snow, A. F. Townsend, F. A. Davis, George D. Meservey, E.
P. Babson, H. B. Darling, E. W. Andrews, F. P. Greene, John F. Wood, H. H.
McIntyre, H. S. Sweet, Rev. H. D. Bently,
F. P. Merrill, Judge E. E. Chase, C. C.
Clough, J. H. Johnson, Frank Mason, W.
E. Grindle, S. K. Hinckley, Ira S. Grindle,
A. M. Carter, E. W. Mayo, A. C. Hinckley—all with their wives.
Mesdanies Christie Osgood, Emma G.
Doyle, Helen McIntyre, E. L. Herrick,
George W. Clay, Lucy A. Hinckley, Belle
O. Hinckley, Lula E. Grindle, Austin Stover, Mary E. Saunders, Hattie Osgood,
Eugene Hinckley, Clara Grindle, Alice J.
Buller, Katie A. Wardwell, O. H. Perry,
Gertie Stover, Mary Smith, A. S. Lamson.
Misses Ella A. Stover, E. G. Osgood,Lizzie Davis, Maud Perry, Sadie Snow, Alice
Wit ham, Eliza A. Parker, Nellie E.
Greene, Lillian May Kane, Cora E. Doyle,
Lena Grindle, Julia B. Saunders, Nettie

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

PATENTS.
Caveats, and Trade Marks obtained and

a Pa
business conducted for Moderate Fees.
Our office is opposite U. S. Patent Office. W.
have no sub-agencies, all business direct, hence
can transact patent business in less time and ai
LESS COST than those remote from Wash
tent

ington.

Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip
tlon. We advise, if patentable or not, free o'
charge. <>ur fee not iue till patent is secured.
A book, ‘How to obtain Patents,” with refer
ences to actual clients in your state, county, or
Vddress
town, sent free.

C. A. SNOW & Co.,

B. Clay, Minnie Johnson, Lizabeth Grindle, Nina N. Wardwell, Myrtle Piper,
Ow.iosite Patent < Mice. W.tsnlngton, D. C.
Mabel Babson.
Messrs. James K. Long, E. H. Hinckley,
Notice.
A. S. Wit ham, Frank N. Jordan, George rPHK
undersigned hereby gives notice tnai tn
L has contracted with the City of Ellsworth,foi
R. Rooney, Fred Perry, F. B. Snow, Walthe
of the poor, during the ensuing ear
lace Hinckley, Welland Clay, Charles E. ! and support
has made ample provision for their supnort
Greene, Arthur Greene, Oliu D. Wood, He therefore forbid* an persons from furnisnm*
Wylie F. Bayard, Pearl Gray, Chester L. supplies to any pauper on hlsaccount, a« wtumui
his writieu order, he will pay tor no goods m
DoyL.

Pauper

iliBUV

_
J

rtn

rvla ntafrirtn

THQ

fl«

tfOl

«»

jAAOll
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.IlINKH.
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to

are often so varied
drives away another.

uud

better

that

one

Poor hoads

are

the

nnbappiest type

worn

oct

owner

of

from use

usually has

money enough to buy a new one.
Good roads suggest action, and mud
means sloth and laziness.
winter resorts of the
lonth are ai .ertising good roads as a
special attrai ion.
Some of

^

le

_

during the month.

BARGAINS

——IX

Ladies', Misses' and Children's (iarmciits. Dress (roods and
Silks. Blankets and Linens.

(roods.

Hosiery

Sheetings

and Printed

and Underwear, Cloves

and Corsets, and other

goods.

Wo need not attempt By a long advertisement t<> convince tin- public of the great valhe offered
Hundreds of people watch for thc-e -ale
the great event of our Bu-ine-s
year, Because they have always received such -atlsfaeiurv re-iUt-. Thl- sale should not Be
confounded wi»h so-called Bargain sales which other dealers continually offer, But which
never materialize.
We come Before the public only ome a year with a clearance sale.
During that time we gather nil the odds and ends in the store and offer these at reoueed
prices. No old or trashy goods are offered, for we do not have them. Neither do we offer
shop worn goods, for we do not allow any goods to remain in our tore long enough t" Be.
cotne such.
Ml the garments whB-h we offer, practically at your own price, are this -eas
on's production and of the latest style,
livery garment will Be sold during this sale regard
less of cost, and no reasonable offer will Be refused. We have placed the following prices
on the same
ues to

—

$5 garments

$2.99.
$7.50 to $9 garments at $4.99.
f 10 to $15 garments at fi.99.
Fancy Silks, 50 cts. to 29 cts.; 75 cts. to 39 cts.; $1 to 79 cts.
Dress Goods, lot fancies, at 12'4 cts. Dress Goods, all-wool novelties, 50eta. to 29 cts.;
at

62 U ets. to 39 cts.

One

care

case

All-wool

Plaids, 50

to 39

cts.

cts.; 75 cts. to 49 cts.

To make

o

dainty sachet take

an

er

place

one

white and colored Blankets Ht 39 cts.; usually 50 cts.
B'ankets reduced from 50 cents to $1.50 per pair.

Higher priced

case of Ladles’ Fleeced Hose at 15
cts.; reduced from 25 cts.
Men's Wool Underwear to close at 39 ets.; reduced from 75 cts.
Lot of Kid Gloves at 49 cts. and 69 cts.; ttie usual $1 and

$1.50 goods.

Lot of Corsets at 39 cts. and 59 cts. ; reduced from 50 cts. and
$1.

ordi-

Other

nary rough paper envelope, fill it with cotton, through w hich sachet powder has been
Hprinkled, seal and decorate with water
colors.

The rule with

of

Hosiery—one

To get the dust out of buttons in furnithe
following simple method nets
like magic: l ake a pair of bellows once or
twice a week and blow round the buttons.
Out flies the dirt w ithout damaging the
leather.

bargains too

now

purpose—that of securing portions
garment.

mention.

numerous to

It you want to tmv

bow of ribbon is. “Nevwhere it does not seem to
a

«joo<ls ctioap.

is your dianee, at__

serve a

of

a

M.

Portland (Me.) physician says that
the habit of chewing gum produces wrinkles and deforms tuo lace.
A

Grant's Letters From the Field.
on the eve of a battle, before
the general retired, he wrote a letter to
Mrs. Grant,” writes Gen. Horace Porter,
in the Century.
“As usual

Stobrrtisements.
Save Your Fife
«;kkat South American
I'M .n*
eniedy l- .» gre..t
surprise on account of it-exceeding promptness
in rtdioving pain in Mie Kldnexs, Bladder ami
It relieve- retention
Back In male or funiv
of water and pain m pa-sin* it almost ini
mediately Save \ou»*-nlf l»v using this mar
wtd prevent fatal coiise
veious cure. Its uquenc.fS in almost all e »-es bv its gr-*at alterative and h aling po\v r-. Sold by S. I). Wig
gin. Druggist. Fll-wnrlh Me.

By using “The new
KlI>NE\ CURE.”

extravagance.
When a wagon is
on a good road, its

January 4,

WONDERFUL

ture

|

nearer

and will continue

a

to Remember.

neighbors.

Sale

Annual

Commenced

soon as

The vital question is for the farmers
themselves to settle generally whether
they want good roads and whether they
“1 did not know t he nature of the conwill accept the help of those who are
tents of the letters to his wife until after
anxious
to
and
in
willing
join
paying the war, when Mrs. Grant in
speaking of
the cost of road improvement. If they
them, said that they always contained
will take up the subject in all their orwords of cheer and
comfort, expressed
ganizations and appoint active working an
abiding faith in victory, and never
committees to visit tlie nearest accessifailed to dwell
the sad thought
upon
ble localities where good roads prevail
which always oppressed him when he
to
such
as
will
and
urge
legislation
realized that many human lives would
make them attainable everywhere, the
have to be sacrificed, and great sufferings
its
work will soon reach a point where
: would
have
to
be
endured
by tlie
own momentum will carry it forward.
wounded.
—General Roy Stone.
“The general’s Ft ters to his wife were
j very frequent durii ga campaign, and no
The Poor Hoads Tax.
j pressure of official duties was ever perThe estimate of the secretary of the i mitted to inteirupt ibis correspondence.”
farmers’ national congress, that $000,Don’t worry ah* ut your health. Keep your
000,000 is wasted annually in this conntry through bad roads, is supported by blood pure by taking Mood’s Sarsaparilla, and
that of other statisticians, and from this you ne« d not fear the grip, colds, bronchitis,
or typhoid fever.
it appears that the tax they impose takes | pneumonia
one-quarter of the whole value of all | Hood’s Pills are tin- favorite family cathartic,
farm products in the United States.— easy to take, easy 10 operate —Adri.
General Roy Stone.
Thing!)
Good roads mean

WAoo.

table i-

tions

I

Settle.

dainty

I

nigh Novelties, $1 to $1.50 goods to 79 cts.
Sheetings, bleached, all 30 inches wide, 7 cts. to 5 cts.; S cts. to 6 cts.; 10 cts. to S cts.
Sheetings, unbleached, 5 cts. to 4 cts.; 7 cts. to 5 cts.
The most popular and best unbleached Sheeting 38 inches wide, we will sell
by the
yard or piece at 5>_, cts,, and 64 cts. for 40 inch. This is
the beaten white of an egg, sift powdered
a reduction of 2 cts. per
yard.
cheese over each one and return to the
Quilts, white, 75 cts. to 69 cts.; $1 to 79 cts.; $125 to 90 cts. We have about fifty of
oven for two or three seconds.
very tine and heavy Marseilles Quilts which we offer at
It is not the labor, but the monotony of
$1.49; usually $2 goods.
domestic employments that wears upon
Turkey Red Table Linens, 50 cts. to 32'4 cts.
the woman who gives all her time to them.
\\ bite all-linen Table Linens, 50 cts. to 39 cts.
A man may work harder, but his occupa

Pennsylvania Farmers Want Good Hoads.
It is one of the interesting evidences
of the progress of a good idea that some
of the most pronounced declarations
that have been made in favor of vigorous action for road improvement by the
Pennsylvania legislature come from agricultural sources.
One or two prominent opponents of road improvement in
former legislatures have been conspicuously elected to stay at home. A very
active supporter of road improvement in
Westmoreland made liis fight for election on road legislation for the rural
districts, won his election and is now
preparing to press a measure that will
stimulate the construction of permanent
and solid roads in all the counties that
have enterprise enough to conform to its
For Farmers

lAUNIUli

COMPANY,

Cheese Straw*.

provisions. —Pittsburg Dispatch.

ex-

congratulations, and many who
would gladly have been there were unavoidably absent, but these were represented m the gifts.
Following is a list of

;

this way: As

Cheese straws are excellent with a groen
salad or with a cup of black coffee. A
tested recipe for them consists of a cupful
of prepared flour mixed with 4 tablespoonfuls of grated cheese, a pinch of salt, u
dash of cavenne pepper and the beaten
yolk of an egg. Add enough rich milk to
rnako a soft paste.
Hull it out thin and
cut in narrow strips about four inches
long. Bake a delicate brown in a quick
oven, and then take from the oven, brush
over with a small paste brush dipped in

alw ays stood in the
way of the commercial growth of many
fertile and resourceful sections of the
state.
The state highway idea is likely
to be a leading topic of discussion in
the next legislature.

is to have

handle,

in

—Philadelphia Ledger.

people.
Inaccessibility has

com-

morning under tiie able instruction of M s* [.l ira Jones, of West
Brouksv.de.

and friendshins true.

prosperity,

loss.

school

menced this

With wondrous power, that arrow keen,
More than five and twenty years ago,
Prepared the way for this bright scene;
Our congratulations we bestow.
For many joys, and mercies too,
For all the happiness you have

a

family
High

Tho’ the eyes of love continue bliud,
Still Cupid uses the same old dart.

|

f

Great

Our

kiwis.

Mrfc by THE WEIR STOVE

GALLERT.

M.

l>ai»ty Table.
a mark < f
good breeding. and an 1.: tidy t ilde proclaims to all
beholders a 1:1; in the housewife of all the
It really does not take
finer sensibilitie-i
a great deal more tine* and not much more
t
tn uble to set 1.
1? attractively and to
serve the food in a d duty. appetizing way.
and the gain is ir.e-t imalile. A little green
for garnaming the meat | late can always
be procured.
Water is plentiful inmost
plaee*, soap is el.o'o. and every day is 21
Imurs long; so that ihere is small excuse
There is no j
for soiled linen on the table.
place wiiere thoughtful care is more need- j
ed or more productive of gratifying results,
j
Set

PROJECT.

A Plan Ha* Bern Discussed to Build
ways at the State’s Expense.

term, begun by
Mrs. Florence Joy, teacher, but closed by
after

morrow

to ... prominent ci,i« .nd
For
towns in New England.

the bird i9 dead immerse it in a pail ol
very hot water, the water to cover all the
Or.o minute is usually long
feathers.
enough to keep the fowl under hot water.
Too long soaking is liable to discolor the
skin. After this hot bath the feathers are
so loosened that they can be almost rubbed
The bird is then rinsed in cold watci
otT.
It should
and wiped with a s- ft cloth.
then lie put into a cotton bag kept for this
purpose and hung in a cool place. When
fowls are not to be used at once, they
should always be loosely rolled in cloth or
paper to keep them from turning dark.
Ducks cannot he managed in this way. as
their h atiu r> roi.r;.'.n so much oil that tbt
water does not j. mot rate them.

A

School in district

The same sun lights the heavens above.
Flowers, music and birds to earth belong,
And heart to heart, with the power of love,

ROAD

GLENWOO

Plucking fowls may be easily and quick-

Donald,

And

has gone to Gloucester, her forhome, to remain during the winter

probably

training
scientific question. A famous man gives
the following things that children should
be taught:
That teasing is a positive crime.
That they must eat bread before pastry.
That bedtime is not a “movable” hour.
That they must speak respectfully to the
servants.
That weeping over bruises is unworthy
sturdy beings.
That they should not appeal to one parent from the decision of the other.
That punishment follows in tho wake of
prevarication and of deceit more swiftly
than it follows active mischief.
That it is in bad taste for them to tell
all that they learn of the neighbors’ domestic arrangements through playing with
the neighbors’ children.

ditiou. Aud if to the economy referred
to be added the increased value of property aud, last but not least, the comfort
of farmers and their families, there
would be overwhelming argument in
favor of immediate action. The work is
a stupendous
one, when viewed as a
whole, but, a beginning once made and
the advantages clearly demonstrated,
there would be steady improvement.

A basket supper was held at the home
of Mrs. Mary L. Bulger last week.
The

proceeds,

team

The importance of the subject demands a much wider spread feeling of
interest. While the area of the United
States is too immense and the population too sparse to hope for many years
to come for a general good roads system, yet great progress can be made in
sections of the country where farmers
are prosperous
and where they have
occasion to use roads to a considerable
extent in order to get the products of
their farms to railroad statious for shipment to large cities and towns.
Were it possible to estimate the dollar
and cent extra cost for repairs to wagons
and carriages, the wear and tear of
horse, mule and ox flesh over wretched
roads, aud tha*delays caused in winter
by tbeir impassability, the aggregate
would be startling and would, we feel
assured, reach a sum far iu excess
of what would be needed to provide

a

guilty

was

new

a

Along

Get

They

portance.

mistake in print in last
week’s American, one of West Sullivan’s
smart young professional men was the
victim of quite a joke. In justice to the
doctor it must be said that it was not he
to

Always

follow that because a man has
of his own or does not ride
a wheel he has not a direct personal
Interest in the improvement of roads.
European countries have long recognized
tbeir merits and for centuries in some
portions have enjoyed their benefits.
We in America have only begun to appreciate—and mainly in the immediate
vicinity of large cities—their great imnot

enjoyed.

much

was

Owing

One That Is
Easily Traversed.

means

Rev. Mr. Moore exchanged pulpits with
Rev. Mr. Hanscom, of Franklin, Sunday
evening. Mr. Hanscom's address on “Resisting the Devil” was full of thought,
and

Cheapest Road Is

“Constant
dropping wears away
stones,” and it is only by constant reminders by the press that the public
mind can be brought to the sensiblo conclusion that good roads are among
America's essentials, remarks the West
fchester cPa.) Republican. They are not
merely wheelmen's wants, but wants
demanded by the comfort and convenience of everybody. It does not by any

breaking her wrist. The fracture was reduced by Dr. Haskell.
George C. Gordon, engineer of the tugboat, is taking his annual vacation, but
being an industrious man, he keeps
himself busy about the farm all winter.

new

For Paradise was not complete
While Adam could see no human face.
He slept
He ’woke! A fair help meet
Beside him stood in beauty and grace.

sweet

ice at her

Cranbem Isle*.
Frprl Sfpplp is nrncrppssino’ finplv

This was the first “Sweet Home" prepared
For Adam, by reputation known.
Of him, his Creator soon declared
’Twas not good tor man to be alone".

singing the "old

Mrs.

morning
the

on

Jan. 25.

From circling worlds to drop of dew,
From mountain high to tiniest flower,
From blooming earth to cloudless blue,
Perfection reigned in that blest hour.

ever

Colson fell

the

In such an atmosphere divine,
Fair Eden smiled in the warmth and glow;
Of bunt.-iii life there was no sisrn
Iu this bit of heaven revealed below.

Is

Saturday night.
Last
Friday

who

Fresh blossoms graced each tree and spray.
Sweet bird-song rose on the fragrant air,
And minglii g with the brooklet’s play
Made pure enchanting music there.

A commanding officer, addressing his
Fat* and Foods.
I ‘-There’s lots o’ min,” said Mr. Rafferty,
attention men at the conclusion of the late Ashanti
Housekeepers who have not had an ob- i “thot atbracts a gred deal av
his disappointment
ject lesson of the way in which fats draw widout much thot’s substantial to show expedition, expressed
odors when fish and butter get side by side fur it.”
“Thrue fur yez,” replied Mr. that they had had no chance of a tight.
added he and he is not an Irishin the refrigerator need ouly go to a labora- *
Dolan; “the lightest man runs up the “But,”
been fighting, there
tory where perfuming extracts aie made ladder fastest. Hut it do tie the wan that man “had there
have been many absent faces here
to have a commercial illustration of the
brings a hod o' bricks wid ’ini that ra’ly would
to-day.”
fact.
The flower flavors from the roseries j counts.”
of southern Franco are imported held In
■cltitotrnstmrntB.
sheep’s fat. The fresh roses or heliotrope
or violets, as the ease may be, aro laid between layers of fat and so made into packWhen the chemist
ages for exportation.
over here is ready to use thorn, he melts
their ineasement to llnd that the scenting
wear and tear—but
Some women do-by dint of
properties of the flowers are entirely exOthers seem to
tracted by and held in the liquid grease.
them.
tells
upon
the struggle
His next step is to release and clarify them
effort. In
without
by various processes of distillation. Hut it
“Accomplish things" almost
out stove.
a
worn
is the power of the fat to draw nut the
find
the kitchen of the one you'll
odors which is the fact that is valuable to
its
is
lending
modern
range
the domestic scientist
Look in the other—a
this tune.
Closer
Look
aid.
again.
efficient
The Training of Children.
find ’tis a
You’ll
of children has become a
The

HIGHWAYS.

Whooping cough is prevalent.

T. F Anthony, <x I’o-tnia-ter of Promise
I l-nm-tit one bottle of
City, b*wa, -;i'S“My-tiri ure” for Kbeum <ttsm. and two -loses
of it did me more good than any nn diei e 1 ver
took.” bold by 8 1> " KiulN, druggl-t, Ellsworth.

|

GALLERT’S.

| DRONCHITIS

the inflammation, soreness,
cough, purulent rllscharpes, alteration
'■°*ce1 a!'(l weakness which accompany this disease tind inline-

•

1

"

diate

•

help

in

r.IEH’S

>

PlI^OLiyM

i:

lEMOHSIM

IssfnTc^eh
deanse’tlf0"'"
Unhke Cod
I
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I.,romPtl>' alla>'

the

inflammation,

^

^Iniggists.

50c. and $1.00.

>

relieve the har-

P,'1S°T'““Cranes and strengthen the weakened

M^h^Somachactiom andFreFitores tosMtes^.*° ta^e’
Pamphlet Mailed Free.

,

nerve-.

digested,

ANGIER CHEMICAL CO., BOSTON, MASS.
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limiting party which lias yet had any experiences in Washington.
Provisions
were prepared for six weeks’ time, and
ALMOST
INACCESSIBLE each man carried a forty-pound pack, in
THE
addition to firearms and ammunition,
MOUNTAINS OF WASHINGTON.
which all hunters recognize as no small

OVER THE OLYMPICS.

the Quinault Indians. I’o tho mirthSlfOltK FISH HK IKS.
Mount Olympus towers its jugged
In t lie Money Invested in tliis Important Inhend 8,000 feet above the sen.
northeast another mighty peak, Mount J
dustry of Maine.
The liien "ini report of the commissioner
t’onst'Hiiee, blocks the way, raising itself
of se.i and shore fisheries of Maine, conI o the clouds as if to rival King Olympus.
Close at hand lies Lake Marmot, whose tains most valuable facts regaining the
several kinds of fishery industries, which
! waters are as cold as ice; and, in all directions, peaks, some large, some small, have never before been published.
At the outset attention is called to the
Bhoot up like insurmountable barriers.
The grand divide is about 6,000 feet unrivalled natural advantages of Maine,
elevation, and from it more of the rugged w ith its long line of sea-coast, rivers, bays
beauty of the Olympics can he seen than and rocks, as an assurance of the continfrom any other point. When the party uance of t lie State’s Excellent prospects of
pitched camp near Lake Marmot and be- permanent good fishing. Maine’s ocean
frontage in a straight line is 250 miles
gan constructing a cabin, they were compelled to dig into deep snow banks. By from Kittery Point to Quoddy Head; hut
the end of a week, however, much of tins including rivers and bays, it has 2,140
had disappeared, and the valleys became miles of sea-coast.
Twenty-five years ago, the bank cod
transformed, as if by magic, into gardens
of

west

burden in themselves.
The camping outfit and provisions were
put on three small, but strong and sureFAR WEST.
footed cayuses, the combined weight
being about
pounds. Great care way
!»Y RAYMOND OOULD IIOl'I’KR.
taken to see tiiat the packs were securely
Pat bless woodlands! Far, indeed, must fastened, because the shifting of a pack on
The a narrow mountain trail not only means
one travel to find them now-a-days.
lots of extra iiard work, but possibly the
ruthless march of an inevitable civiliza- !
loss of both animal and luggage.
It was
tion is sweeping away the old forests and j
not the intention of the hunters, hardy
all that in them is contained.
Come to Maine, go elsewhere in New though they were, to lose a good stock of
England, or even well to west ward, and the coffee, bacon, flour, boneless ham, sugar,
and tliHt old standby—hard-tack.
despoiling woodsmen and saw mills will
OVER THE MOUNTAINS.
Once the
have been there in advance.
On the evening of July 24 all was ready
tall trees stood as Nature made them, and
there noble moose, graceful deer, and all for the start, ami the next morning witHOW A

PARTY OF EASTERN SPORTSMEN

ARE ROUGHING IT IN TIIE

1

this industry in the State fur 1S9G was
21,400.330 pounds, valued at $504 294.
In the lobster industry for 1895, 2,708
non
were
employed; with 3.353 boats;
2.431 ears, valued at $21,532; numb-t* of
lobsters taken. 7,825,575, v»nu <| at
:n,‘-’76.
There was $1,225,424 invested in the in-

dustry.

—

TIIK

WITCH

IIAZKL.

Last riant of the Year to
Hlossoms.

I'ut Forth

It®

lire'1 Matte
To all persons interested in cither of the estate.*, Iifit inalt' i' named.
At a ,m
court hilt at Ellsworth, in
.id
for tin'
unty of Hancock, on the thirteenth day oi January, a. d. 1887.
flMIE luiiow ii:g limiters having been preA_ sen ted for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons in, rested,
jby cau ir.g a copy of thi.-> oruci to
lished three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that Hi»-f »r;iv pn..
pear at a probate court to be held at uucksport, on the tenth day of February, a. d.
185*7, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
be heard thereon if they see cause.
Flora Gould, late of Ellsworth, in said county, deceased, a certain instrument purporting
to be the last will and testament of said deceased, a:ui petition for probate thereof, presented by Clarence M. Purkmun, the executor
therein named; also another instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, and petition for probate thereof, presented by Aaron L. Simpson, the .*xector therein named.
Elisha Soper, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased, a certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, and petition for probate thereof, presented by Helen 8. Buck, the executrix
therein named.
William Clement, late of Penobscot, in said
county, deceased. Petition that William B.
Clement may be appointed administrator,
presented by William B. Clement, a son of
said deceased.
James R. Gould, late of Franklin, in said
county, deceased. Petition for allowance out
of personal estate of said deceased, tiled by
Mabel B. Gould, widow of said deceased.
Ezekiel Pierce, late of Mount Desert, in
said county, deceased.
Second account of
William P. Foster, executor, tiled.
Leamon S. Orcutt, late of Franklin, in said
county, deceased. Account of William W,
Bragdon, executor, filed.
Andrew H. Haynes, late of Tremont, in said
Account of Charles E.
county, deceased.
Haynes, administrator, tiled.
Susan C. Austin, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Final account of James A.
McGown, administrator, tiled.
Dwight S. Rowe, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. First account of Florence
A. Rowe, administratrix, filed.
Elnathan Tinker, late of Ellsworth, in mid
First account of Josiah
county, deceased.
Tinker, administrator, tiled.
Maria R. Stubbs, late of Bucksport. in said
county, deceased, h irst account of Aaron P.
Stubbs, administrator, tiled.
Arthur Drinkwaler, minor heir of Arthur F.
Drinkwater, late of Ellsworth, in said county,
deceased.
Fifth
account
of
Hi. am
C.
Vaughan, guardian, tiled.
■

This peculiar plant, witch hazel, which
“amid the reigning desolation of wintoi
puts forth its yellow blossoms,” tiirives on
the sand hills along the eastern shore of
Lako Michigan. In t!:i* locality it appears
to be tho last to furnish reminders of summer before the face of advancing winter,
in September, while tho leaves are still
green, some of the bushes may be found
j putting forth flowers. Late in October,
of paradise.
As the hot rays of the sun
fishery was the principal fishing industry when entirely bare of leaves, other bushes
At present it is different, appear in the flush or bloom, tho branches
heat upon the snow and drove it back of tiie State.
dressed in yellow from end to end by tho
foot by foot, rich, luxuriant grass made its there being less than ten vessels engaged
crowded flowers. A month still later frein this pursuit in the State.
Among the quent specimens still persist in flower, and
Then nessed the assembling of a picturesque appearnnce and grew like mushrooms.
the smaller of life abounded.
could have been heard thesplashingtrout, party at Lake Cushman, where the gov- The valleys—for there are valleys up there causes is competition with Canada, made by the right combination of circumstances
Kach
and many were the mysterious voices ris- ernment trail lias its beginning.
fairly groaned under the burden of wild doubly strong by the annual appropria- ono may ride in the gliding sleigh past
There were immense patches of tion of £100,000 for tiie encouragement of bushes wit»j a lingering glimmer of yelNow all one wore the toughest of tough-looking, flowers.
ing from wood and lake.
On last Thanksgiving I
waded
fast
is
The wilds are wide-brimmed sombreros, coarse shoes red here, blue there, white somewhere the sea fisheries and building fishing ves- low.
changing.
with hob nails, a pair of overalls and unThe enormous aitendant expense through snow knee deep to collect some
The fir trees sels.
else, and yellow further on.
magically being transformed into farms ;
flowering branches. In some of the flowand villages, and “Westward the course dershirt. In fact, each cut weight to a lmd disappeared, and in their place were has also been a cause of its decline.
ers the stamens appeared to be immature,
Maine is largely interested in the hake,
of empire takes its way”.
The once j minimum, but still kept his outfit ser- to he found Alaska cedars, pines, alders
but tho petals had passed their brightest
cod, haddock, pollock, herring, smelt, I day. About is inches
famous
hunting grounds are being viceable. To a person who has never and shrubs.
of snow had fallen
a Washington forest,
During the three weeks the party sword fish, clam, alewifc and lobster previously during the month, and the lowpressed into narrower confines, soon to plodded through
or clambered up mountain sides in purest recorded temperaturo for the vicinity
camped in this country of flowers, val- fisheries.
pass away forever.
There are licensed in the customs dis- was 14 degrees F. In Wood’s “Classbook
It may generally be regarded ns the suit of deer, it is hard to convey an ade- leys, glaciers, mountain peaks and big
idea of the wear and tear to clothes
game, the weather was warm and there trict of the State, 512 fishing vessels, of Botany” the flowering season stated is
highest order of progress, hut with all quate
November to January.
That may bo its
and foot-gear. If a novice becomes lost
was no call
for heavy
clothing. The measuring 10,122 tons, being 75 more season in lower
the vast waste domain already opened up
latitudes, but in this roeven a short distance from bis friends, lie
moonlight nights were wonderful to be- under fishing licenses than at last rethroughout our country, this sweeping j
its
is
time
giuu
September to November.
demolition cannot inspire nature-lovers. will oft-times find his clothes in shreds hold, until one night a shadow began to port. There are 14,690 persons connected The embryo fruit remains apparently untiie fisheries.
with
before
be
hears
a response to his “wlioosteal
over
the
moon’s
then
one
surface;
Railroads have fast pushed into the dark
changed through tec winter and until the
York county has nineteen vessels, 315 following
hoo”. These hardy young men, who have ! ef the boys did not feel so moon-struck.
recesses <>f the wilderness, tempted alone
spring is well advanced, ripentons
1 their homes
in
the Olympian foot-hills,
Ho looked and looked, and rubbed hi
measurement; Cumberland, 100, ing in the autumn, when the earliest flowby future revenues from mining and lumers
are
and have followed the ridges in the exhil- ; eyes.
He called to his companions to 3,170 tons; Sagadahoc, three, 46 tons; Linappearing.
bering intcrests.
The witch hazel scatters its seeds in a
look at the most
wondrous sight the coin, forty-one, 1,212 tons; Knox, eighty“(>!'! for myself, I prefer the quiet of arating chase of deer, or skirted the swift
The fruit consists of an
peculiar
way.
ramble along rivers or Skokotnish, (Poking for signs of beaver, heavens had yet shown. Someone re- three, 1,305 tons; Waldo, thirty-one, 265
the c>>.'
ry, a
..I
iUUII Jli
1,1-1,, UD'.'.a
brooks; .ir, better still, some wild forest have come to regard such matters as the membered that there was to bean
tons; Hancock 211, 3,546 tons; Washingeclipse
length, inch' ing two hard nutlets somedell, w I •«• r • the birds are merry all the
A. P>. C. of forest life, and always
i)f the moon August 23, arid mentioned ton, twenty-one, 263 tons.
very
what resembling the seeds of an apple.
day, a' ! where no unseemly revelry
clothe themselves accordingly.
The herring fishery in connection with
the fact.
The explanation brought its
breaks ibe st illness of t he night
The expulsion of the seeds may ho wit- F. Drinkwater, late of Ellsworth, in said
At
the
end
of
the
second
the
the
sardine
of
relief.
nessed by i lacing a branch with the ripen- county, deceased. Fifth account of Hiram C.
takes
day
party
feeling
THE OLYMPICS.
industry, undoubtedly
Vaughan, guardian, tiled.
first rank in importance. It is tiie “poor ing fruit on*a table in a ream. As the
AN ELK HUNT.
Tin
>ild is not yet born who will live found itself at the held of tin- hkokomisli
'exGeorge A. Lake, an insane person, o!'
case dries a strain results, and that causes
miles
from
t
lieir
cabins
man’s”
port, in said county. First account <>> /enas
us
fish—with
in
It
four
was
long
days from the t ime era nip was
spring, summer,
ough to see transit ion in Aim r- riv*r, twenty-live
1 lonitT. guardian, li led.
1 ho rupture
a slight omming at the a; ex.
of
run
in
aim
the
bottom.
winter,
it
is
is
made that Reid and Hopper were able to
'i 's \\ ildest section
Many people speak
very prolific, and
Caroline A
late of Ellsvin
the Olympic mounof the cas g ,cs <>n very slowly for a num- m id c. >u m d*. Parcher,
< cased.
Petit bet file-! tor apM< and all hough
y,
take their first limit for elk. A heavy fog found everywhere. During 1896 the hertains in Washington.
Admittedly, there t his place as t he first div
ber of hours or days, win
the strain sudof some >.titanic per.van a iiii.it c
pointment
ring have been unusually prolific. The
had covered the mountains, making it
is if
known of those snow-clad moun- t lie Cushman lies k>o!;< d uj on it as a cometo of
1 edenly over*-i mvs the remaining resistance, utider will am P.codicil
ceased, George
Dutton, truster under said
»ut of question for an extended trip over various -dz^s and forms in which the fish
out on the Pacific coast,
tai'
than of paratively easy part of the j mrney, a tyro
completing the opening w it.i a sharp snap- will and codicil thereto, being now d ..a.
'•!’ liver me
would sighingly
remark:
the Img backs, down steep snow slides, or appears on the markets, places it first in
(). P. 1 rx N I N- ; H A *.T, .!... ,, of
air other portion of tie- I'nited States.
r-U
ping sound ami sending tho seeds boundA true copy of original ordpr of court.
ing about ti.o n o: 11. Theca.- splits nearly
Coverieg an area of 30,00) square miles in from any harder work with this pack on through deep and narrow ravines. IVob- commercial importance.
Attest:—Chas.
P.
D**i:k.
i-.egisier.
tin- northwestern part of that new state, my hack !"
ably this enforced deday made them all j Shad are caught in seines, principally to the base, and its ap_ "a-vitjco afterward
.-•st mui'ht.'.e witio opened
is said to
To all per-o• is interested in either •the e.eThe nun came down in torren s, mil
the more eager and determined when ; in t he Kennebec and eastern rivers. It is
;
i-Olympics are bounded on t he west by
:d i-:e.—i.Jop« :
titles le reiua I ter iiatned
mouth of a
rpent about to
make
esl
was
to
on
there
did
the
shoulder
Kennebec
great
their
rifles.
that,
hustling
cimp
river,
t tie Pacdi' ocean, north by the straits of
they
At a e..,ii; nf iii-olv«‘iiey held at E!!-W'--ih in
ular Science Nc w s.
and lor the county of llane-.el;, on ttetourcoff
e
ther
are
and
Soon
the
331
kindle
t
lie
fire.
fishermen
d
had
not
in
the
far
a
win
engag'
Juan (It- i .r a, ami north -usl, east ami
They
gone
they dist- enth «i.-1y of January, a. d. l-.-T.
southeast by Puget sound the world's pot began t<» boil and the bacon to sizzle; covered signs of big game.
r"’HIE
Perhaps shad ti ming with weirs and drift nets,
:■
..wiiig inaiti'i- having I
j>roLibert tscmnits.
tiled li>r tiie action thereupon le-reinafw it.i IM boats.
i
then ail gatnered around and devoured a
The value of the weirs,
others will recall instances in their own
greatest inland harbor.
ter indie deil, it i- here y ordered that notice
more
for
meal
distinguished
quantity
xperience when they have discovered, nets am! boats is £24,0S5. The season of
A distinguishing feature of the Olymthereof l.e given to all per-ons inter,
>!, ny
liach soon proeaustttg a ropy of this order to he p jb'i- ••<1
deer tracks, apparently fresh, and grouse ’5)6 has been a good one as far as quantity
pics is their almost precipitous rise from than for quality, perhaps.
three weeks successively In the
Elt-worth
his pipe, a regular old-fashioned
is cone rued, but the price has been low.
dusts under every old log, yet could nut
the marly encircling tide-water.
The duced
A merieaii, a new -paper published at E.. worth,
corn eob, ami pulling and thinking he-! flush the game. Reid and
in .-aid county, that they may app-ar at u
summit
of Mount
Constance is fully
Hopper tramped Chemicals emptied into the Androscog- The Little
1
of insolvency, to be held at Duck sport,
Conies
court
to
EosConqueror
affairs. Of course, they
nearly all that day with the alluring gin river above Brunswick, from the pulp
on
the tenth dsn of February, a. d. .-•7. at
7,000 feet above the sound, yet its base came the order of
ton. People Are Becoming
eleven id the clock in the forenoon, and be heard
tracks before them, but not a horn had and woolen mills, exert a deleterious efis kissed by Puget’s waves awe-inspir- talked ol their trip, of hunting in genthereon if they see cause.
folk would at
been seen.
Finally they stopped on a fect on fisheries, it even being discovered
Enthusiastic.
ing sentinels tossing their heads in ! eral, and of how eastern
George A. Green, of Deer Isle, in said couna jungle.
life
in
such
lir>L
stand
in
ttie
taste.
Other
and
river
rubbish
is
ty, insolvent debtor. Appointment of second
They
were
dithe
best
soletnn grandeur to the clouds, on whose
ridge,
apt
discussing
(From the Boston Globe.)
meeting of creditors of said debtor tiled and
that
still
themselves
to
be
for
bad
the
fish.
rection
in
congratulated
they
which
to turn their steps,
summits the mists of heaven rest, and
When tlie welfare of t lie public is at approved.
a
wonClams make an important industry. stake, our citizens are interested.
when they caught sight of some moving
The J Juliett Nickerson, of Eden, in said county,
along whose sides gigantic shadows chase had three horses, because it was
insolvent debtor.
of second
little
had
not
been
der
that
one of
them
conqueror has come ami conquered. meeting of creditors Appointment
They grow all along the coast, and it is
objects corning down a steep slide.
each other as the light clouds flit before
of said debtor tiled and
Boston lias proven no exception to the I
killed while it was rolling down the j
"Hure as you’re horn, we’ve got ’em at marvellous to consider their value. There
approved.
the sun.
rule; everything is swept before the onHoward G. Spofford, of Deer Isle, in said
mountain side.
last!” whispered Reid, in smothered ex- art- 781 persons engaged in the work;
ward
march.
Enthusiastic people are county, insolvent debtor. Appointment of
Alp-like, the Olympics are impassable
A SURPRISED CAYUSE.
bushels in shell, 282,961; value in shell, talking about their experience. Many a second meeting of creditors of said debtor
citement.
well
in
the
summer
months.
along
except
tiled and approved.
reader of this knows where the photoIf that cayuse could talk its story
"Yes, there come elk to a dead cer- £110,878; cases of clams packed, 40,674;
Eri L. Hunker, of Mount Desert, in said
They were never crossed prior to 1890,
graphic studio of Mr. C. II. Foster is, at
What caused the
would be interesting.
tainty,” replied Hopper, “and they will value packed in cases, £119,379; barrels for iS Hanover street, and no doubt a num- county, insolvent debtor. Petition for diswhen the government sent over an expefrom all debts provable against his escharge
ber know Mr. Foster personally—a Bos- tate under the
dition under command of
Lieutenant outbreak is still a mystery, for without worK right down the cut at the base of bait, 4,053; value of same, £18,385.
insolvency laws of Maine,
tonian for 35 years, and a man whose tiled bv said debtor.
The
this
smelt
catch
for
185)6
was
a
We’ve
’em
at
the
horse
commenced
last!”
ridge.
large one,
O’Neil.
There were twenty to make the warning
got
plunging,
<>. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Paid court.
statement
should
the skeptic.
satisfy
The
with
which
was
sold
for
elk,
unconscious
of
a
later
a
four-foot
moment
cleared
1,326,000 pounds,
danger, came
A true copy of original order of court.
dangerous trip, and ttieir experiences and
This is how lie speaks of his ease. To our
Attest:—('has. P. Don it. Register.
down the snowy road, sliding and
would fill a good-sized book; yet, for log at the side of t he trail and went rolljump- £71,704, principally shipped to Boston and representative he said: “About 15 years
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Capt. Richard Warren, of Brookline,
Mass., a native of this place, arrived
ruesday evening on a short visit to
friends and relatives. He remained till
Saturday and took in the sociable, where

feeawall.

V»:...am L. Dolliver has bought the
hou-e owned by John Dolliver at the.Seawall.

Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Dolliver have vacated
their former residence, and are now stop:• r:
Mrs, Dolliver's mother, Mrs.
ping
Henry Moore.
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When you take Hood’s Pills. The big, old-fashioned. sugar-coated pills, which tear you all to
pieces. are not in it with Hood's. Fasy to take

Hood’s
and easy to operate, is true
•f Hood's Pills, which are
■pto date in every respect.
Safe, certain and sure. All
druggists. 2SC. C. I. Hood & To., Lowell. M
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William H. Lawrence and daughBe le spent Saturday at Bar Harbor.
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Lena Hooper and her little sister Edith
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i J tonne!' and wife.
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The bureau furth-r says that there i«
ly any permanent highway construct: n in the state and ascribes this
stateef affairs to wrrk carriedr-n without
method or system and money wasteful ly
and ic;ud: : usly expanded. The ltitrucuctun if a definite system cf highway
construction throughout the state is the
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MATCHED SETS.
The patterns are all desirable, and some of them positively elegant. We need
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fHithfu! brot tier.
Resolved. That we, as members of the
Ancient Order of United Workmen, express our heartfelt sympathy to the sorrowing family for the* great loss they have

copy of these resolutions be sent to the bereaved family.
H. C. Young,
a

J. M. McKennr
J. E. Gott,

v.

Committee.

Egypt.
In spite of the cold weather, the people
gathered at the school-house in large
numbers for Sabbath school work.
Miss
Etta West, who lately returned home
! from Ellsworth Falls, read a
temperance
paper which was appreciated by ail. Mis>*
West is one of our bright scholars and
most popular young ladies.

Jan. 25.

_U.

J. S.

record is better than a prospectus.
Semspaper circulation is ichat counts for
advertisers.
.4

nni-t not

Miami

ore

overlook

our

MdKUIUmi,

which is a special fcatur
this year of our Hamburg
line—all cat out. arui in
■

continuous

-*

length.

tax

vy.
The rtbr*- I’:

wide tir- s is
.th < f tire f r
ti.e
f .r
»ry !ar::i ana r ad wag
! : wag
ins
intends-.; f r P-a ..ru.. is:x: :
betw» :.
five if r
loads m< re tu.tu *.x at;a !• -> than eight
s for
tons, six
igons m re than
eight t*:^: law not to g into effect
imme*iiatray; after Jan. 1, 1Vj;i, tine
for having wag* ns on
i. : in conformity with the wide tire law. After
Jan. 1, l**o.:t use of w ag us not conformable to ti.e law to be feubje
to li:

'..»*:■

u

f*

bureau

favors

substitution

be roofed ovi r ; iron and steel parts to be
kept free of rust and painted regularly.
Roads in valleys and rolling country,
generally let at*, d along land subdivision
lines, and in mountains along old Indian
trails, should be located along the
best grade and alignments which the
nature of the country will permit.
Tree planting along the roads is another subject treated, and the planting
of different kinds of trees suited to the
requirements of the locality is urged.
Construction
and Maintenance of
State Highways.—About 4,500 miles of
road, varying in cost from |500 to
#4. 500 per mile.
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prescriptions precisely put toyether yo to
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Here is
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poor road offsets the advanta

good market.

Cf

a

bargain.

great

•

We have the famous

ARMORSIDE CORSET.
Every pair

if

warranted;

breaks, we will replace
cost to the purchaser.

one

it at

no

While our line of Dry Goodia better than ever,
please don't
overlook our

GROCERY

DEPT.

Everything in this
market prices.

line at lowest

BOOTS and SHOES.
Some special bargains to close.

FEED.
Mixed; shorts; middlings, gray
fancy w hite.

and

WHITING BROTHERS,

Main Street,

Ellsworth

...

it’s

a

tap

at your

death

life door.
If you

HALE'S
HONEY

knew it

0F

you

wouldn’t

HOREHOUND

neglect such
cough.

and

a

TAR

Ho«T °< Horehound and Tar is a
pt'5*?ledy b"i 11 *cta like magic in all
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change

The man who never blankets his horse
in the winter is the one who insists me
roads are good enough.

we

at the very low

25 CENTS.

the better will be apparent .soon, no
doubt.
r

which

—

of

price

P.ke

The value of the horse depends on the
character of the road.
So intelligent farmer should waste
his time iu hauling half loads to market.

selling

are

li&d Hoad# (oiuumf,

At the fanners' ccugress at Indianapolis Mr. Otto Dorner, the Milwaukee
member of the League of American
Wheelmen national committee fur ruad
improvement, told th3 truth succinctly
when he saidi
The elements entering
into the transportation of grain to the
are
railway
time, horses anil vehicles.
Bad roads consume them ail; good roads
Conserve all.
He pointed out that since
Isew Jersey had undertaken the eoustructiou of good roans the
quantity of
poiuio* s that could be hauled to the load
had increased from 50 baskets to 65 or
100 baskets.

1

:

.AM)

of

bridges and culverts made of stone, concrete or
brick for wooden bridges.
Where wooden, st€*el or combination
bridges are necessary the floors should
be protected by a pavement of aspbaltum
or biturnin' us rock; wooden bridges to

Texas is

case

a

HEMSTITCHED

cense.

The

jU't opened

...iN c

r

w:

ly advocating good roads, aud

StJbrrtisnnmts.

If you
hart your

our

throughout

c
u
pr*.
Cbangv* and revisions of road laws
i with a view to harr
mm-:
are

m
g
peca.’i-s f. r
law *; a!-- t•
fr
tax:**;

and

terns.

■care-

remeoy

just received an
line, larger than

ever before,
of
Hamburg
embroideries. This line includes some very fine and
exceptionally desirable pat-

a

That

ill be

TtnjrrtisnnrntB.

Torrey.

sustained.
Resolved,

w

t:;us to encouragethat t„e am. unt

bounty
thoroughfare.—The main
Nearly all bis life be was a sufferer from road of each county to serve the
general
spinal disease, which terminated in his interest of the county, constructed under
death. He and his father lived alone for the direction of the
supervisors and to
several years—years of faithful care by
serve as feeders to the state highways.
the father for his afflicted and beloved
Di-trict Heads.—Constructed by peoson.
ple cf particular localities to serve the
Jan. 25.
Kay.
immediate necessity; the people to organize themselves into road districts
ISircIi IlHrlxir.
P. A. Sumner, of Steuben, w as in tow n after the manner of the organization of
school districts and to construct such
Saturday.
roads as they desire.
W. F. Davis, w ho has been to Augusta, j
The bur- au is cf the opinion that the
returned last week.
sentiment fur good roads at the
present
Miss Mertie P.rigg* left Tuesday for time is su'-h that
the movement must
Monticello, her former home.
result iu the early adoption cf a definite
J. W. NVescott, of Winter Harbor.; system, or no improvement will be
spent Sunday with his father, G. W. made for several decades. A definite
We-seott.
system must be-substituted for the presMi*a Fannie Sargent who has been ent haphazard methods. The plan recomteaching in Kingman, spent a few days mended is based on the experience of other states and other countries modified
here recently.
by
Jan. 25.
the conditions peculiar to California.
C.
The adoption of the plan prupos,aud
Surry.
the inauguration of the system recomRESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.
Whereat, Our Heavenly Father has mended, together with the aouor recomseen lit to remove from our number a bemendations. would make the Golden
loved brot her.
Stale the id-, al highway commuuitv of
Resolved. That in the death of Fred E.
the world.
we are called to mourn the loss of

la 11 and wife.

Hnnscom, of the Methodist church,
The school taught by Miss Josie Strout, j
in the Union
f
Mil bridge, closed Fr day after two j < >f Franklin, preached

the
j
at

JParclier’s.

died

Mr.

j

st

were

John F. Jones and Miss Lottie Pitcher
iere quietly marr ed at the home of the
A. B.
‘ride s parents, Saturday evening.
Kingsley performed the ceremony.

——

neu'i

Games

Ralph

Best for Children
The

Bracey

Mrs. Bracey
years.
made her home with her son. Herman
Bracey, who moved here from Mt. Desert

nornnrg with his team to haul bark.

TRIiCS
JTpin
Elixir
9

Ann

seventy-nine

future
•efreshments were served and the young ! residence of the bride and groom, Merrill
C. Herrick, of South Penol*scot, and Mi*a
people departed.
Mary E. Bakeman, of Brooksville, in the
The school in the upper district closed
presence of a few neighbors and friends.
There was only one scholar
rhursday.
Mr. Stone, of the Baptist church, pervho was neither absent nor tardy—Minformed the ceremony.
Mrs. Minnie Gray
lie Rolfe, w bo was perfect in attendance.
was bridesmaid, and Fred Gray was best
Jertrude Rolfe and George Spurling were
man.
The bride was becomingly dre-sed
ib sent only half a day, and Periey Tracy
in blue with trimmings of white satin
medav; Joeie Ash one and a half dMvs;
ribbon and wore a cluster of hydrangeas
Bridie Guptiil one and a half days.
is a corsage bouquet. After the
Pax.
Jan. 25.
ceremony
ice-cream and cake were served.
Mr. I
Goulilnlioro.
Herrick is an enterprising and promising
Mrs. N. S. Kingsley is visiting relatives
and
all
wish
k’oung man,
prosperity for
he bride and groom.
n Northeast Harbor and vicinity.
ime.

^Stirrtisrmrnts.

No

returned

family

are

Atwood Pearl, only son of Joseph Garland, died Jan. IS, aged fourteen years.

Naskeag lodge, F. and A. M.. will hold
public installation Wednesday evening.
Supper will be served by the Harvest
Home society.
Eliza

West Surry, left

Miss Effie Smith, of Ellsworth, is spending the winter with Mrs. Byron Robbins.

a

Mrs.

of

Mrs. Pnilena French is staying with
Mrs. George Jordan this winter.

Boston Saturday.

aged

Trundy.

bay, but few, if
large catches have been reported.
Jan. 25.
C.

Mrs. Lizzie Cole was called home from
Boston by the serious illness of her
mother, Mrs. Rachel Five.

^arty in his honor at the home of bis s;s:er. Mrs. Clara P erce, Friday
evening.
He iB on a business trip eastward in tne
merest of a Boston firm.
Ego.
Jan. 25.

John Dolliver. jr., who has been quite
ill for the past year, has so far recovered
as to be able to drive from Oak Point to 1
Liouldftboro.
Seawall to v:-:t his father.
Robert R. Joy has been very ill, but is
Zun-o Moore, with his brother OarMr. Joy’s many
slowly
convalescing.
nt
with
his
friends
here.
cnee, -p*
.Sunday
'riends congratulate him on being apIt w .1 be but a short time when Zemro's
for this district.
p: :ng f-oun tens nee w ill be missed, as be pointed deputy-sheriff
intend- ♦<, >tart for Alaska in a few weeks.
Friends gathered at Charles Tracy’s
Jan. 25.
DOLLIE.
Saturday evening. Every one had a good

and

v

well divided among the
dred fishermen on the

are numerous.

Bridges

11

catch thus
under

advancement.

W.

war.

M.

Smelts

Reports regarding a new line of steamers are very conflicting.
j
Miss Jones has about fifty scholars.'and
they speak highly of her as a teacher.

numerous
a

was

A.

the

Lynn. Mass., today to spend a few
weeis with her daughter. Mrs. R. E. ConMrs.
ary.
Trundy has recently been
granted a pension f f!2 a month.

wood.

from

m

for

Fishermen compiain of a dull market.
Just a little more snow to move our

go

injured

was

Mrs. Lizzie

on*.

was a success

served.
»upper was
for church purposes.

appreciative

Brooklln.

every way.
rfae school children gave a short enterwhich
after
ainment, games followed,

Kingdom

an

sake.

..

rsaturoay and Sunday.
Next session of Hancock district lodge.
I. O. of G. T.. will t>e held with Exce sior
lodge. 397. East Surry. Feb. 25.

Globe ball Sat-

at

before

rapid

readier-

which

talent

Mil

by

any.

ser-

ing in

Irv.n N. and Sarah Bowden, of North
B.ueh .l. visited their aunt at this place

efficient management of Fred W.
Burrill. a senior at Bates college.
The
■chool is largely attended, and is making

Monday.

>n

Ea -1

A public installation of the officers of
Winter Harbor lodge, F. and A. M.. took
C. E. Grover.
place Wednesday evening.
W.M.; Ira Workman. S. W.: A. E. Small,
J. W. and H. H. Hanson, S. D.
Jan. 25.
A. E. S.

admin-

was

town

ihe

I«l*.

place
programme—Tuesday evening
it the Harbor and Wednesday evening at
he Landing.
Presiding Elder Norton preached here
tnd at the Landing Sunday, giving some
rery
interesting and impressive discording

presented

was

odge. F. and A. M.
High school is progressing finely

sorrow.

The masonic installations took

:n

Charles F. Kingsley, a promising young
man of this place, died Sanday, after a
Deingering illness of consumption.
?ea*ed was a member of Winter Harbor

M.

I>M-r

w*ii'-h

small reduced the fracture.

beautiful
another expression of their

darn

E.v-n Burns, of Bar Harr or, formerly
of tnis place, met with a -erious accident.
He fei
breaking h:s lame arm. Thi- ithe fourth time he has broken this arm

Mrs. Priscilla Goptill fell on the ice
Dr.
Friday, fracturing the forearm.

A

Jan. 26.
tooth

Brown, of Mi.bridge, is

local

nearly

Capt. Nathan W. Higgins, whose health
Las e- n very
r. is gaining slow ly.
Capt. Howard Mayo :* at home for th<
winter.
He left his vessel. **Westerloo."
in Boston.

ladience.

occurred.

followed ber

and

en-

teaching

is

Jan. 25.

urday evening,

expressed.

cemetery.

are

J. A. P.

drama

bridge

only sister and two

sympathy

body,

a

ifTection and

morn-

fine

a

death

nt

business.

A

Mrs.

it fa her sister.

her

her

to seaside

mains

large. It is

Sunday

w

Vaughn’s P.

stable

new

Prof. Atherton is
Towu Ho. ball.

next

hicken

C. G.
>n

Rev. E. Bean conducted funeral services
it the residence Saturday afternoon. The
nembers of the E. Q. V. society were

formerly ocas a
bakery,

store

here

brothers much

few

a

bis house

at

received the

Jan. 25

John M.

ha

course*.

then

of

on

been

for cottages for

Winter Harbor.

age.

her father.

have

inquiring

W.

-king for your sake,*'

-n.

repeated. Then after a silence, he exclaimed hoarsely, “I can refuse you nothI will give up smoking for your
ing.

•*

supper’* held at the
parish house Saturday evening was a sue•**.».
Tne proceeds, about $30,go towardfinishing the parish bouse.

1

non t

istered
10.

a

Mrs.

SUBSCRIBER.

Cora Small,

the M. E. church

at
at

of

in-

looks very cosey.
feast

The

mUsed.

sympathy

the

been

Young's
completed.
O.

week.

orig.na

representative to the legislature,
Hinckley was spending the winter

proprietor of the boot and
new

of

In the

him.

his

store, .n

where

library

greatly

jast

Weit Eden

Mr*. N. S. Kingsley, of West Goul'isboro. is visiting her parent-. Mr. and Mrs.
J.
Peck ham and other relatives this

two
the
orphaned
go out to
i-hildren. Tom, eight, and E.durta. six

whispered that should he ever retarn to
Green's Landing the ••white caps” would
a turn at

the

West

wife, of

and

gaged.

hearts

O. L\ W., will install officers, after
which a banquet will be served at the
Methodist vestry.

Wi.l Srr.i? h.

he

will
does

3u* above ail

A.

have

she

of

one

letter*
Ad

season.

another

the

in

worker,

was

sne

nembers,

about 11

at

Friday evening Good Will lodge

Webster is still

io-t

helpful

was a

f which

ago. were thrown from the cart and
of them got pretty well shaken up.

Alvin

have

“I

.at-:

Several
pa-t week

say
fre-

so

Kittredge

Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Kimba.. and C. A.
Kimbaii left Boston Monday for a two
months' trip to the Pacific coast.

vas

w

said

over

Mrs. Thornes Graves.

as
ion, in
interested, in the sisterhood of E. Q- Vs.

Green’* Canning.

some

of

one

received annooc*
leatb f Mrs L. C. Spc i*g
mg t
has resided
it eighty- f
r,
her
Mrs. A.
The deWaterviiie, for several years.
f So
vai
eased was for
rty a res
iren, Charles Speide .of I.incoin. Neb.. George, of Portarid. an: Mr-, smith, of Waterviiie.
E.
Ja:.. Jo.

tender

the harbor

entertained las; week
L C. There was a

was

isoros:*

large attendance.
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jc:nc.:oes.s

and many a
been

sadly

ns*

in

in

tne iadies o! the V.

News has

light-house

a

was

of
Franklin,
exchange with Rev

-.

Charles

*f<-:al

a

"L .ac*\

buoy boat,
Sunday.

Merrill,

up

Three of the boys, while

Steamer

at

v<jc&i and

most

we were

cheer,

a-

other*

t

In the Congregational society,

itn

enjoyable and
evening, with a feeling that

o’clock. e?:er

ner.

juen: y
friend.*’

looking master.
A :t~r : hr installation exercise* came
r
t
the mas t
irks by Rev. J. S. K.caards.
teres;. g
Pa-: Ma-t>rs Augustus O. Gross. E.rner
P. Sp-off rd and others. Cake and fruit
were served by the stewards, assisted -by
the young .adies, followed
instruments’ music.

Si

The

Rose

Hanseom.

^nasy

row

daughter

New Y*:rk.

this week for

Mr.

Rev.

MonIt is fourteen inches in thickness.

"many

need? '■ kcalines.

an.

eare

“Give up

-ake?

for my

MONEY.

W bite.

wife, of Otter Creek,
r y the i..n«» of Mr.

:.ere

i quite :.l. are improving.
Cap:. S. V. Bern!* and
wil.

“Certainly,” he replied.
give up smoking f.,r my

you

•-

G. H. Dan bar and wife, who have teen

many friends here.

this

SYSTEM

F. X Ccrr. of Boston, is in town fra
brief vis.; to his !a:ner-in-.aw. A. I>.

*ol!ti

fcy

and

>

ly F>. Hamor :* very ill of pneuMr*. Hamor i* eighty-ttre*

V

ber

cargo of

year* old. and her recovery is doubtful.
B.
Jan. 24.

Miss Eva

OF

•Would

Tee bureau cl highway?of California
i a V' ry elaborate report of
ta- comp.
st began operations in
its work
j-> I' \ a:. sect it in to the governthe
or. Th- bureau has ascertained from
and:tors of the various counties the
nt t:: re ads f r the
f
vears
lss5-'', in-;iisive, exclusive of
for bridges out if other

Sat-

mother. Mr*. Sa. y Hamor.

monia.

ill-

WASTE

from

OF

OITLAY—LACK

CAUSES

t

W

result

permanent

VAST

Myra

Nettie.

sister

Mr*.

“George,” she s«»id, in a low voice
"would you make a great sacrifice for
my

he

fund* and private snbscripn ad wcrk, and finds
is
$17,919,324, that
there remains a very poor let of roads
general.v in this state, that the work
has bee n carried cn without method or
svstem. and re-', mmends a definite system of highway construction throughTo this end the
cut the entire state.
reads s^rul i be class.fied as state highuuty thoroughfare* and district
way;.
road;, ;ne hr;: class to be constructed
;•
asmam arteries, the second
byby the count:-s under direction cf the
supervi- :s and the third to serve the

Wa

Tne tar resting of ice commenced

with
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imparted

sue

good

and
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very
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year* of age.
of a warm heart and
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new*
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teen called
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Mrs. Emma Clements, of Bar Harbor, is
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w.gow

Vo

spring.
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Samuel Ws !« and

with pneu-

was

ear

worth

boats.

HINCKLEY.

M.

LIZZIE

severe

and

.n town

out a

-V

visited

Frank Spur ling is building several

day.

IX TEN YEARS.

Banda

of this

Jan. 22.

at-

thirty-three

f

a new s

M.,

aeath. tne

nevy- :i.nad been cor:in’-ted t
tne

.-

OF

a

been threatened

Mr*. LaFurley
Ober. cf this place.

the

a:

after

monia.

the late Harvey
P. Hinckley, parsed from earth Jan.
months af:-r her has band entered toe sp ir.t world. A.though -ct had
e Mr. Hines.ey’s
teen in poor health

y

having

ness.

visiting

great cred 11 is d

|
Bta..;

of her convalescence

present time one
hundred men. end expects to increase its
force in the early spring.
E.
Jan. 25.

employed

L.zz.t

:;.-:*..ac

of

now

in the

Friends here of Mrs. Maitland LaFurley. of Stockton Springs, are glad to learn

_

very cold there
hers pre.-^nt w itn

-..xty mem
i.ed fri- nds.

full

A

Sprague, formerly
Stockton Springs,

Northeast HarOor.

DEATH

was

and :nT.

Prtprs.

W.

tendance is requested.
The scnooner “Stephen Bennett" is
loading for New York at the Bluehiil
granite company’s works. The company
has

Toe fo. a ing officers were instated by
Pas: Master Moses D. Joyce, w ::n Edward
E. Prewsey acting as rnarsha.:
John J.
Spoff jr-J. W. M.: Frank A. Gross. S. W.;
Edwin L. ILa.-k-r,
J. \V.; Augustus O.
Gross, treas.; Austin D. Haskell, secy:
Eev. J. S. K.cnar&s. chap.; Jasper V\
Hark-..
Eugene A. Green, r D.;
Charles f:. M. Pres-ey, J. Lc: vs ;;,ard G.
Ha-r:-,
: G -odw in P. Thompson, J.
A. Gray, organist; Char.es
S.; WmH. LufK.n. ::.er.

C

A

Richardson
Harbor, were

pped

there.

James A. Garfield post will elect a comofficers Satits
minder
and
install
urday evening. Jan. 3j. deiay having been
caused by the illness and death of Com"8m■**.?

Josie
of Bar

urday.
Frank Brewer ha? hauled

Cove's mariners are nearly ail at
borne for the winter.
Capt. Eagece
Sprague and Mate William Robbins, of
schooner "Laurel", arrived
home from
Boston. Jan. IS, leaving their vesse.

read.

H.

on

Seal

public installation of officers of Ira
Berry lodge. F. and A. M wi.i fc*e held in
A supper
cue new haL Monday. Feb. 1
w.ii follow. Mis* L:..ian May Kane will

MAsnv’r in-ma T-I atigx.

the

in town

was

A

_

Avery p.-raring putiic Ihsia.ia:ion

A

Boston,

Moore

parents and friends while bis vessel, the
"Julia S. Bai'ey". was in port, laden with
stone from Somes Sound to New York.

ister.

Mr. Green aw
ill.
S. S. Scott's house in the

t

a -evere

ace.

p

Friday, called here by the cea?b of hiMrs. H. P. Hinckley.

last

E. A. Ricnardson.
move

Capt. C.

cold.

Samuel Merrill, of

spring.
Abou* thirty friends met at Arthur
house
new
Greeniaw’s
Saturday
evening for a house-warming.
They
presented him with a lounge. RefreshThe evening was
ments were served.

the

;th

w

D.

Misses

Young,

EXPENDED OX THEM

sOOO

pas? week.

receiving conof a daughter,

are

James A. Butler, of schooner
"Theodore Dean", is home for the winter:
also Mate W. D. Wail*, of schooner "C. B.
Wood", and Vernon Laity who sails in a
West Tremont vessel.

Octave Stover returned heme last week.
Mrs. Stover is confined to the house

statue.

Frank Greenlaw
will

hi*

to

former home in Holden.

Mr*. Mary Hinckley ha* been visiting
re.atives and friends .a Trenton for Iht

Mate

meetir.g-s :n the Baptist church tEis week.
I>r Frank J Fr*e’. of Brooklyn, N*. Y..
was
in town Fr:cay. returning to New
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gratu at ions on tbe birth
and Rev. and Mrs. Arthur
tbe birth of a sen.

Sidney Howe, of Boston, arrive^ Friday ar.d returned Monday.
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few week**.

Severe colds are tbe order of the day.
B. Wall* aDd Mis* Lae 11a Brown
have been on the sick iist, bat are reJ. Carver and wife
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Frank Jordan, of Sorrento, spent Sonday in town.
M s? Fannie Sweet ha* returned from a

A.

week.

town .a-t

sworth last we-rk

in F

r we*

Mate Gardner Lawson, of schooner
"Julia S. Bai ey". was a* home for a few
day* recently.

covering.

Samuel Freethy and wife, of Surry, were
town Saturday.
was
M. O. Mai’ey. of Brooklyn. N*. Y

in

ill.

very

York.
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E. T

Capt. J.

Wednesday
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H. Stover

from New

m4ge. No. IS. A. O. I. W
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Mr.
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tbe L. y
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Ca.a:s.

Mr*.

E. -worth list
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war
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